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P R E F A C E

to stand on a giant’s shoulders, it is said, provides a view farther than what the giant sees.
 As I looked for Laban Ainsworth of Jaffrey, New Hampshire, across two centuries, 
three “giants” provided strong, broad shoulders to stand on—Daniel B. Cutter, Albert 
Annett and Alice E. E. Lehtinen.
 Cutter was the first to search Jaffrey town papers, probe townspeople’s memories, 
transcribe documents, and search out military records as he prepared his History of the 
Town of Jaffrey, published in 1881.
 Almost half a century later, the town determined that a new history was needed. While 
Cutter had labored alone, now various committees oversaw the work until, in 1934-37, 
the two-volume publication, History of Jaffrey, New Hampshire, appeared, its title pages 
citing as authors Albert Annett and Alice E. E. Lehtinen.*
 Both books provided important underpinning for the present work. While centering 
on Laban Ainsworth, first and long-time pastor of the Congregational Church of Jaffrey, 
here the man’s town and his time share the story.
 The author explored with profit the rich collections of the New Hampshire Historical 
Society, Dartmouth College archives, the New-York Historical Society and the New York 
Society Library. Jaffrey town records and papers of the First Congregational Church of 
Jaffrey yielded other pertinent documents.
 At the heart of this account of the Reverend Laban Ainsworth are letters, notebooks, 
and memoranda of four generations of Ainsworths, presently treasured by the pastor’s 
descendants. To that family, the author owes a considerable debt, dating from the early 
offer of a look into papers crowded in a highboy at the Ainsworth Manse in Jaffrey, to the 
cordial response provided over years to queries, visits and proddings.
 It is their continued guardianship of this unique collection which has made the 
present work possible.

❦

A U T H O R ’ S  N O T E

thE story of a man lives on in words —words in civic and church records, in legalities, 
in printed works. Laban Ainsworth lives through these and most particularly through 
scores of his own memoranda, letters, notebooks, scraps of paper—the personal and on-
the-scene records of men’s everyday events (only occasionally of women’s), whose sun is 
ours, whose winter chills we know, whose children’s voices sound familiar tones.
 No searching here through court records, land titles, tax rolls, but rather a story 
rooted in the papers three generations of Ainsworths thought worthy to preserve. What 
is lacking on occasion may be the final word on a land title dispute or an unpaid debt, but 
_______________
*Volume II (Genealogy) appeared first in 1934, followed by Volume I in 1937.
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the Ainsworth papers in themselves carry the breath of the lives of Laban the pastor, his 
father William the farmer, his son William the banker and New Hampshire legislator, his 
daughter Sally, and her husband, Isaac Parker, Boston businessman.
 The original spelling, as it appears in Ainsworth and related papers, has been 
retained here.

J. P. W.
Hancock, N.H.
September 29, 1994

❦

B I O G R A P H I C A L  N O T E

JEan ParkEr WatErbury was a writer, editor, literary agent, and historian with deep 
connections to Hancock, New Hampshire, and St. Augustine, Florida, where she was 
born and raised. During World War II she was with the Overseas Branch of the Office of 
War Information in Europe and New York. After the War she worked as a literary agent, 
representing Zora Neale Huston, among others. She was a board member of Collegiate 
School in New York City and wrote A History of Collegiate School (1965). She served 
on the boards of Monadnock Music and the Peterborough Players in New Hampshire 
and at the St. Augustine Historical Society where she also served as president. She was 
a frequent contributor to El Escribano and the East Florida Gazette.
 Her interest in Laban Ainsworth was sparked by her being the great-great-
grandaughter of both Ainsworth and his Baptist opponent Abel Parker. 

❦

F O R E W O R D
Whit Waterbury

not so much a foreword but a back-word or two of commentary on this work and the 
work that led up to it—more about process and format than substance. 
 In our family the author was always referred to as Mia and it seems only right to use 
that appellation here. 
 How different her research would be today.
 For instance in her 1994 manuscript there was this incomplete citation and I’m 
assuming the requisite follow-up phone call or visit never happened:
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[Tolman,_____]. “The Inscriptions from the Old Burying-Grounds in Concord, 
Mass.” 1873. Concord Free Public Library, Concord, Mass.

 Using GooGlE scholar I found in less than three minutes that the Tolman, as yet 
unnamed in September 1994 when Mia last touched the manuscript, was none other 
than George, referenced in the 1880 Concord Guide:

http://books.google.com/books?hl=en&lr=&id=eE0VAAAAYAAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PA5&dq=Tolma
n,+The+Inscriptions+from+the+Old+Burying-Grounds+in+Concord,+Mass&ots=UOIKOfm
XNz&sig=s36ItFkyhxDag_OR_JN7CUe8DQw#v=onepage&q&f=false
(Retrieved 10/17/14)

 My contribution to this edition lies mostly in the realm of copyediting. I accepted 
microsoFt Word’s spellcheck and grammar rulings occasionally, but frequently not, 
leaving most of Mia’s spelling intact (meeting house is the key offender in the eyes of 
spellcheck which believes meetinghouse is proper [as does the information at the present 
Jaffrey Historical Society web site]).
 All original spellings in quotations are left as Mia transcribed them. If there were 
errors in those transcriptions I’m betting they’ll never be found. She warns on p. ii: 

“The original spelling, as it appears in Ainsworth and related papers, has been retained 
here.” J. P. W., Hancock, NH, September 29, 1994, and goes on to say: 

“Ignoring his own haphazard spelling, Ainsworth offered two rules: ‘In writing never 
make a bad letter or miss spell a word. In composing (and he added as a afterthought, ‘or 
in common talk’) never transgres the rules (of) grammar or Rhetoric.’”(p. 99)

 One of my favorite tidbits is seen on page 69 and is included in the hope that you will 
appreciate its irony even if Mia didn’t.

“He was sparing of words, with a sprinkling of his usual Latin and abbreviations, deletions 
and corrections, all crowded on his little pages.”

 Mia mentioned proddings, administered to her by the “family” (p. i). What you read 
now is the result of similar proddings by the “family” of our Greene cousins of Jaffrey. We 
are lucky to have such nudges, without them this book would not be.

❦

Abbreviations
afp - Ainsworth Family Papers.
ap - Ainsworth Papers, New Hampshire Historical Society Library.
ca - Dartmouth College Archives, Dartmouth College.
cfpl - Concord (Mass.) Free Public Library.
cp - Jaffrey Congregational Church Papers, New Hampshire Historical Society Library.
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Boston was under siege by American militia and the British at Fort Ticonderoga 
had surrendered “in the name of the great Jehovah and the Continental 
Congress” in May 1775 when an 18-year-old mounted his horse one day and 
rode north from his family’s farm in Woodstock, Connecticut.
 Laban Ainsworth was on his way to New Hampshire, where he aimed to 

become a student at Dartmouth, the college not half as old as he.
 Only weeks before, fellow New Englanders had routed the disciplined Redcoats at 
Concord and even as he passed along the rough trails across Massachusetts and along 
the Connecticut River, the Second Continental Congress was considering a call to the 
colonies for general defense measures.
 Ainsworth knew as much of the events as anyone around Woodstock; he had only 
recently spent hours with the Reverend Abiel Leonard, studying for college, and in that 
time heard the articulate pastor speak passionately on the rights of Americans. As Laban 
readied his saddle bags for his ride north, Leonard was “making preparations,” in his 
words, “to attend upon ye Regiments going to Boston by ye design of ye Assembly.”1

 Over the years when the British colonies moved toward independence, Laban was 
moving toward an independence from his agrarian heritage. Back through the centuries 
his forebears had lived on the land in England and for seventy years in Massachusetts and 
Connecticut. He would be the first of his line to venture another life.
 When he was a youngster of three on the Ainsworth farm, George III came to the 
throne of England. From that time to Ainsworth’s death in 1858, his century of life 
paralleled that of the rebellious colonies turned new nation, his fortunes and concerns 
running in step with the fortunes and concerns of his country through a hundred 
years of change.
 Laban’s great-grandfather, Edward, had reached Massachusetts some time before 
1687 and farmed first in Roxbury before moving west to Woodstock where his son, 
another Edward, and in turn Laban’s father William, cleared and cultivated, planted and 
harvested for their livelihood.
 His mother’s family, the Marcys, had followed the same pattern, crossing the Atlantic 
in the 1680s, settling first in Roxbury and then moving to the new lands in Woodstock. 

Chapter1
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Memories of England faded rapidly before the challenges of new and open country where 
a man and his family worked their own fields and pastures, free to move on as they felt 
the need. Still, the Ainsworths, the Marcys and their neighbors considered themselves to 
be under the rule of Great Britain while they maintained their right as British subjects to 
protest what they held to be unjust acts of Parliament and the King.2

 At Woodstock’s West Parish meeting house, as a boy Laban listened through long 
Sunday mornings and afternoons while Rev. Stephen Williams joined scripture to the 
political scene. Nearby in the original settlement of Woodstock, Rev. Abiel Leonard 
grew increasingly vehement on the righteousness of the colonies in the face of British 
oppressive measures.
 When Laban had first left home, he was a school boy, traveling down to Nathan 
Tisdale’s school in Lebanon, Connecticut, where there was more political discussion to 
be heard, both at the school and from the town’s pastor. “No boy,” it has been written, 
“could sit under (Tisdale’s) teaching and listen to the admonitions of Dr. Solomon 
Williams without soaking up a strong dose of patriotic fervor.”3

 That patriotic fervor was mixed with a heavy dose of learning under Mr. Tisdale’s 
guidance. Preparation for college was an important role of the school. Harvard 
and Yale often gave Mr. Tisdale’s students advanced standing, sometimes without 
examination. Dr. Eleazar Wheelock, president of the newer Dartmouth, and an old 
friend, was willing to admit a Tisdale student into whatever class the schoolmaster felt 
his candidate was fitted for.4

 Tisdale’s pedagogy was firmly based on the classics and the Bible. One student, 
several years ahead of Laban at the school, was ready for Dartmouth, the master believed, 
because he was well read in the Ecologues, the Aeneid, Tully and the Gospels of John and 
Matthew. While he could handle Latin “very well, (he) parses Greek but indifferently.”5

 Another student, perhaps more inclined to the practical, had studied, besides the 
usual Latin and Greek, arithmetic, trigonometry, navigation, surveying, astronomy and 
geography. Tisdale admitted this young man had no taste for logic and had probably 
forgotten most of what he had been taught in rhetoric.6

 The schoolmaster was “a man of considerable pedagogical capability,” Ainsworth 
remembered in later years, but he could not resist adding “and of much petulant 
irascibility.”7 It was that irascibility which led to an early confrontation between student and 
master. Tisdale had berated Laban as “a dunce” and “incapable of learning,” whereupon 
the boy packed up his books and belongings to return home. He reportedly told the 
schoolmaster, “It would manifestly be a waste of time and of hard-earned money” for 
him to go on with his schooling. “Why, Ainsworth,” Tisdale said, “you are a genius and 
one of the brightest of my scholars.” Mollified, Laban remained and learned.8

 Whatever time he spent at the Lebanon school could only have served him well on his 
return to Woodstock, where he made his final preparations for college under the tuition 
of Pastor Leonard, an old friend of Eleazar Wheelock. Whether Laban’s studies with 
Leonard had been directed from the start toward Dartmouth, in later years he was to 
report that his father said, “To avoid the British, go to Dartmouth in the woods.”9

 At Harvard he could not have avoided the British; with Cambridge the headquarters 
of the colonial militia, on the first of May 1775 the college students were sent home 
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for an early vacation and shortly thereafter Harvard’s buildings were commandeered by 
the Provincial Congress. In the fall after Laban headed for the New Hampshire woods, 
Harvard classes met in Concord.10

 Yale too was in a disrupted state, although not to Harvard’s extent until 1776, when 
the students were dismissed in early December.11

 But even if the two older establishments had not been undergoing stresses of war 
conditions, Dartmouth had a standing of its own to be considered. One historian 
of the college remarks “as a curious fact,” that in the early period (1771-1783) the 
majority of Dartmouth students came “from the old settlements in Connecticut, the 
very hearthstone of Yale.”12

 Dr. Wheelock’s personal popularity and his wide acquaintance among the clergy 
tutoring young men was a major factor in this leaning toward “the college in the 
woods;” moreover, there could be found the teaching of philosophies surviving from 
the Great Awakening, still a strong influence among Connecticut clergy. Yale, on the 
other hand, was the center of the liberal movement, away from the evangelism of the 
40-year-old Awakening.13

 And, not the least important factor, was the cost of the New Hampshire college, 
low when compared with the older institutions. In 1773, £20 a year could cover tuition 
and board there; as war conditions raised prices generally, in 1777 tuition went to 
25s a quarter, with board “regulated according to the price of Beef, Pork, Wheat and 
Indian Corn,” but no lower than 10s a week. Charges for rooms were 6s per quarter 
(4s for those “in the lower rooms and interior garrets”) according to college records. 
A Harvard education, it had been figured, cost a member of the class of 1769 (before 
inflation had gotten a good start) £213 6s 8d.14

 By late May 1775, Leonard and the Ainsworths were ready to send Laban off to 
Dartmouth. Captain Ainsworth picked out a horse for his son’s long ride north, one 
which, Laban remembered later, “could serve as a means of escape if he were attacked by 
Indians or British along the way.” It would also be his capital, to be sold if necessary to 
help with his college bills, presuming, indeed, he was admitted.15

 Leonard was confident of his student’s acceptance and gave Laban a letter of 
introduction to Dr. Wheelock. The young man, he wrote, had been “for some 
considerable time under my tuition and care and his Parents have now desired that he 
be received into the society under your inspection.”16

 The pastor’s words were favorable while formal: “I have found him to be studious, 
easily governed and of a good disposition and as such can recommend him to you.” One 
of the few recorded direct references to Laban’s arm, crippled in a childhood illness, 
follows: “He is deprived entirely of ye use of his right arm and that was one considerable 
reason of his not being presented to you last fall for admission into College; his parents 
being unwilling he should bear the fatigues of a freshman for an whole year. I hope this 
will be no objection to his Admission at this time.”17

 Here was a contrast with Tisdale’s recommendations—no details of studies, and 
indeed no mention of Laban’s experience in the Lebanon school. But Leonard pointedly 
included the fact that Laban’s parents “are under good circumstances and able to meet 
the expenses of his education.”18
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 That such expenses could be met was in large part due to the Ainsworths’ careful 
exploitation of all the possibilities of income beyond the needs of the family’s own food 
and clothing.
 Using what was at hand, soap grease and tallow were made in sufficient quantities 
to be sold, together with cheese and butter. Extra veal and pork were marketed, 
while “tow” cloth, spun by busy hands indoors, added to the saleable products. Even 
bushels of ashes brought in shillings and pence, all of which added up to make possible 
Laban’s years at college. Land was a money-producer also; Captain Ainsworth traded 
acreage, and lent and borrowed on more until in his various deeds he was identified as 
“Gentleman” while the second party was “Yeoman.”19

 From whatever source his students’ tuitions came from, President Wheelock 
welcomed the money. Years before, when he had established his first school in 
Connecticut, his aim was to educate young Indians so that they might become useful 
members of the white man’s society. Few, if any, of these students could pay their way, 
and Wheelock depended in the charity of well-wishers to finance his school. When 
Joshua Moor donated land and buildings in 1755, the grateful Wheelock named it 
“Moor’s Indian Charity School.”
 Ten years later, after a former Indian student and now preacher, Samson Occum, 
raised some £10,000 on a trip to England and Scotland, Wheelock acquired land in 
the village of Hanover, New Hampshire, and moved north with twenty students and a 
handful of instructors into almost unbroken wilderness.
 There, under a charter from George III, and newly named for the Earl of Dartmouth, 
president of the trustees for the funds raised in Great Britain, in 1769 the school became 
“Dartmouth College and Moor’s Indian School.”

1. Abiel Leonard to Eleazar Wheelock, 24 May 1775, Woodstock, Conn., ca.
2.  Page Smith, John Adams (Garden City, N.Y., 1962), 1:212.
3.  Rev. Robert Armstrong, Historic Lebanon (Lebanon, Conn., 1950), 62.
4.  Nathan Tisdale to Eleazar Wheelock, 27 October 1775, Lebanon, Conn., ca.
5.  Ibid., 24 August 1777, ca.
6.  Ibid., 10 August 1770, ca.
7.  Daniel B. Cutter, History of the Town of Jaffrey, New Hampshire from the Date of the Masonian 

Charter to the Present Time, 1749-1880 (Concord, N.H., 1881), 612.
8.  Francis Jewett Parker, “Memoir of the Reverend Laban Ainsworth, a.m., Minister of Jaffrey, N.H.”, aP,4.
9.  Cutter, 612.
10. Samuel Eliot Morison, Three Centuries of Harvard, 1636-1936 (Cambridge, Mass., 1937), 148.
11. William L. Kingsley, Yale College, a Sketch of Its History (New York, 1879), 99.
12. Frederick Chase, A History of Dartmouth College and the Town of Hanover (Cambridge, Mass., 1891), 567.
13. Ibid.
14. Ibid., 261, 550; Morison, Harvard, 102.
15. Keene Sentinel, D. A. Proper, Column, 26 Jan. 1965, Keene, N.H.
16. Leonard to Wheelock, 24 May 1775, Woodstock, Conn., ca.
17. Ibid.
18. Ibid.
19. William Ainsworth Notebook, aFP.
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On the hot day in 1775 when Ainsworth rode into the cluster of buildings 
which made up Dartmouth College, he found his way to Wheelock’s house 
and presented Leonard’s letter. Once the president and tutors had satisfied 
themselves that the young man was indeed as qualified as Leonard claimed, 
Ainsworth began his college days as a sophomore, Class of 1778.1

 Some hundred students, including a score of Indians, were enrolled; most of them 
studied and lived in the 20 rooms of the long structure known as “the College.” With 
“the Hall” which served as meeting house and dining room, it faced the common, along 
with a blacksmith shop, the college barn and a privately owned tavern, near several houses 
of the college tutors. Beyond the buildings were patches of cleared land where Wheelock 
saw to it that wheat, hay and Indian corn were raised to feed the school’s oxen and cows.2

 Although six years had passed since Wheelock started Dartmouth’s first class on 
its way, the college was still truly “in the woods.” There were bears and wolves on the 
outskirts of the campus, and owls cried from the great trees nearby. Where other great 
trees had stood in what Wheelock decreed would be the college common, now only 
their stumps remained.3

 The president made no concentrated move against the wolves and the bears, but he 
did call on his students to remove the stumps. Agreeing to the assignment, the young men 
set to work, but for years after the common showed signs of their literal interpretation of 
the task; they had agreed to remove the stumps, but there had been no mention of filling 
in the resulting holes. The effect, a most uneven common.4

 Enough of the stumps remained as Laban came to know Dartmouth to cause an 
incident, the account of which swept the college. One evening, as a tutor was crossing 
the common, he was startled to see, with his nearsighted eyes, a frightening sight, and 
he jumped behind a stump, shouting, “It’s a bear! It’s a bear!” That it was a stump was 
soon perceived, and as soon known by the students. Not long after, Ainsworth was asked 
in class to define “fear.” Having asked permission to illustrate rather than define, he 
crouched beside his chair and cried out, “It’s a bear! It’s a bear!”5

 The serious side of the students was more common. Some months after Laban arrived, 
he heard the petition they addressed to the trustees at the August Commencement. Set a 

Chapter2
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standard, they asked, “against all vice, immorality, prophaness and irreligion.” In response, 
the trustees agreed that the college laws against frequenting public houses should be 
more strictly observed and that the students should avoid, “as much as possible...persons 
of prophane and unsavory conversation” lest their morals be corrupted and their minds 
drawn away “from a strict adherence to virtue.”6

 Less philosophical but as dogmatic were strictures for the student body: they were 
to supply their own “knives, forks, spoons, cups, bowls, etc.” and never to take to their 
rooms any utensil belonging to the college.7

 In the long years ahead, as he grew through maturity and into old age, Ainsworth’s 
dignity and courtesy were memorable, often remarked by associates. These traits had 
their origins, or at least their enhancement, in his Dartmouth days when he obeyed the 
college rules: he took off his hat to a variety of persons —to President Wheelock, to the 
tutors, to Bachelors of Arts and other graduates; until he was a senior he walked or sat at 
the left of those worthies, and he rose when any “superior” persons entered the room. 
Detailed regulations governed attendance at “publick prayers” and demanded respect for 
“any instituted worship of God.”8

 There were other rules, less observed in Laban’s later years. No student should be in 
a tavern after 9 at night; if a student wanted to send out for liquor, he had first to obtain 
permission, specifying the time and place such would be consumed.9

 In summary, the college expected from the students “a decent, comely, manly and 
Gentleman like behavior towards men of all ranks and conditions.”10

 Having set down that criterion, President Wheelock may have had troubled thoughts 
when he read a letter in June 1775 from one Colonel Sam Stevens. It seemed that Stevens’ 
brother, while he was “well pleased with his Situation in every respect” (at Dartmouth) 
took exception to “Boarding in Common with the Indians” and “most earnestly intreats 
that you will be so kind as to grant him the Liberty of living in a private Family.” The 
older brother continued, “I likewise ask it for him…I should be sorry to have him leave 
the School, which I am under apprehensions of if he should be denied that privilege….”11

 The Dartmouth archives carry no record of Wheelock’s response or action. The 
regulations remained as written.
 Within the confines of the rules Laban and his fellows, devout and orthodox as 
they were in Dartmouth’s pervasive religious climate, found opportunities for lighter 
diversions. They played “foot-ball” (but not within three rods of the College or the Hall 
under threat of a fine for broken windows), went on the river in canoes, and like others 
of their years, penned lengthy poems on minor subjects.12

 Some 200 stately lines written by Ainsworth set forth the rivalry of two weather vanes, 
one “who stood long proudly and alone,” and the newer arrival who, “glittering in the 
blaze of day, stole half his neighbor’s pomp away.” The veteran vane, calling on Jove, cites 
his long service from the time

…when scarce a human sound
made cheerful, hills and valleys round
when doleful screamed the midnight owl
or roared the wolf’s tremendous howl.
Panther and wild cats joined the yells
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and bears growled dreadful in the hills…

The appeal continued:

…if yonder vane must rise
that I may order every breeze
and turn his head where ‘ere I please.

Before Jove can respond, the rival vane

turned round his head toward the North and 
bid the Tempest sally forth

only to be met by the veteran who called upon the west winds “to whistle through the 
placid air.” The aroused Jove pronounces his awful law:

The winds shall blow which way they will
And you shall stand as pointers still.

 In his concluding stanza, Laban implies the confusion produced by the weather vanes’ 
contradictory turnings: 

The haughty vanes refused advice and
pride rekindling in a trice when one
attempts the wind to guide the other quick 
presents his side.

Blush, blush, ye men of wondrous parts who 
taught dull brass the vilest arts.13

 While Ainsworth could with impunity call on the classic Jove in his ode, his use of 
Pluto’s name had caused him trouble shortly after he arrived at Dartmouth. He had lent 
his horse to John Wheelock, son of the president, who returned it in such condition that 
Laban jokingly remarked to a servant that it looked as if Pluto himself had ridden the 
animal. The puzzled servant asked young Wheelock who Pluto was, and was told “the 
Devil.” At that point, Laban was summoned before the president himself on the charge of 
using profane language. The situation was explained, Laban was excused, and the horse 
eventually recovered.14

✫ ✫ ✫ ✫

 However far into the woods Dartmouth was, it could not, nor did it wish to, ignore 
the military and political conflicts of the Revolution. Eleazar Wheelock had profited by 
the direct financial interest of the royal governor of New Hampshire, John Wentworth, 
but time moved on. In June 1775, Wentworth fled from his Portsmouth residence to 
Castle William and Mary in that city’s harbor and then, within months, to New York. 
Wheelock and the college had lost a good friend, but were firmly committed to the 
growing American cause.
_______________
* Editor’s Note: The compete poem appears in Volume II.
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 Even as Laban reached Dartmouth, the Second Continental Congress in Philadelphia 
was creating the Continental Army with George Washington unanimously voted the 
commander-in-chief. Before Washington could take formal command of his new army, 
British General Thomas Gage in Boston imposed martial law. Armed Americans and 
their supporters were deemed traitors and rebels. Moves and counter moves of British 
and Americans on the Charlestown peninsula brought confrontation on June 17 at 
Breed’s Hill. Up in Hanover, the gun fire from the British ships in Boston harbor startled 
students and tutors alike. Ainsworth would remember the sound over the coming years. 
One of the Indian students, he said, “scooped up a little earth with his hand, then lay 
flat upon the ground with his ear in the excavation, when he could hear the sound with 
perfect distinctness.” They, and Wheelock, could not identify the source of the cannon 
sounds; the president anxiously wrote to his friend, Governor Trumbull of Connecticut, 
for information “of the occasion and the event.”15

 Generally that summer of 1775 was a bad time for the college. A tutor remembered 
that “All resources for their support were suddenly cut off; the country was electrified 
with a military ardor; the young men were hurrying off to the armies; agriculture was in 
considerable degree neglected; laborers could not be hired for any reasonable stipend and 
too great sums had to be expended in the cultivation of the school’s lands, their produce 
would not compensate for the necessary labor.” Desperate appeals to friends and even to 
the Continental Congress produced cash—$500 from the latter. And Hanover, midway 
between two main lines of communication with Canada (the road from Charlestown to 
Crown Point, and the Indian trail from St. Francis to Coos, at Haverhill), was never sure 
it would not be attacked by the British or enemy Indians.16

 President Wheelock wrote, “The din of war drowned the feeble voice of science; men 
turned away from this ‘school of the prophets’ to hear tidings from the camp.”17

 For Laban, settling in as a sophomore, the “feeble voice of science” sounded loudly 
enough to keep him at his books. After his differing experiences at Tisdale’s school and 
under Leonard’s tutoring, now he faced formal classes of Greek and Latin, geography, 
logic and mathematics, and listened as lectures on theology were read.18

 Ainsworth was to be exposed to more than book learning in his college years. 
President Wheelock, argumentative and stubborn, seldom avoided disputes, and in 
Laban’s first November on campus there was a noteworthy altercation which started 
innocently enough.
 Because communication with Hanover was so difficult, Wheelock had been in the 
habit of setting the date for the local observance of Thanksgiving himself. When in 1775 
he learned that Connecticut had set November 16 as Thanksgiving, he assumed the same 
would be done by New Hampshire, and acted accordingly, holding a solemn service 
in that vein on the 16th. A week later he learned that November 30 had been set for 
New Hampshire’s observance, but having already “kept the day,” he was not minded 
to conform. Led by his enemy, John Payne the tavern keeper (Wheelock had repeatedly 
tried to have his license suspended), the townspeople protested that they should have 
their Thanksgiving on the day officially set, though it might be a repeat performance. 
Wheelock dug in his heels, and despite questions on his loyalty to Congress, said 
that such observance, “purely and only out of respect and obedience to the advice of 
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Congress, would be an open affront to the King of Zion…” He offered his pulpit to any 
other preacher for the occasion, but finally agreed to preach himself. No repeat of his 
Thanksgiving sermon, this time he spoke on “No King but Christ in His Church,” which 
caused such a stir that he, in self defense, had it printed in Boston, with a long explanation 
of the circumstances surrounding it. It was not until January that the Committee on 
Safety for Hanover and neighboring towns exonerated the good doctor, and Payne was 
recommended “to make full satisfaction” to him.19

 When Ainsworth returned to Hanover after the 1776 short spring holiday, it was 
to a college where, as a tutor observed, “The evil spirit seems to be wholly gone; love, 
harmony, contentment and good order generally prevail.”20

 But the calm was short lived, for after the news of the Continental Army’s retreat 
from St. Johns toward the end of June reached the area, “the minds of the students 
begin to grow uneasy,” according to another tutor. “They say they are unable to 
study, and unable to defend themselves in case of a savage invasion, through want of 
arms and ammunition.”21

 Independently, but unsuccessfully, Wheelock sought guns for his students, and 
there was a chance they might see action when the New Hampshire Committee of 
Safety voted to raise various troops for defense. All males between 16 and 50 were 
to be in the Training Band, but the measure did little to satisfy the restless students 
for they were officially exempted, together with their tutors and ministers, Negroes, 
Indians and mulattoes.22

 As if Dartmouth wasn’t embroiled enough in the ferment for national independence, 
Hanover and other western New Hampshire towns were demanding full rights in the state 
legislature. Heavily weighted in favor of the richer and older settlements nearer the coast, 
the Assembly and Council in Portsmouth had repeatedly refused to grant representation 
to the newer towns. In 1775 nearly 100 towns could not send delegates, while only 43 
could. Hanover had argued unsuccessfully the year before that representation was “an 
inestimable privilege, inseparable from taxation and inherent in the British Constitution.”23

 Even the temporary constitution adopted in January 1776, after Governor Wentworth 
had fled, gave the heavy majority of seats to the eastern towns.
 In July, as the Declaration of Independence spread out from Philadelphia, a New 
Hampshire counterpart was presented to the protesting towns in the College Hall at 
Hanover. A memorial, believed to have been the work of a Dartmouth tutor, declared: 
“We readily agree that it is a thousand pities, that when we are engaged in a bloody 
contest, merely to oppose arbitrary power without us, we should have occasion to 
contend against the same within ourselves….” Over the months, agitation grew for 
just representation until in 1777 Hanover and other towns declared they “were ready 
to resist Great Britain or any other who wanted to subject them to a state inconsistent 
with their natural and inherent rights.”24

 With town and college tutors so embroiled, Laban and his fellows had first-hand 
encounters with the turmoils of the democratic process. Thus, when “the affair of the 
small-pox” broke upon the college and the town in January 1777, the students involved, 
including Ainsworth, fell easily into the pattern of petitions, frequent mention of natural 
rights, and demands for action.
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 They set out in their memorial of January 8 (Laban being one of the eight signers), 
that the current outbreak of small-pox had exposed many of them “to that epidemical 
and painful distemper,” and “whereas self-preservation is the first and great law of 
nature,” they felt “it is our indispensable duty to take every possible means to alleviate the 
distemper” by inoculation. They proposed in this petition to the inhabitants of Hanover 
that the latter, “as neighbors,” consent to the students’ wish to “take house or houses at 
the Mills...to be inoculated in.”25

 Such inoculation was a calculated risk: Out of 100 inoculations it is thought that 
from one to three persons died; without the treatment there is the somewhat wide 
gap of “from ten to 75 deaths” out of every 100 cases of regular small-pox. The 
virulence of the disease, whether induced or natural, led to the agitation on the pros 
and cons of establishing a “pest house” in a community. Each town had to decide for 
itself on the risks involved.26

 Medical aid was as uncertain. One proposed remedy survives in a fragment of paper 
in the Dartmouth archives, titled at the top of the folded sheet:

“Dr. Tiffany’s Directions
preparatory to the
Small Pox
Feb. 5, 1777”

The paper is addressed:

“Au
Reverent Monsieur
Ripley tuteur
        de
Dartmouth College”

The directions include such ingredients as

“Native Cinnabar - 10 Gr  )
Anti Thetic poters - 20Gr ) Take 10
Panace of Antimony - 10 or 12 Gr )  or 12 grams
Cream of Tartar - 1/2 oz ) at a time
“Yallop to purge-Puke with Squills or Lyr or Vin:
Purge once in 3 or 4 days--Paniesa Antim & hypocae 
Prepare a fortnt before Innoculation.”27

 In response to the students’ petition, the citizens agreed that those who should apply 
within eight days might “have it (the smallpox) by innoculation at the Mills,” provided 
that a committee might inspect and regulate the events, that there be no visitors and that 
the College too should regulate the students as the town prescribed.28

 Dr. Wheelock agreed to the regulations of the students in what he described as “the 
seven warm, dry and convenient studies at the Mills…occupied by students who proposed 
to be innoculated, as a place most safe for the public, and every way accommodated for 
preparation, for sickness, for cleansing after recovery; with meal, milk, good water, and 
all necessary furniture for housekeeping and where indigent boys might have it with but 
little expense to the College.”29
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 Ainsworth, with others, promptly took up residence in the little buildings, to remain 
there until their illness ran its course.
 One of the few incidents recorded of those weeks was the occasion when a classmate 
of Laban’s, Benjamin Burt, with the Indian student, Benjamin Towsey, “ran away 
together” to the Mills for inoculation. Burt administered to himself while Ainsworth 
inoculated Towsey.30

 The young men all survived, most to go on to graduate with their various classes for 
they had kept up with their studies while at the Mills.
 As a junior, Laban worked on “natural and moral philosophy, and composition,” as 
well as his Latin and Greek. Once released from their temporary quarters, he joined the 
rest of the college at lectures on theology and ecclesiastical history and prepared for the 
year-end examinations.31

 After the 1777 Commencement in late August, Laban saddled his horse and rode 
out from Hanover, down along the Connecticut River, east to Keene and on into 
Massachusetts. When he reached the home farm at Woodstock, his father was troubled 
by what he saw in the 20-year-old. The year, and the smallpox experience, had taken its 
toll, and without delay Captain Ainsworth wrote Dr. Wheelock.
 The disadvantage of Laban’s bad arm, wrote his father, “renders him very 
uncomfortable in cold weather both on account of the danger of breaking his arm 
and pain by reason of cold.” If the severe temperatures of a Hanover winter could be 
avoided, if Laban were permitted “to study with a private person where he may have 
his room, board and teacher under the same roof ” he would be “most comfortable.” 
Would Dr. Wheelock “give him liberty to be absent the coming winter?”32

 An absence, even in a student’s senior year, was not unusual in these uncertain 
times. According to Laban’s classmate, Joseph Vaill, “such was the confusion among the 
students, as well as apprehension on the part of the faculty, that College exercises were 
often interrupted…and the students permitted to return home.”33

 If Captain Ainsworth’s request was indeed granted, and Laban was at home for a 
time, when spring came in 1778 he with others was back at Dartmouth, the seniors to 
prepare for Commencement, scheduled for the 26th of August. The young men were not 
entirely caught up in scholarly concerns as that day approached. One of their number, 
Jacob Wood, lightened their last undergraduate days with an invitation:

“Jacob Wood is to be 21 years of age the 17th of August next 1778, at which time 
he is to manifest his good breeding and likewise his knowledge in the Arts and 
Sciences, generosity and benevolence towards mankind in general by treating his 
Classmates with the best sort and as much Spirituous Liquor as they please thus 
much.
J. Wood.”34

 (Laban had turned 21 just the month before; no record remains of any similar festivities 
when he might have been the host.)
 By tradition, a college commencement, even one “in the woods,” was a day-long 
event and Dartmouth observed the custom carefully. Prayers and anthems, Latin orations 
and disputations, ran through the morning; after a meal, the afternoon exercises opened 
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with the awarding of the degrees, followed by more prayers and anthems, and often, as a 
humorous touch, a dialogue on a current college topic.35

 Of the 17 who received their degrees that August 1778, five went on to become 
ministers, while the balance of the class turned to farming, teaching and commerce.36
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At some point, Laban Ainsworth had determined on the ministry as his 
life work. An early shaping of mind and inclinations toward the rigors of 
Calvinism could have begun even as he learned his letters. From “In Adam’s 
fall / we sinned all” to “Zaccheus he / did climb a tree / His Lord to see,” 
his New England Primer presented religious principles on every page, severe 

and dogmatic.1

 There was also the strong memory from his childhood of the day when his mother 
had taken him to her room and dedicated him to God. The years at Dartmouth, where 
Wheelock and the tutors held forth at length on Calvinist doctrines of “the Gospel and 
the nature of regeneration,” strengthened his bent toward the church.2

 Such a move took him even farther than college itself out from the generations-long 
Ainsworth/Marcy pattern of an agricultural economy. While that way of life had been 
necessary for sustenance as new lands were opened up, now times were changing, and 
with a measure of prosperity at hand, the Ainsworths looked beyond the familiar for their 
sons. The two younger boys also would leave the Woodstock lands in years to come, 
Oliver for Harvard and Andrew for Dartmouth.
 Although formal theological studies could be pursued at Harvard, Yale and Princeton, 
college graduates who aimed to become ministers often chose to study under one or 
another established churchman. A strong influence on such young men was a pamphlet 
written by Dr. Stephen West, pastor at Stockbridge, Massachusetts. His Essay on Moral 
Agency, published in 1772, attracted wide attention and students who wished to study 
theology under this preacher who so dramatically set forth “the dependence and 
accountability of man.”3

 Stephen West had done his own studying for the ministry, following his graduation 
from Yale in 1755, under Dr. Timothy Woodbridge of Hatfield, Connecticut, and had 
come to Stockbridge in 1758, after a short period as chaplain at Fort Massachusetts. A 
generally gentle man, West had tended toward the softer Arminian side of Calvinism in 
those early days; to him and others, salvation was achieved in part by man’s own efforts, 
while the neo-Calvinists, products of the stern Great Awakening, held austerely that only 
through God’s grace could a man be saved.4

Chapter3
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 It was Jonathan Edwards, thundering from his Stockbridge pulpit, who set forth in 
Freedom of the Will and The Doctrine of Original Sin the attack on Arminianism he had 
begun in Northampton years before. As Stephen West inherited Edwards’s conservative 
congregation in Stockbridge, he was pressed to stiffen his Calvinism and to reject all 
tendency toward the softer beliefs that through man’s own actions could he be saved, and 
that eternal salvation did not rest solely on a vengeful God.5

 Gradually the conservative power of what has been termed “the emotionally charged 
Calvinist neo-orthodoxy” gained one more adherent, and Dr. West never looked back, 
save in distress for his earlier, weaker beliefs.6

 It may have been shortly after Ainsworth’s Dartmouth commencement that he settled 
on Dr. West as his preceptor in the study of divinity. Once he set himself on that path, he 
too never looked back. Jonathan Edwards’s severe teachings, “the will of God as absolute, 
arbitrary and eternal,” and “even the most upright life” could not bring salvation for that 
was “procurable only through genuine conversion and Christian experience,” would be 
the center and limits of his steadfast beliefs.7

 But there were gentler, more rational elements in the school of Jonathan Edwards 
and Stephen West which Ainsworth considered. “Man is made with his feet on the earth 
and with his posture erect and countenance toward heaven, signifying he was made to 
have heaven in his eyes, and the earth under his foot,” wrote Edwards, and he wrote too 
of Christ’s grace and glory in “the golden edge of an evening cloud…the gentle breezes 
of wind…the easiness and naturalness of trees and vines.” Through his life, Ainsworth 
combined a similar awareness of nature’s offerings with his inheritance from generations 
of countrymen, the respect and stubbornness gained from struggles to wrest a living in 
lands of virginal forests and thickets.8

 How far ahead the Edwards and West teachings would take the young man, he could 
not see, but follow he did, and wholeheartedly too.
 To reach Dr. West and Stockbridge, Laban, already a seasoned traveler what with his 
early venture south from Woodstock to Lebanon and his long trips between Woodstock 
and Hanover, now mounted his horse and headed west, across Connecticut and up along 
the country road running north through Sheffield and Great Barrington.
 At Stockbridge he found at Dr. West’s large white house on the hill other young 
men who had graduated that year from Yale and Harvard. They had come to Dr. West, 
as others had done and would do over forty years, for a period of apprenticeship, during 
which they lived with the minister’s family, observed his daily routine, used his library, 
and worked within a theological curriculum designed by West. Payment was accepted for 
board, but little, if anything, for the learning.9

 It was a system dating back to the 1740s, according to the historian, Mary Latimer 
Gambrell, when students wanted to study with the exciting preachers of the Great 
Awakening. As certain clergymen became widely known as teachers, each tended to make 
more formal his program.10

 When a clergyman had as large a library as Dr. West boasted, the emphasis could tend 
toward heavy reading. Partly because of natural inclination and partly as the successor of 
Jonathan Edwards in the Stockbridge pulpit, West emphasized the Edwardsian theology 
in his reading lists, along with works by David Hume and West’s friend, Dr. Samuel 
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Hopkins of nearby Great Barrington, interspersed with assignments for papers on topics 
such as “the divinity of the scriptures,” “the moral state of Adam before the fall,” and 
“the necessity of atonement.”11

 Life for the students was not all book learning. Dr. West, as most other ministers of 
his day, lived off his land, and the young men worked along with him in the fields. One 
Thomas Robbins could pay $16.00 in cash for his twelve weeks’ board, as his diary notes, 
but he also “worked with Dr. West in hay.” (He ended his entry that day with the simple 
comment, “Tired.”)12

 Religious history, exegesis or biblical criticism had no part in the West curriculum, 
for though he was a Latin scholar and was skilled in Greek, his work with his students 
adhered closely to the subject of doctrine and practice, and rarely ventured into more 
scholarly realms.13

 The practice of his Calvinism led West to rigid positions, examples to his students 
which they might or might not follow in later years.
 On one occasion, in 1778, the Stockbridge church, under West’s leadership, voted 
“That it is the opinion of this church, that for any of its members to practice frolicking, 
to be present with those who meet for this purpose, and join dances with them, is a crime 
which is properly censurable by the church.14

 Not only “frolicking” but marriage itself could be subject to similar censorship. 
One case brought notoriety to the Berkshire community at a time when Ainsworth was 
studying under Rev. West.
 At the beginning, in January 1777, the Stockbridge church had voted to take steps to 
control the personal life of a member, a matter which seemed to be of only local concern. 
But some three years later the church action, it has been said, had “produced a galvanic 
effect on the local orthodoxy and welded Berkshire clerics together more closely than 
ever in their defense of the Edwardsian system.”15

 Ainsworth had reached Stockbridge in the midst of the long controversy, with a 
resulting intensive exposure to the crises possible in a pastor’s career.
 A young widow of the village, Lavinia Deane, and John Fisk, officer in the Revolution 
and now one of the local schoolmasters, had agreed to marry. The church authorities 
moved in on the situation and she was warned that they considered Fisk “an immoral and 
profane person.” The language Fisk used was reputedly less than decorous as the village 
understood decorum: it “favored too much of the language of the camp.” “I swear” and 
even “damn it” had figured in his speech.16

 After one church committee had proceeded to admonish Mrs. Deane “to desist 
from marrying Mr. Fisk” and another had examined not only his language but also his 
character, the ruling was handed down: “It was inconsistent with the Word of God that 
the two should unite.”17

 Mrs. Deane had been an obedient church member until that day, but within the 
month she married her Mr. Fisk. As quickly, Dr. West and the church excommunicated 
her “till she manifest a sense of her wickedness in marrying to Mr. Fisk and repenting 
of it.” Hers was the next move and she asked for the advice of a council, the recourse of 
those who were in conflict with the religious authorities.18

 In January 1779 these worthies, assorted laymen and other clergy met in the little 
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red schoolhouse of Stockbridge’s northwest district. Dr. West tried to turn the tenor 
of the inquiry away from the personalities involved to the larger theological question 
of the role of the church in the lives of its congregation. But Mr. Fisk would have none 
of that. He had been slandered and he looked for a character clearance, while his wife 
challenged her excommunication.19

 That meeting of the council held the charge from the church to be “lame and 
deficient.” In October, at the meeting house, the council assembled again, at Dr. West’s 
insistence for more testimony from neighbors, contrary to his earlier claim that he was 
not interested in the personalities.20

 Standing against West and the rest of the council was the member from Coventry, 
Connecticut, the Reverend Joseph (sometimes Jonathan) Huntington, its scribe. Among 
all the dignitaries present, here was a man Ainsworth knew, for Huntington was a familiar 
figure at Dartmouth, one who stood high in President Wheelock’s esteem, perhaps 
because of the Connecticut man’s regard for the young New Hampshire college. It was 
said that he, a Yale graduate, had gone so far as to say that “in Connecticut, Dartmouth 
was generally esteemed the best college on the continent.”21

 Huntington felt deeply that what was being considered that fall in Stockbridge carried 
implications far beyond the Fisk affair, and on October 6 and 7 he rose in the meeting 
house to speak out.
 Using a quick wit against ponderous generalities, he attacked Dr. West’s (and the 
traditional) position that marriage was a church matter. “Marriage has nothing of a 
spiritual nature in it,” he held, “but is merely a civil, social connection and relation.” It 
was based on the fact, said he, that “a man loves a woman and a woman loves a man.” He 
went so far as to state that “sometimes persons without saving grace make better rulers, 
parents, husbands and wives than other persons who are the true children of God.”22

 If, he warned, “the members of this church may not marry until they can find partners 
that have nothing in their hearts, or lives, that Grace disapproves of, I apprehend marriages 
will not be very frequent among them.”23

 He attacked his opponents on another front: “Instead of saying (as they did at first),” 
Huntington declared, “that the woman was guilty of marrying a man that was not a true 
Christian…they knew it was much easier to prove a man…immoral and profane than 
to prove him unregenerate… They know how to alarm the mind of the people with an 
indefinite sound.”24

 The Council advised the church to hear Mrs. Fisk once again, which was done the 
following month, in November. Despite the cogency of Huntington’s pleas, “After a very 
long and candid hearing,” the church recorded, “it was tried by vote whether…to remove 
from Mrs. Fisk the censure under which she had been before laid by the church.” A “very 
great majority” voted in the negative and the Fisks subsequently emigrated to Vermont, 
her name to remain on the church rolls as one of the five persons excommunicated by the 
Stockbridge church in its first half century.25

 Although Huntington could not convince the Council, so provocative were his 
arguments and presentation in defense of Mrs. Fisk that in 1780 he was persuaded to 
publish his Plea as “by a Gentleman from Connecticut.” In turn, Dr. West took up his 
pen and in 71 pages set forth A Vindication of the Principle and the Conduct of the Church 
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in Stockbridge, pointing out that if the church was not to play a role in marriage, what role 
would be left to it?26

 West found support in his neighbor, John Bacon, who published an Appendix to the 
Vindication, describing Huntington as possessed of “a brow of brass.”27

 It remained to Huntington to have the last word when his original pamphlet was 
reprinted in 1782, expanded with comments from clergymen and his own section entitled, 
“Likewise, A Droll, a Deist, and a John Bacon, Master of Arts, gently reprimanded.” 
He spoke clearly: “The reason why I make no comment on the result of the Council is 
because I look upon it (as) the most conspicuous comment on itself that ever I saw in my 
life, and really believe it will be an occasion of much good…. My determination is never 
to publish anything more on this subject. Not he that speaks the last word, but he that 
offers the strongest reason, wins the argument.”28

 But for Ainsworth, Huntington’s strong reasoning lost the argument. There in 
Stockbridge the young man had seen and heard two very different aspects of church 
thinking, those of the tolerant Huntington, and the severe Dr. West. Ainsworth’s choice 
of the conservative path, West’s and that of the earlier Jonathan Edwards, was one which 
he would follow through the long years of his life.
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While Stockbridge attention focused on the long-drawn-out Fisk affair, 
Ainsworth had an opportunity to do early preaching on his own at 
Spencertown, just across the Massachusetts border in New York State.
     The regular minister of the area had a parish stretching from the state line 
to the Hudson River, and north and south for many miles; he preached in 

German and Dutch to the scattered congregations. The inexperienced Ainsworth could 
offer religious services in English, and only in English, but off he jogged west from 
Stockbridge to do his first preaching.1

 The young man identified himself almost at once with affairs of this first congregation 
and when the need arose for a chaplain in the 2nd Claverack Battalion, it is said that 
Ainsworth joined up for some undetermined time, to serve under Major John McKinstry.*
 Laban stubbornly kept over the years a record of those days, two cryptic notes. Under 
the heading, “an account of dues to me in bad hands,” one of his account books carries 
the notations:

“Elisha Pratt Kinderhook district in state of New York near place called Spencertown by a note 
(in) hands of Rev. Stephen West of Stockbridge, Mass. £7.16.0.”
“Book account due from Committee to hire preaching Spencertown N. York £8. 0. 0.”3

Even if he had been paid, the severe inflation of the time meant there was little purchasing 
power in the £7 and £8 owed to him. The minister in nearby Pittsfield recorded that in 
1779 a pound of Bohea tea cost $10, while in 1780 it was “140 (Continental) or 12 
shillings in silver.” Wheat went from $40 a bushel to $110, or 9 shillings, in the same 
period; Indian corn rose from $5 to $20 a bushel, and while $20 would buy a gallon of 
rum in 1779, $30 was needed for the same jug the following year.4

_______________
*This reputed Revolutionary experience is a puzzle to the researchers, for despite notations in early 
Daughters of the American Revolution Lineage notes of such service, Ainsworth’s name appears in 
no official Revolutionary records, either of New York, New Hampshire or Massachusetts. Jaffrey 
historians do not include his name in their accounts of Revolutionary veterans. Nor was there any 
reference to such service in the detailed biography included in the sermon preached so many years later 
at Ainsworth’s funeral.2

Chapter4
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 Some weeks after the Fisk affair had been settled so far as the local church was concerned, 
ministers of Berkshire County assembled at Stockbridge. Before them on January 10, 
1780, according to Dr. West, the moderator of the day, “Mr. Laban Ainsworth presented 
himself…to be regularly introduced as a Candidate for the gospel ministry.” This was in 
conformity with the Congregational “mode of licensure,” calling for a formal examination 
and approval by a group of ministers. “We proceeded to examine him,” wrote West 
afterwards, “with regard to his knowledge in Divinity, his orthodoxy in sentiment, and 
the purity of his motives in seeking to be improved as a public teacher of Religion.” Being 
satisfied with his answers, the ministers testified that he might officiate as “a candidate for 
the sacred ministry, wherever, in providence, he may be called thereto.”5

 With saddle bags packed, his precious ministerial letter of approbation carefully 
included, Laban Ainsworth mounted his horse, and in the midst of “as severe a 
winter as almost was ever known,” rode off through deep snows on the narrow trail 
to —where?6

 Documented as it is in Ainsworth’s personal papers, town records and local history, 
the chronology of this man’s life is blank for the next 18 or 19 months.
 Perhaps he did some teaching in Woodstock, as he had done earlier, when he earned 
“£ 11 Continental money which will be accepted according to its present value—part of 
my wages for keeping school in the Centre District in the west parish of Woodstock.” (The 
receipt, preserved by Ainsworth, is dated May 10, 1779; the date does not necessarily 
tie in with the time he actually taught. Money was hard to come by and Woodstock’s 
payment may well have been delayed.)7

 Or he may have looked for a congregation which would “hear” him on trial through 
weeks or months of preaching. If this was his experience, no word of such trials remains. 
It seems doubtful that he would not have referred to them in later years.
 By whatever roads he traveled in the months after he left Stockbridge, in September 
1781 he reached Dartmouth again, this time for the Commencement exercises when 
he and seven other former classmates received the Master of Arts degree, “they having 
merited that title by their improvements in literature and fidelity in the service of 
mankind,” according to the college authorities.8

 The ceremony marked a critical point in his life, concurrently with a critical point 
in his country’s life. As he sat under the pines at Hanover, down in Virginia Lord 
Cornwallis was hemmed in at Yorktown by Lafayette on land, while Washington was 
moving over from Williamsburg for the siege which would bring about the British 
surrender weeks later.9

 Among the guests at the Dartmouth exercises on September 18 was a group of men 
from the church newly organized down in Jaffrey, New Hampshire. The town had heard 
a series of candidates in recent months, but the search was still on for the right person to 
be their pastor. Such a selection was a truly serious matter, for the person would, in the 
ordinary course of events, minister to the religious needs of the community as long as he 
lived, or until illness incapacitated him, or until some extraordinary dissension arose.10

 True, in churches to the east and south, more sophisticated and liberal congregations, 
with their pastors, were tending to abandon the practice of lifetime tenure, and a man 
might move from church to church several times in his career.
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 Not so, thought the Jaffrey group. They were looking for a man who would stay 
in their town and preach in their as-yet unfinished meeting house for the years of their 
lives and his.
 It was that search which brought them to Dartmouth. There, according to legend, 
they encountered a likely candidate. Laban Ainsworth, himself in search for a ministry in 
those words of Dr. West, “wherever in providence he may be called.”
 There would have been conversations, a reading of the Stockbridge endorsement of 
Ainsworth’s qualifications, and perhaps quiet inquiries among the college tutors. The 
young man’s useless right arm did nothing to lessen the Jaffrey interest. It was not long 
before the suggestion was made that Ainsworth visit the town, to preach for a time as a 
candidate.
 Whatever questions Laban himself might have had about Jaffrey, before many days 
passed he rode out from Hanover on the route he had first traveled six years before, up 
from Woodstock to the college. Now he took the rough road along the Connecticut River 
and over to Keene. Jaffrey lay a little farther on, beyond the great mountain, Monadnock.

1.   John Warren Barber, Historical Collection of State of New York…(New York, 1845), 10; Hudson Daily 
Star, “Claverack Church and its 12 pastors…” 7 Feb. 1931, Hudson, N.Y.

2.   Lineage Book, National Society of the Daughters of American Revolution, (Washington, D.C., 
1897), 3:119; 4: N.p.; New Hampshire Revolutionary Pension Rolls, 1835, 1840, New Hampshire 
State Papers, (Concord, N.H.) vol. 3; Hamilton Child, Gazeteer of Cheshire County, New Hampshire 
(Syracuse, N.Y., 1885), 211; Cutter, 137.

3.   F. J. Parker, “Memoirs…Ainsworth,” aP, 16.
4.   Joseph E. A. Smith, The History of Pittsfield (Boston, 1869), 471.
5.   Stephen West, “Examination for Ministry,” aFP; Gambrell, 53.
6.   J. E. A. Smith, 475.
7.   Receipt by Laban Ainsworth for Woodstock teaching, aFP.
8. Dartmouth College Board of Trustees Records, Annual Meeting of 18 and 19 Sept. 1781, ca.
9.   Richard B. Morris, Encyclopedia of American History (New York, 1961), 107.
10. Cutter, 104.
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The town which would be the center of Laban’s long life and work was young 
in years compared with his birthplace.
 In the early 1700s, when the Ainsworths were already established farmers in 
Woodstock, Jaffrey’s virgin wilderness was traveled only by occasional provincial 
forest patrols or sometimes-friendly Indians, described as “inclined to hunt for 

scalps around Monadnock.”1

 Land-hungry pioneers were coming north into the area, on barely marked trails or 
blindly through the forests; in 1749 New Hampshire’s provincial government established 
the new township of Middle Monadnock (Monadnock Two). Its neighbors, Monadnock 
One and Monadnock Three, in later years would be known as Rindge and Dublin.2

 Like many township grants, this one set aside land, three lots each, “one for the first 
settled Minister…one for the Support of the Ministry and one for the School…each to 
be first laid out in the most convenient place near the Middle of the Said Town…”3

 The acreage allotted to the minister and for “the support of the ministry” was intended 
to be the source of funds for the town’s religious needs, and as such were controlled by 
town officials.
 While tacitly recognizing that the governing body of the town was responsible for 
the establishment and maintenance of a minister, the New Hampshire authorities did not 
need to concern themselves with any theological niceties. A minister to them, and to the 
great majority of New Englanders, was what would be known as a Congregationalist; his 
ministry would adhere to the precepts of that church and no other.
 During the late summer of 1773, when Laban was still at home in Woodstock, 
Governor John Wentworth was pleased to grant a charter to the settlement of Middle 
Monadnock which by now claimed some 40-odd families. Perhaps foreseeing that a 
name such as that would be awkward as the community grew, the settlers diplomatically 
asked the Governor to give the town “such a new Name as yr Excellency may think 
proper.” Wentworth, never one to slight his friends, decreed that henceforth Middle 
Monadnock should be called Jaffrey, after the Honorable George Jaffrey, a member of 
the Governor’s Council.4

 In a matter of weeks, once the charter was granted, the Jaffrey settlers moved to 

Chapter5
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create a town government, with selectmen and a town clerk, a constable, road surveyors 
and a tythingman who would enforce proper observance of the Sabbath. These last two 
embodied the strongly felt need for roads and for proper religious services, heretofore 
lacking in the rawly new clearings. Those needs were identified for “all the Freeholders and 
Inhabitants” of Jaffrey in the articles for the second town meeting, called for September 28:

“to see if they will vote a Certain Sum of Money to lay out on the Rodes in 
said town.”
“to see what Method they will take to have the Gospel Preached among us.”
“to see How much money they will Raise to Support the Gospel.”5

 A measure of the need for roads is seen in the vote to supply £80 for work on 
the roads, and £6 “to support the Gospel;” without the roads few could gather to 
hear any word of the Gospel. A committee, the first of many, was named “to Provide 
supplies of Preaching.”6

 Those “supplies” took the form of candidates, young men specified, who came at 
the town’s invitation, were heard by the townspeople, and who went their way, one after 
another, sometimes of their own choosing, more often for failure to please the town.7

 About the time Laban in Woodstock was looking ahead to college, in 1774 the Jaffrey 
folk at town meeting had voted another £6 for preaching and, importantly, “voted to 
Build a Meetinghouse on the Common Near the Senter this and the insueing Year.”8

 Like many other new towns, Jaffrey differed from older communities in planning 
to cluster important buildings around a common, with most private houses scattered 
through the area. Such individual dwellings in the earlier settlements stretched along a 
main street, their owners’ fields and pastures away from their homes. In Jaffrey’s earliest 
years, a family or a lone man staked a claim, usually on considerable acreage, and then 
built a shelter and cleared around it. Only after the Burying Ground, the common and 
the meeting house gave the town a focus did individuals build a few rough houses in the 
immediate neighborhood.
 By April 1774, Jaffrey’s ten-acre common had had “Considerable of Labour done 
upon it and a Burying Yard laid out and some people interred there also the Roads are 
opened by sd. Center so as to accomodate a Meeting House,” according to a proud 
statement issued some years later.9

 The meeting house approached realization toward the end of April when at town 
meeting it was voted that its specifications should be impressive: to run 60 feet east and 
west, with a width of 45 feet; 27-foot posts would hold up the roof. It would be by long 
odds the largest structure in all of Jaffrey.10

 Mid-June 1775 was set as the time when the building should be raised. In 18th-
century construction, raising a building consisted literally of raising the walls which had 
earlier been framed on the ground. Teams of men with “spike poles” in effect pried up 
each wall, inch-by-inch and foot-by-foot, until it was upright on its pre-laid sill.11

 Materials were gathered and work proceeded into the spring. On the 1st of May, only 
days before Laban Ainsworth rode out from Woodstock on his way to Dartmouth, his 
future townspeople gathered to clear the common, one of the many times when such 
work was needed.12
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 The meeting house walls were readied and went up on a hot Saturday, June 17, the 
same day, according to local tradition, the hard-working men heard mysterious sounds of 
heavy gunfire. Ainsworth in Dartmouth heard them too—the guns of the British warships 
in Boston harbor, firing on Breed’s Hill.13

 The builders had met the June deadline, but considerable work remained. Building 
the meeting house was a town responsibility and effort, and the settlement of a minister 
too was the responsibility of the town, according to its charter. Thus it had been that 
townspeople made up the committee searching for a minister. There was no division of 
religious and political responsibilities in the young villages of New Hampshire. Even after 
Jaffrey’s church was officially formed in May 1780, with elected deacons and members, it 
was the town which sought and found candidates to be its pastor.
 Town meetings and the occasional religious services could be held in the big building, 
unfinished as it was, and so they were, but there was no settled minister for the growing 
town as the 1780s opened. Jaffrey had heard a series of candidates, for various lengths of 
time by September 1781 when the searchers came upon a new one, Laban Ainsworth.

1.   Annett, 1: 16.
2.  Ibid., 69.
3.  Ibid., 68.
4.   Ibid., 112.
5.   Ibid., 115-116; Cutter, 41-42.
6.   Cutter, 41-42.
7.   Ibid., 70-71.
8.  Ibid., 59.
9.   Jaffrey, N.H. Town Papers, Office of Town Clerk, Jaffrey, N.H., 12:300-2.
10. Cutter, 59.
11. Ibid., 60.
12. Ibid., 155.
13. Ibid., 564.
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Once Ainsworth reached Jaffrey after his ride down from Hanover, the 
committee “to procure preaching” met with him, to learn more of his 
philosophy and degree of Calvinism. Someone, probably Deacon Eleazar 
Spofford, offered to provide room and board for the trial period, and one 
Sunday Laban Ainsworth proceeded to the barn-like meeting house to 

conduct his first service in Jaffrey.
 In times to come, strengthened by the experience of countless Sabbaths and sermons, 
Ainsworth would delay until after his Sunday breakfast to choose his texts for the day, 
but now, with his future in the balance, the choice of text and treatment deserved careful 
thought before he started off, with who knows what trepidation, to the unfinished 
meeting house across the barely cleared common.1

 For moral support, he had already adopted the garb he would wear for decades—the 
clerical black single-breasted coat and long waistcoat, black breeches fastened just below 
the knee with buckles, black worsted stockings and buckled shoes. His clerical neck cloth 
with its white bands was a relief against the black. Like his fellows, he wore no wig, and 
his cocked hat sat firmly over his squarish forehead, to be raised politely as he encountered 
an older deacon or a woman, while his useless arm stayed tucked in his waistcoat.2

  Jaffrey’s people liked what he had to say, so much so that in mid-December they 
voted to hear him “untill he can Conveniently go (on) his Journey and thence return 
to this town.”3

 The “journey,” down across Massachusetts to Woodstock, the Ainsworth farm and 
his family, was an opportunity to consult with, or at least to advise William and Mary 
Ainsworth of their son’s Jaffrey prospects.
 On his return ten days later, the town “voted to hear Mr. Ainsworth longer.” That 
“longer” continued week after week. The days were short, and the nights were cold; the 
year came to a close, and in the heatless meeting house the townspeople again and again 
listened carefully to the young man who preached the straight Calvinist doctrine he had 
learned in Stockbridge where Jonathan Edwards himself had preached that “the will 
of God was absolute, arbitrary and eternal” and argued that salvation could come only 
through conversion, not through any amount of righteous living.4

Chapter6
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 Monadnock’s winter winds died down and the snows began to melt in the clearings. 
Through a wet spring, when the rye was coming up in the newly opened land, here and 
there around stumps not yet rotten through, the townspeople increasingly were drawn 
to Ainsworth.5

 Again Laban’s fortunes paralleled those of his country.
 On April 18, 1782 the town “voted to hear Mr. Ainsworth on probation in order 
to give him a call.” Across the Atlantic just the week before, Benjamin Franklin opened 
peace negotiations in Paris with the British representative, Richard Oswald.6

 In Jaffrey’s scattered farms the Indian corn was ripening, but on July 8 the townspeople 
found time for a meeting when they voted unanimously “to concur with the Church and 
Give Mr. Laban Ainsworth a Call to the work of the Gospel Ministry in this town.”7

 A committee, larger than the Americans’ in Paris, met to negotiate the 
“encouragement the town will give Laban Ainsworth to settle with us.” (By then John 
Jay had joined Franklin for continued discussions with Oswald.)8

 Thunderstorms crashed around Monadnock that August to relieve a long drought, 
but mostly the summer heat lay moist on the hardworking men and women of the town 
while their committee carefully studied just what Jaffrey could offer the probationer 
as “encouragement.” The terms had to be generous enough to attract the man whom 
they had come to respect, yet not so liberal as to be beyond the limited means of the 
little settlement.9

 Their offer, arrived at without much delay, was “the north end of the two Sentre lots, 
also the mountain Lot and in money thirty pounds.” They asked in return that he quit-
claim his right to the ministerial lots which in the bad times the town had leased for 999 
years to Samuel Adams as part payment on his contract to build the meeting house. With 
the offer the town also voted to give Ainsworth an annual salary of £70 “while he supplies 
the desk in this town.”10

 September saw negotiations proceeding on both sides of the Atlantic. The Americans 
in Paris gained a major point when Oswald was authorized to treat them as commissioners 
of “the 13 U.S.,” a tacit recognition of their country’s independence.11

 Ainsworth’s independence won him two points in Jaffrey. While willing to settle 
himself there at the foot of Monadnock, he made sure he would be allowed sufficient 
free time to get back and forth on family visits in Woodstock, and for other travel. 
Accordingly it was voted that he be granted “liberty annually to visit his Friends twice 
each year of two Sabbaths at a time.” Ainsworth’s second point carried a fine distinction: 
He argued that his salary should be paid not “while he supplies the Desk” but “as long 
as he is the Gospel Minister in said Town.” The town agreed.12

 The long negotiations drew to a close in Jaffrey and in Paris during November. 
Adams, Franklin, Jay and Henry Laurens signed “preliminary articles of peace” which 
would become the definitive peace treaty of September 3, 1783, while in Jaffrey 
the townspeople voted to proceed with the Ordination of Ainsworth, the day to be 
Wednesday, December 11, 1782.13

 The agreement reached by Ainsworth and the Jaffrey negotiators was of a sort debated 
and eventually published as pamphlets in Boston. In Observations Upon the Present State of 
the Clergy of New-England, with Strictures Upon the Power of Dismissing them Usurped by 
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Some Churches, Peter Thacher held in 1783 that “the pastorate was a vested contractual 
relation that neither party had a right to break without the consent of the other, unless 
upon the advice of a church council.” This was in line with Jaffrey thinking. Not 
long after James Sullivan presented a very different opinion, as it was expressed by 
“the Society of Christian Independents,” meeting in Gloucester. Reasoning from the 
accepted position that a man was not a minister or pastor until he was ordained such by 
the church who selected him, the Society held, through Sullivan, that he should “feel a 
proper sense of dependence,” and his people should not stand in awe of the authority 
they themselves had created.14

 For decades—seven—Jaffrey and Ainsworth would hold to the conservative line put 
forth by Thacher.
 To set that “contractual relation” in operation, the ordination of a pastor was 
ceremonious and a solemn occasion even in the rough country of western New Hampshire. 
The man chosen would lead the townspeople, not only in the ways of the church, but 
beyond those limits to as wide a bounds as the strength and spirit of the man himself 
dictated. The town and the church had considered at length just what and who this 
Laban Ainsworth was, and now that he was their man, the formal naming was to be done 
with due respect to the dignity of the office to be filled.
 Appropriate committees set to work to select ministers for the officiating Ecclesiastical 
Council and to prepare and care for the meeting house on this important occasion, 
unfinished though it might be.15

 The ministers on the council of ordination were chosen for their knowledge of the 
candidate or for their expected close neighborly concerns in the future.
 Benjamin Brigham was a veteran of these parts, having come to his church in Fitzwilliam 
in mid-1770. A Harvard graduate of the class of ‘64, he was beloved by his parishioners 
and described “as near without an enemy as about ever fell to the lot of man.”16

 Somewhat more senior was Stephen Farrar of New Ipswich, who had been ordained in 
1760 as that town’s first minister. He too was Harvard, class of ‘55; his solemn Calvinism, 
distinguished by “an early and constant piety,” was supported by his grave and dignified 
manner, and he may well have reminded the young Ainsworth of his mentor, Dr. West.17

 The Reverend Aaron Hall of Keene was a man who would serve with Ainsworth 
on church matters throughout their careers; he had received his master’s degree from 
Dartmouth in 1775, shortly after Laban arrived there, and they well may have met on 
that occasion. His ministry in Keene had its beginnings in 1777 when he preached there 
as a candidate. Not as forbidding a person as Farrar, he was known to make convivial 
occasions of what might have been onerous duties, as in the matter of the drawing of his 
wood from the minister’s lot in Keene. “On the day set apart for that purpose,” runs an 
1826 account, “a sufficient number of the parishioners assembled at the wood lot, and 
late in the afternoon, twenty or thirty sleds, in long procession, arrived, heavily laden, at 
his door, and then, the great pile being built up, baked beans in huge pots and good cider 
in quart mugs were placed before the company and partaken of with becoming hilarity…
all were happy, and none more so than the pastor.”18

 Around the mountain from Jaffrey was the town of Dublin, settled in 1771; the 
eccentric Edward Sprague had been its minister from the time the church was established 
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there. His tart though relaxed Calvinism was to provide grounds for future friendly 
though acerbic confrontations with Laban, but on the December day of the ordination, 
by record he confined himself to the matter in hand.19

 Ainsworth’s own minister and family friend, Stephen Williams, made the long 
journey from Woodstock, perhaps together with Pastor Judson of the Connecticut 
town of Ashford.20

 The junior among the assembled clerics came over from Temple—Noah Miles, a 
fellow Dartmouth alumnus, Class of 1780. His must have been a reassuringly familiar face 
among the new acquaintances to whom Laban was committing himself. He and Noah 
had common memories of the smallpox turmoil of 1777, when they both had signed the 
students’ petition for inoculation. Miles had just two months earlier been ordained in 
Temple’s meeting house, unfinished like Jaffrey’s. Perhaps because of his lack of seniority 
among the group, it was he who was named scribe for the ordination record.21

 “Having called upon God for direction,” the Rev. Miles proceeded to set down 
proceedings of the Ecclesiastical Council, convened on Tuesday, December 10, 1782, 
“to afford assistance in setting apart for the work of the gospel ministry, Mr. Laban 
Ainsworth, their pastor elect.”22

 With the Reverend Mr. Farrar as moderator, the Council first looked into the regularity 
of the formation of the Jaffrey church itself, and then studied its call and the offers made 
to Ainsworth. They heard his answer to the call (“in the affirmative,” his friend Miles 
noted) and then the Council heard his Confession of Faith.23

 There followed what could have been a tense period for the young candidate, for 
it was now that the Council—the stern Calvinist from Fitzwilliam, the kindly pastor of 
New Ipswich, the convivial Mr. Hall of Keene and the sharp-tonged odd Mr. Sprague 
of Dublin among them —examined him on his beliefs. Answering “such questions as 
might be proposed to him,” he also presented for examination “several pieces of his 
sermons.” No record remains of that examination or what, if any, objections were 
offered in the period allotted for such. The Council then adjourned, to meet the 
following morning at 9 o’clock.24

 It was then, on Wednesday, December 11, 1782, that Mr. Ainsworth was received 
as a member of the Church “in consequence of a letter of recommendation from the 
Church of Christ in Woodstock” and the Council unanimously agreed “to proceed 
to ordination.”*25

 The Council may have held their meetings at Deacon Spofford’s large new house 
near his mills, or at Francis Wright’s tavern, east of Gilmore Pond, or in another’s house, 
but the service of ordination naturally centered at the meeting house, the focus of Laban 
Ainsworth’s future life and work.26

 In building for some seven years by that time, the meeting house stood then, as 
today, at the north side of the Common, an example of the severe barn-like architecture 
developed in the new towns. The square pews then had not yet all been completed; some

______________
*Joining a church was not a simple matter of indicating one’s wish so to do; an examination of faith and 
orthodoxy was required. Once obtained, membership could be passed from the original organization. 
Laban had held his membership in the Woodstock church despite his years in Hanover and Stockbridge.
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of the congregation on that solemn occasion had to find their seats on piles of lumber 
stored there out of the weather.27

 But still the building served its purpose well. There was no high pulpit yet,* the very 
foundations of the building were still the makeshift arrangement of stone and wooden 
blocks assembled in 1774 for the raising, but there was covered space that December day, 
to keep out the worst of the weather, and room enough for the townspeople and their 
guests to see and hear the assorted reverends at their task.
 They listened while Ainsworth was received as a member of their church on the 
recommendation of the Woodstock congregation; then came an introductory prayer, 
a sermon, an ordaining prayer, the charge, the right hand of fellowship and the 
concluding prayer.29

 Jaffrey had its pastor and Laban Ainsworth began the work which would last almost 
until his death seventy-six years later.
_____________________________________

*Historians have ascribed its elegantly carved panels to the Hessian artist/artisan, John Buckley, who 
arrived in Jaffrey in the spring of 1784.28
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JAffrey in 1782 was little more than a partially cleared common, a burying 
ground, its incomplete meeting house and scores of outlying farms. Too, 
there was Deacon Eleazar Spofford’s grist and sawmill over to the east on the 
Contoocook River, and Dr. Adonijah Howe’s house near the common on the 
rough track around Monadnock. The town’s population in ten years had grown 

from 1773’s three hundred to more than a thousand. A less dramatic increase followed 
the end of the Revolution, when former soldiers and their families were among those who 
came to the newer lands.1

 Jaffrey already had its own veterans, men who had seen action from the time news of 
Lexington and Concord reached the area. In later years Ainsworth would know as friends 
and associates those who had gone from Jaffrey to the siege of Boston, to Ticonderoga, 
White Plains and Princeton, Bennington and Saratoga, and there were those who had 
marched to Rhode Island and to West Point in the waning months of the war.
 Mention of military ranks earned in the Continental Army was common courtesy at 
town meeting, informally, and in civil records. Such status symbols gave a degree of form 
to the fluid social order in the young community, just as back in Woodstock Laban’s 
father would continue to be known as Captain Ainsworth long after his service in the 
pre-Revolutionary militia.2

 As the winter progressed, the young minister settled into his work, reading and 
studying through the worst of the cold and, when the occasional warmer days came, 
visiting his parishioners in all parts of the town. With longer days and less snow, those 
trips could be more frequent and he ranged farther, guiding his horse along paths cut 
through the woods or skirting the roughly planted clearings, beginning to learn his way 
around the brooks, the rises and low places, and out to the far-separated houses where 
families welcomed the newcomer. If he had ridden far, sometimes Deacon Smiley, out by 
Gilmore Pond, would ask Ainsworth to stay the night; he often stayed, too, at the other 
Deacon’s, Eleazar Spofford, when he rode to the east. But generally Ainsworth tried to 
make it back to his own quarters provided by a hospitable member of the church, for 
there were many decisions and plans to be made in this first year of his ministry.
 A personal matter for early consideration was a house site, for once committed to 

Chapter7
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Jaffrey, he looked forward to building his own place. By his contract with the town, 
he had the use of certain acreage down the road from the common, and a mountain 
lot on the steep slopes of Monadnock. But generations of land-acquisitive forebears 
enhanced Ainsworth’s determination to possess his own piece of ground; he soon 
entered discussions with the town for the purchase of a “home spot,” four acres across 
the common, convenient to the meeting house, a worthy site for the pastor’s house with 
Monadnock a strong presence against the western sky.3

 Twenty pounds sealed the bargain in August 1783. With an annual salary of £70, 
the young minister scarcely had £20 readily at hand, but down in Connecticut, Captain 
Ainsworth had recently successfully sued to collect a debt of £18 which, with £2 collected 
for damages, neatly met the cost of the Jaffrey property. The senior Ainsworth could have 
thus been able to provide the means for his oldest son’s first real estate.4

 Now he faced up to the challenge of great trees to fell, rocks to move and ground to 
be leveled. The stumps on his place were newer than the black hulks on the common, but 
both were not far different from those he remembered at Dartmouth.
 Others in Jaffrey dealt with the same conditions, up at dawn to catch every hour of 
daylight, hacking at the thick tree trunks, burning those which had dried since they were 
felled months before, driving the oxen and heavy plow around and between the stumps, 
clawing at the never-before-assaulted earth to plant rye and clover.5

 Laban’s four acres could not provide the full crops of a working farm, although there 
he had space for his house, kitchen garden, stable and out buildings. He planned to use 
the “minister’s land” for major crops as he looked to the time when he might supplement 
the town’s salary with what he would grow on more land of his own. It was customary 
for any New England country pastor to portion out time for his fields, haying or planting 
on occasion, it is recorded of one worthy soul, in his clerical garb.6

 For his land, the young minister could call on inherited and boyhood knowledge 
of farming. His duties as the town’s spiritual leader were not yet as familiar, though 
oftentimes he knew what was expected of him.
 If not, he would quickly learn, as when, in his earliest days in Jaffrey he found at 
the meeting house messages from parishioners, written on carefully folded little slips 
of paper. Whether in rough penmanship or graceful script, each asked that prayers 
be said on behalf of the signers. A man and wife might ask that “the Name of God 
may be Praised in this Church and Congregation for his Great Goodness (to) her 
in Granting her a Safe Deliverance in an hour of Peral and Distress and Making 
her a Living Mother of a Living Child.” A worried couple “desires prayers for 
their child being dangerously sick that God would direct and bless menes (means) 
for its recovery.” There were prayers for a father “still Remaining in a weake and 
lo Condition,” and for praise to God “for his great Goodness to her (the signer) 
in restoring to her such degree of health…that she is able to come to his House 
this Day.” (With paper in short supply, on occasion Ainsworth was known to use 
one of the prayer slips for notes of his sermon on the day the prayer was to be 
said.)7 With the demands on his time sure to multiply, the fledgling minister set 
about establishing a program for his pastoral duties. In the bitter winter months he 
outlined a series of sermons, against the weeks of spring and summer when there 
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would be little opportunity for desk work as every possible moment (except the 
Sabbath hours) was needed on the land.
 Back in Stockbridge, Laban had heard Dr. West move methodically verse by verse 
through the New Testament, a route the older man would follow three times during 
his ministry. One pastor used as his plan the entire Bible, taking each verse or verses in 
seriatim, from Genesis through Malachi, from St. Matthew to the end of Revelations—
and that not once, but twice.8

 Ainsworth proposed no such rigid program for himself, although he worked his way 
straight through a considerable part of St. Paul’s Epistle to the Romans in 1783 and ‘84. 
By the first Sunday in ‘84 his text was Romans 4.13. (“For the promise, that he should be 
the heir of the world, was not to Abraham, or to his seed, through the law, but through 
the righteousness of faith.”) On December 26 that year he had reached Romans 14.17 
(“For the kingdom of God is not meat and drink; but righteousness, and peace, and joy 
in the Holy Ghost.”) Finishing the book would take him through the months to come.9

 A heavy consideration for the young man was the completion of the meeting house. 
Although technically that was the responsibility of the town, the building was the center 
of his work, and he could not ignore its temporary foundations, its unfinished (and 
unpaid for) pews and the lack of a pulpit. He constantly sought the advice of his deacons, 
Spofford and Smiley, and argued with Captain Adams, the unpaid builder.10

     He could not neglect his parishioners while worrying about other matters, however, 
and day after day he rode the paths and narrow trails on his visits. While those paths 
would change over the years, his personal involvement in the lives of his people remained 
steadfast in the pattern he set in the 1780s.
    Of the thousand persons who lived within Jaffrey’s 5-by-7-mile rectangle, only a 
percentage, as in other towns, were members of the church; they would have been the 
chief objects of his visits. But a town’s pastor oversaw the morals and behavior of the 
community generally, and in doing so, knew intimately the identities and characters of 
hundreds of persons.
 His visits took him miles in all directions out from the town’s center. With planning, 
he might meet with three or four families along one route, and perhaps as many as five 
on another. In one year, not counting Sundays and the times when bad weather kept him 
indoors, Ainsworth made 115 such calls in Jaffrey alone.11

 Such visits were only one of the many aspects of the “business” of being a clergyman. 
Church conferences, ordinations, civic responsibilities claimed the attention and the 
efforts of the pastor, while at least two sermons a week had to come from his pen. He 
frequently catechized the children; visiting parishioners and travelers must be welcomed, 
and always there were those financial matters, as well as religious questions, to discuss 
with the deacons. Ever present too, was the need to attend to his land and its produce, so 
important a part of his real income.
 For Ainsworth, added to this program in 1783 was the work on his “home spot,” 
which had to be hurried along with the help of neighbors. Having acquired the land in 
August, he had to push ahead with the clearing in order to remove the trunks and the 
most inconvenient rocks before winter’s worst days. The most suitable boulders were 
piked to one side, to be used for the foundations and cellar walls of his house.
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 With all of his duties, the young man found, or made, the time to jot in his diary 
certain events of 1784. Still extant in reprinted form, his daily entries run to eight or ten 
words at the most. Indulging in few adjectives, Ainsworth noted happenings and persons 
he might need to recall at a later time and, like most diarists, he had a word or two on the 
day’s weather.12

 He started off in January with a note of his reading (“Red Martius B. Gromer”) on 
the “tedious stormy day” of January 1, but after completing it on the 3rd, he seldom 
thereafter noted any special book or author. The week was typical of New Hampshire in 
January—wet snow, “thawey mist,” hard rain and “warm and pleasant,” within its seven 
days. On the 4th appears the first instance of his own version of Latin: “domi.” That, and 
“guni,” “studi,” “moni,” “legi,” dot the pages, holdover from his Dartmouth days.13

 At first he noted those occasions when he read the Bible, but soon that too drops 
from the record, though such reading continued all his life.
 Despite the problems of the weather, on Monday, January 12, Laban “set for 
Woodstock” on the first of the two yearly holidays his agreement with the town had 
established. Some days before he had checked on his saddlebags, and a visit to the 
blacksmith provided the opportunity to see that his horse was well shod, perhaps even 
with the sharp points which were standard winter equipment in New Hampshire.14

 After an early start on the narrow trails south, Ainsworth had 35 miles to ride before 
he would sleep in Barre. An occasional piece of cold meat, and a swallow or two of rum 
for warmth, with bread to chew on—these had to suffice on his ride over the snow-
covered hills into Massachusetts.
 The Reverend Josiah Dana, Laban’s host that night, was the respected minister who 
for 17 years had led his community with benevolence. The older man’s cordiality was a 
welcome comfort to the tired and cold rider as he finally swung out of the saddle and 
could bed down his horse for the night, following close on his host’s heels into the 
kitchen warmed by the great cooking hearth.15

 Such hospitality in the far-apart settlements was an amenity of the days when a sound 
roof, a hot dish and shelter for one’s horse tempered the hardships of the trail. Inns 
were expensive, of doubtful quality and infrequent in the scattered towns of western 
Massachusetts; the hospitality a minister could offer a brother clergyman went far to 
make possible such journeys as Laban’s visits to his family.16

 Tuesday’s journey would not be so long—only a little over 20 miles to Western (now 
Warren), and Laban did not start until after morning prayers with Dana.17

 Although Western was somewhat smaller than newer Jaffrey. Isaac Jones had been 
its minister for almost forty years. Providing shelter for the night as colleagues passed 
through was a familiar duty to the old man.18

 Twenty-five or thirty miles had to be covered on Wednesday, the last day of the ride, 
before Laban reached Woodstock. It was a dark six o’clock when he reached his father’s 
dooryard and could stable his horse, unpack his saddlebags and sit with his family over 
a late hot supper.19

 With only two weeks in all at his disposal, half of which was allotted to travel, Ainsworth 
started the day after his arrival on a round of visits. First on his list was his grandmother, 
Mary Corbin Marcy. It was she who had passed on to Laban the tale of the first Marcy 
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to arrive in America, some time in the 1670s. Her father-in-law, John Marcy himself, 
had told the tale: The son of a sheriff of Limerick, he was playing on the shore of the 
River Shannon with other boys when the group, for a lark, accepted an invitation from 
strangers to go out in a boat. The boat ride turned into a kidnapping, the group was 
carried out to a ship lying off shore, and that ship then sailed for America, where the boys 
were sold off as apprentices.20

 Now, a hundred and more years later, Marcy’s great-grandson had become a settled 
pastor in a land unknown to him, and he could hear again the story of that unplanned 
arrival in America.
 Laban stayed his first night at his father’s (the diary’s version: “Paters lodged”) 
and on the second was at Rev. Williams’, the family friend who had last seen him at 
his ordination.21

 Saturday his horse had to be shod, repairing the wear of the long ride south, and he 
stopped in to see Ezra Chamberlin, whose little boy bore his name, Laban.22

 Again the diary notes he lodged “at Pater’s” and on Sunday there were church services 
in the meeting house of his boyhood, the familiar voice of Rev. Williams declaiming the 
Calvin doctrines he had set for Laban to follow years before. That evening, Laban tried 
out his own preaching to John Perrin “at his house he being dumb.”23

 For a second time, Ainsworth spent the night at the William’s. The visit extended 
through a long day of rain, when the two had a good chance to sit by the fire and discuss 
the young man’s theological plans and his still-new congregation. It was a chance, too, 
for Laban to help his old friend with the ever-present chores of mending and fixing in 
barns and sheds, put off until just such a rainy day. Laban’s bad arm was an ever-present 
hindrance in such work, but he had early learned the handiness and adaptability vital to 
farm and country life.24

 On Wednesday, Laban paid his respects to Esquire Morse, longtime deacon, public 
servant and town leader; early Thursday morning he started his long ride back to Jaffrey, 
north along the road to Western where he again accepted Reverend Jones’ offer of a 
lodging for that night.25

 The next day’s journey was a wet one—it rained all day long—and a short one, 
little more than ten miles to New Braintree and Laban’s host for the night, the popular 
Reverend Daniel Foster. Noted for his charm and warmth, Foster was easy going in his 
theology, relaxed in his speech, and a lover of good food, altogether a rara avis in the 
back villages of western Massachusetts.26

 Warmer weather followed Friday’s downpour for the short ride to Barre. There, in 
return for Dana’s hospitality, Ainsworth preached in the meeting house the next day, 
using for his text Romans 12.1. “I beseech you therefore, brethren, by the mercies of 
God, that ye present your bodies as living sacrifice, holy, acceptable to God, which is your 
reasonable service.” He would use this text often, next in October in his own meeting 
house, speaking as it did to his own philosophy.27

 Laban pushed ahead on Monday, a pleasant day for the last portion of his trip. In the 
long dark after the early sunset he found his way on the narrow tree-bordered paths by 
faint starlight, reflected from the winter snows. He reached Jaffrey at ten that night.28

 Until his own house was habitable, Jaffrey’s young pastor lived with one or another 
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of the members of the church—often with tall Deacon Spofford, before he moved to Dr. 
Adonijah Howe’s, near the meeting house. Howe had come to Jaffrey as an 18-year-old, 
acquired his medical knowledge somehow, and returned to the town to become a leading 
citizen, farmer, landowner, physician, and always a friend to Ainsworth.29

 The clergyman contributed often to his hosts’ larders—partridge, duck, pigeons, 
woodchuck and, on one noteworthy day, a bear. Sometimes he honestly noted in his 
diary “gunni nil,” but then there was always fishing to try in the river or ponds. A March 
chore was to tap the maple trees, and later, on his land with his own trees. While he was 
staying at the Howes, too, there was garden to put in.30

 The diary entries were obviously intended as a reminder of certain events and meetings, 
and could serve that purpose well, but for an unfamiliar reader, an entry often raises a 
fine set of questions. Take the note for April 1: “Hailed Millstone went Dublin Preached 
(ease in Sion).” Would Laban have “hailed” a millstone for either his own future house 
or for the meeting house? Would he perhaps have helped his friend, Deacon Spofford, 
with a new wheel for his mill? And what was the occasion for the Thursday preaching in 
Dublin? Why did he include “ease in Sion?” It probably did not refer to his text, for he 
customarily cited book, chapter and verse in such notes. Was the phrase his opinion of 
Dublin? Of comfort-loving Pastor Sprague?31

 That minister was a different sort from many of the local clerics, nor was there his 
like among the hardworking, agriculture-minded settlers in the area. Sprague was a jovial 
soul whose Boston upbringing had given him little useful experience in working the 
land, the major supplement to a meager cash salary. He was more fond of his social 
relationships than of the sterner demands of his clerical responsibilities. Ainsworth’s 
Calvinism and Sprague’s more relaxed views would put their long friendship on a rocky 
but firm foundation which lasted for years.
 By the time spring of 1784 softened the ground, Ainsworth’s house could be started. 
Cryptic notes in the diary record its progress. First came consultations with builder-
neighbors and then he started digging his cellar with the help of friends. At the end of 
June he could “invite Raisers,” and the next day the frame of his house was raised with 
appropriate celebration. The chimney was the next large project; that took ten days, and 
then the finishing touch of the mantle could be added. Despite the summer drought, 
work went on until in mid-November the carpenter “carried away tools,” and some 
weeks later Ainsworth “settled with builders.” He had a house of his own.32
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In JAffrey and in Ainsworth’s life the year 1784 had few crises beyond the daily challenge 
of a threadbare economy in a rocky land. Births, deaths, town meetings, training band 
assemblies were familiar highlights on the calendar for the settlement’s some thousand 
souls. (Nearby New Ipswich was about the same size and other neighbors, Dublin and 
Peterborough counted less than 900 inhabitants.)1

 Jaffrey’s dominant building was still the unfinished and unpaid-for meeting house. 
Cutter’s tavern stood a little to the rear, across the common Ainsworth’s manse was 
coming along, and the boundaries had been set for the burying ground, “sometimes 
called the house appointed for all living,” according to one of its delineators. In the main, 
however, the town was still the scattered home clearings and stumpy fields where families 
scrabbled out their farms on the slopes and valleys so different from their Connecticut 
and Massachusetts birthlands.2

 The statewide lack of hard money in the years following the peace meant added 
difficulties. Locally it was said “there was no hard money.” The Assembly urged “industry 
and economy as the only sure remedy for the public evils” and held that the state’s “true 
wealth was in the soil.” Jaffrey’s inhabitants in truth looked to the land for their livelihood. 
Only one step removed were several busy saw and grist mills; Benjamin Prescott ran a 
malt house and tavern on his farm; Laban’s friend, Adonijah Howe, was the only doctor 
in the area, but miller, innkeeper and physician, like the pastor, all depended heavily on 
their land to supplement their meager business or professional income.3

 There were more children in the town, and to provide for their education in 1784 
Jaffrey established school districts. At £100 a year, a teacher was hired, completing the 
town’s acceptance of John Adams’ receipt for a free commonwealth: “Minister, town- 
meetings, town schools and training (muster) days.”4

 The pastor’s role in local matters grew with the town, and Ainsworth’s name regularly 
came up at town meetings for assignments and responsibilities. Years later Alexis de 
Tocqueville recognized the role town affairs played in the lives of rural Americans. Their 
world had rewards which, accepted by the townspeople as commonplace, were remarkable 
to the young Frenchman:

Chapter8
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“…(T)he New Englander is attached,” he wrote, “to his township…because it constitutes 
a strong and free social body of which he is a member, and whose government claims and 
deserves the exercises of his sagacity…. The township of New England is so constituted 
as to excite the warmest of human affections, without arousing the ambitious passions of 
the heart of man…. The township serves as a center for the desire of public esteem, the 
want of exciting interests, and the taste for authority and popularity, in the midst of the 
ordinary relations of life: and the passions which commonly embroil society, change their 
character when they find a vent so near the domestic hearth and the family circle.”5

 The opportunity to “exercise…sagacity” came to Jaffrey’s people in the spring of 
1787 when an old problem surfaced. The little settlement of Sliptown to the east, and 
minor even in its name, was not large enough to provide for a minister nor for any local 
government (and hence for no local taxes even to maintain its roads).* Its larger neighbors, 
Jaffrey and Peterborough, Sliptown residents felt, could well afford to relinquish portions 
of their territory—and a mile in the eastern section of Jaffrey, with a mile from the south 
of Peterborough was all they needed to be a proper town. In 1774 a similar proposal had 
met with defeat but now perhaps the new legislature would look differently at the appeal; 
so thought Sliptown.6 

 Jaffrey thought otherwise and to support its unanimous opposition marshaled its 
strongest forces as a committee under the chairmanship of Ainsworth.
 Six weeks after the committee of town leaders was named, the five men brought to 
the town their draft petition and remonstrance which would inform the General Court 
in Portsmouth of Jaffrey’s feelings about any annexation of its land. The fiery tone of 
its message bore witness to what an acquaintance called the “peculiar simplicity and 
propriety in the use of words” which was Ainsworth’s skill. “He rarely hesitated for a 
choice of language,” it was said, “and the very expression which was wanted came to his 
call. This gave him great ability to amuse, to inform, to impress or to influence.…”7

 The pastor and his fellows argued that Sliptown’s petition, “if admitted, will 
Exceedingly injure, and destroy our publick privileges & Enfranchisement…& leave 
us in a State of Anarchy & Confussion, & tend greatly to Create debates, divisions & 
anomosities among the now peaceful inhabitants of this town.”8

 Gaining momentum, the full phrases of the petition swung on resoundingly: “…
as the altering of Charters, and adding and Lessening of the Territory and Jurisdiction 
of States and districts by the British Ministry, in the Late Revolution, were Some of the 
great Evils we Complained of, as being Contrary to the true Spirit and design of the 
English Constitution; and in order to prevent these and other unjust acts of the British 
Parliament…we Spent our Blood and Treasure, and obtained a Compleat and Glorious 
Victory over all Opposition, So as we Conceive this Grievance we hereby Remonstrate 
against, is in Some measure Similar, we do Apprehend that no authority men or Body of 
men, on any pertence whatever, have any Right by Law, or by the Constitution, to alter, 
or deminish our Terretory or Jurisdiction, or deprive us of any of the priviledges and 
immunities granted, or Stipulated to us, by our Charter, without our Consent.”9

 Having thus in one breath invoked the still respected majesty of the British constitution 

_______________
*Sliptown later became known as Sharon.
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and the strength of the victorious Revolution, the Jaffrey countrymen proceed then 
“to Represent…the great Evil, and destructive tendency, which the above mentioned 
Grievance, if Carried into Execution, will produce in this town....” In some 700 carefully 
chosen words, all in one sentence, Ainsworth and his friends described the happy situation 
of their town as it was, and the inconvenience of creating a “New Center” if the Jaffrey 
land was annexed by Sliptown.10

 “We have Raised,” the petitioners pointed out, “and finished on an Eminence a Large, 
and Statly meetinghouse, 60 by 45 feet, and near 30 feet post, Verry near the Centre of 
our town, we have Laid out ten acres of a Common, on which the Meeting house Stands, 
and have Cleared the Same, and Spent thereon a great deal of Labor, we have laid out on 
Said Common a Large Burreing Yard, and fenced the Same with a great Stone wall, and 
there is a great Number interred there, we have settled a Minister, and given him a large 
farm adjoining Said Common, and he has built a Large house and Barn Verry Near the 
meeting house, and there is on the East Side line of Said Common a Row of Large and 
Elegant Buildings, which together with the Meeting house makes a Beautiful appearance, 
and the Roads in Said Jaffrey are laid out, and opened, Leading to the meeting house So 
as to Conveen the whole town, and the town is divided into School districts, and Some 
of these districts have built their School houses, and as the town is now Scituated, the 
Most Remote inhabitants are Content, and the whole town is Completely United, and 
Chearfully Contributes for the Support of its Publick priviledges.”11

 If Sliptown were permitted to annex a portion of the eastern reaches, the center 
of Jaffrey would be shifted to the west, and “the grounds westward from the meeting 
(house) being Low and Swampy and Verry inconveneient for a New Center would Create 
an Ever lasting Quarrel…and be Attended with great Cost and trouble.”12

 Moreover, the General Court was informed, “their is a Verry great mountain in this 
town and a great Number of Large ponds which Renders about the fourth part thereof 
not habitable which makes the habitable part of this townbut barely Sufficient to maintain 
our minister and Support our publick priviledges.…”13

 More explanation and protest followed, before Ainsworth and his committee wrote 
that “the above mentioned Reasons Contain a part of the evils and disadvantages that 
would attend Such Seperation” and referred the matter to the “Wise Consideration” 
of the Court.14

 Whether persuaded by the logic of Jaffrey’s case or overwhelmed by the rhetoric with 
which it was presented, the General Court’s decision ran against the Sliptown petition 
and Jaffrey’s land remained inviolate.15

 As vital as their lands were the town’s roads, the links between the growing community 
in a diminishing wilderness to the world beyond Monadnock’s shadow. The blazed trails 
and roughly cleared passages for ox teams spread out among the widely spaced farms, 
to the meeting house, to the mills, to Peterborough and New Ipswich. There were even 
dreams of roads which would reach to Boston or into Vermont.
 As one of Jaffrey’s most inveterate travelers, out among his parishioners, to neighboring 
churches and periodically down to Connecticut to visit his Woodstock relatives, Ainsworth 
knew at first hand the difficulties of the too familiarly rough roads.
 A first-hand depiction of those trails, reported with the fervency engendered by close 
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acquaintance, appears in Timothy Dwight’s Travels through New England and New York. 
A contemporary of Ainsworth, Dwight came to such byways on journeys undertaken in 
part as a relief from his sedentary life in New Haven, overseeing the fortunes of Yale. In 
accepting the presidency of the college in 1795, Dwight had decided that to keep his 
health and a proper perspective on his duties, he must get away when possible. Too, he 
had a larger purpose, it is said, which was to present “the significance of his countrymen’s 
transformation of the wilderness into a civilized society.”16

 Finding much of merit in the still far-from-developed areas, Dwight as often gives 
blunt accounts of the difficulties through which he guided his horse and the occasional 
amanuensis who accompanied him. The roads he encountered in the newly settled areas 
of the white Mountains would have been of the quality of those in and out of Jaffrey in 
the 1780s, and Ainsworth would have recognized them readily.
 “When roads are cut through the forests,” Dwight wrote, “the trees which have 
grown near the path shoot their roots into it and across it, both on the surface and 
beneath. In the former case, a horse is in danger of stumbling by striking his feet against 
the obstruction; in the latter, he is often still more exposed. When he sinks into a spot 
of deep and stiff mire, he sometimes steps partly on the root hidden by the earth, and 
is in danger of falling, either by slipping off, or by being disappointed of his expected 
position.… The roots…often entangle him in their forks.… After they have decayed, they 
break, and then endanger his falling by the suddenness with which he goes down into 
the mire. To all these hazards…he is still more exposed by the rocks and stones which in 
these miry places often lie beneath the surface. Even on the surface they are an extreme 
inconvenience to the traveler and present to him not a small degree of danger in many 
parts of a recently settled country. In the roads newly opened, the stumps are still worse. 
Horses unused to them scarcely observe them at all, because they are almost of the same 
color with the surface.”17

 Jeremy Belknap, the New Hampshire clergyman and author, was more patient in his 
account of travel difficulties. “Roads are not brought to perfection at once, especially 
in rocky and hilly land,” he wrote in his History of New Hampshire, “but after the first 
operations, they are passable for single horses and teams of oxen. As the earth is opened to 
the sun, many wet places are dried, and brooks are contracted; and as the land is more and 
more cleared, smaller streams disappear.” The miry roads which so distressed President 
Dwight and his horse were a natural accompaniment of the “best land for cultivation,” 
Rev. Belknap conceded, and he admitted that here there was “need of much labor to be 
bestowed on bridges and causeways.” If a road could be laid through an area where pitch 
pine grew, the route would be good, as the soil is sandy, it is generally level and always 
dry. “The trees are sparse and the undergrowth...of brakes, fern and worthey bushes...are 
easily subdued.” The difficulty there lay in the poorness of such land. Few farms would 
border a road laid among pitch pine.18

 “For crossing small streams,” Belknap points out, “the beaver dams are found very 
safe and convenient…about three or four feet wide at the top, (they are) always firm and 
solid.” A town could save considerable in expense, he urged, “by taking advantage of the 
labor of that useful animal.”19

 Disregarding the use of beavers, Jaffrey’s town meetings considered the maintenance 
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of the roads regularly, for a neglected road meant vastly increased work when maintenance 
was resumed. The bushes would sprout in the cleared route “with great luxuriance from 
the roots of felled trees,” according to Belknap, and “men who are used to handle the axe 
had rather attack a sturdy tree than hack the bushes.”20
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As the town’s maintenance and development of roads were argued and reargued, 
Ainsworth’s own travels expanded. Saturdays would often find him riding to 
a neighboring town, to stay over so that he might “take the pulpit” for the 
local pastor on the following day. A friendly custom, this gave the various 
congregations an opportunity to hear a different voice at one or another of 

the two Sabbath services—a different voice, and, on occasion, a different view of the 
Scriptures, as when he preached in Dublin, where Rev. Sprague held to his relaxed open 
approach to the tenets of Congregationalism. (It has been said of Sprague that once, 
as he stood in his high pulpit, he propounded the text, “If ye have faith as a grain of 
mustardseed, ye shall say unto this mountain, Remove hence to yonder place, and it 
shall remove…” He worked through his sermon, and returned to the text. When he 
got as far as “ye shall say unto the mountain,” Sprague gestured toward the great mass 
of Monadnock, seen through the open door. The account goes on: “He looked at it a 
moment, then at his people, and said sincerely, ‘I don’t know—it looks pretty big.’”)1

 In most of the nearby meeting houses, what Ainsworth had to say would be more in line 
with what his Jaffrey congregation heard. He rode up the river valley to Hancock, around 
the great mountain to Swanzey, and to nearby Peterborough where the Presbyterian 
Scottish majority accepted with good grace his orthodox Congregationalism, not so very 
different from their own theology.2

 In the opposite direction, New Ipswich was another destination. On a cold November 
day, when the snow already lay inches deep, Ainsworth had occasion to call at the large 
farm of Charles Barrett, mill owner and leader of affairs, where he met Mrs. Barrett’s 
niece, Mary (Polly) Minot from Concord. It was cold indoors and out that day, and, 
bundled up against the chill, young Mistress Minot had pulled on a quilted hood which 
shadowed her face. In later years, Laban stated firmly that he fell in love with Polly when 
all he could see of her was her nose that freezing day in New Ipswich. He himself had 
always felt that his own nose was smallish, “inherited from an Irish ancestor,” he held, and 
he was immediately attracted to the young lady whose nose was so different from his. He 
would remember Miss Polly.3

 The visit to her aunt over, Mistress Minot returned to Concord and her parents. She 
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next appears in the records of Concord’s Rev. Ezra Ripley: “Rev. Mr. Laban Ainsworth 
of Jaffrey and Mrs. Mary Minot of Concord were married by Mr. Ripley December 4th, 
1787.”4

 The threads connecting the 18th-century societies of New Ipswich with Concord, 
Woodstock and Concord with Jaffrey, and Jaffrey with New Ipswich via the Minots and 
Ripleys are as many-faceted as the interrelations of the European aristocracy of the time.
 In 1764, as the wife of Charles Barrett, future mill owner, Rebecca Minot was one 
of the first of the Concord women to make the move to southwestern New Hampshire. 
Eleven years later, through marriage to Deacon Amos Dakin, her half-sister, Sarah 
Thankful Minot, came to Mason (now Greenville), two or three miles from New Ipswich. 
Then in 1779 the Ripley family, once of Woodstock, and now in Barre, saw a daughter 
go to Jaffrey when Sarah Ripley married Dr. Adonijah Howe. Her sister Rachel followed 
in 1780, married to Joseph Wilder. One brother joined them, and another, Ezra, became 
the revered minister in Concord who officiated at Laban’s marriage to Mary Minot and 
at other Jaffrey-Concord-New Ipswich marriages.5

 Movement between the fading older settlement to the east and the opening lands to 
the north and west had heightened as Concord properties were divided and subdivided by 
inheritance; younger sons moved away to new territory. But few single women ventured 
to these parts, and men who had staked their claims among the mountains and valleys of 
New Hampshire often returned east in search of wives. Thus the Minot and the Ripley 
daughters reached New Hampshire; now Laban Ainsworth courted Mary Minot. Three 
more Minot women and two brothers would follow her to the Monadnock area.6

 Not long after she met Ainsworth in New Ipswich, Polly, as she was generally known, 
saw him again at the Minot farm in Concord. He would have found a welcome at Rev. 
Ripley’s place, both because of their shared ministerial careers, and because of Laban’s 
friendship with his Jaffrey hostess, Sarah Ripley Howe. From the Ripley farm to the 
Minots’ was not far if Laban took the short cut across Concord’s Great Meadow to the 
Virginia Road which bordered Jonas Minot’s fields.7

 That road was well-traveled, the direct route from Concord, through Lexington, to 
Boston, and it was along that road in April 1775, when Polly was 14, that the British 
came marching after the fracas in Lexington. It was early, before 7, on a bright clear 
morning; her father, Jonas Minot, captain of Concord’s Alarm Company, had left the 
house earlier and stationed his men to guard the village and its store of ammunition.8

 When Concord’s alarm bell sounded, Polly, with her mother and the younger children, 
quickly gathered the family valuables and left also. According to family legend, once they 
felt themselves at a safe distance from the road, and counted heads—Polly was the oldest 
of seven that year—it was to realize that year-old Samuel had been left asleep at home. 
Off Polly went across the fields and found the child in bed. The story continues: “Just 
as she was leaving the house (with Samuel) she heard the notes of a bugle as the head of 
the (British) column came in sight, and she stopped to admire the contrast between the 
red of their uniforms and the green of the sward.... The men were straying all across the 
road and some of them were reaching up to pick blossoms from the fruit trees.” Without 
pausing longer, Polly and Samuel hastened away to join the others in the woods.9

 Through the war years, Concord would not again see military action and Jonas Minot 
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could return to work his land and tend his varied livestock. Polly grew to young womanhood 
in the midst of the bustle and hard work of a successful farm and large family.
 Oxen, sometimes as many as six, provided the strength for clearing land, plowing and 
hauling; there were cows, pigs and many calves on occasion. Crops of corn, rye, wheat 
and English hay were harvested, flax was grown and cider made by the barrel. As a hedge 
against bad times, Minot acquired and held on to negotiable silver. It was a boom time 
for farmers, but when the American army disbanded and the demand for rations dropped 
sharply, a severe depression struck.10

 In 1786 Jonas Minot felt the blow; although he held on to his precious ounces of 
silver, he harvested only rye and wheat, and cut back on his livestock. Altogether his real 
estate and personal estate had fallen in value from the 1774 level of £70 to £16.11

 In addition, Massachusetts’s taxes were spiraling. That year a farmer was obliged to 
pay to the state one third of his income; in the western regions, under Daniel Shays, 
armed men protested, only to be routed by state militia. The resulting financial reforms 
brought some relief to the distressed Massachusetts economy, and Shays’ Rebellion was 
only a memory.
 But it may have been such difficult financial conditions which led Jonas Minot to forego 
major monetary aid to Polly when she and Laban were married in December 1787. Not 
many years later, Minot would provide handsomely for her sisters as they married.
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As polly minot Ainsworth fastened her scarlet wool cloak under her chin 
and prepared to ride pillion behind her new husband over the long and cold 
rough miles west, she comforted herself with the thoughts of the familiar faces 
she would find in her new homeland.1

  Besides her aunt in New Ipswich, right in Jaffrey were the sisters of Polly’s 
pastor, Ezra Ripley, and her contemporaries, Sarah Howe and Rachel Wilder, each of 
them with a house full of youngsters, but able to smooth the way for the bride of their 
minister and a fellow emigrant from Concord.
 North from the older town, and west, the two Ainsworths rode over trails often 
deep with snow, under great evergreens, sometimes clear where the December winds had 
blown away the drifts; three, four, five days they rode, their horse slowed by the double 
load he carried. On the last day, the miles were lightened when they were met by a troop 
from Jaffrey, come to meet their pastor and his new wife. Surrounded by the cavalcade 
as she approached her new home, Polly thought “it very like a funeral” and she had 
time for only a brief glance across the common’s stump-strewn acreage to the meeting 
house before she entered her new house. Jaffrey historians describe the occasion: “Within 
everything was in perfect order. Fires were lighted and tables were furnished in the most 
generous style, so the day and evening were passed in gladness and social delight.”2

  The next day’s pale December dawn lighted for Polly the looming bulk of Monadnock. 
To the young woman familiar only with the modest height of Concord’s hills, “the verry 
great mountain” which would be her life-long neighbor could well have caught her eye 
time after time in the busy winter days when she learned her new role as the minister’s 
wife in her new home with her new husband.
 She learned her way to the mills where her grain could be ground; there were two 
taverns nearby where she might stop and in the houses along the common were neighbors 
she should come to know.
 On her first Sabbaths, Polly Ainsworth sat alone in the minister’s large square pew just 
to the left below her husband’s high pulpit; in the next pew was cheerful Edith Parker 
with her dignified husband Abel; across the narrow aisle, against the wall, was friendly 
Roger Gilmore with her particular friends, the Howes and the Wilders, close by.3

Chapter10
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 The meeting house was almost familiar to the young Massachusetts woman. In 
Concord as here, the building was unpainted, and unheated; the pews were as square in 
New Hampshire as in her hometown. When the congregation sat or stood, the hinged 
seats were as noisy. (Years later Ralph Waldo Emerson was to describe the Concord 
“report like musketry” from those seats.)4

 Even her husband’s outward appearance could remind young Mrs. Ainsworth of 
her well-known pastor. His black broadcloth knee britches with silver buckles were like 
Ripley’s; in these cold months there were high black boots, to be replaced by silk stockings 
and buckled shoes later. His long black waist coat held pockets for his notebooks, and 
there was, too, the familiar shorter black coat and fine white linen of the clerical collar 
similar to Ripley’s.5

 Outwardly the town ministers may have resembled one another but their theology 
differed sharply. Dr. Ripley, as a Harvard product, tended to take a relaxed position on 
Calvinism. “The creed which I exhibited at my ordination,” he said, “was as I believed 
and meant, Evangelical, and not Calvinistic…. Tho’ I was early educated in the principles 
of Calvin…when I became of age to think and act for myself, I rejected his…points as 
unreasonable and unscriptual.”6

 Ainsworth, on the other hand, was “dogmatic and radical and much of a doctrinal 
preacher, holding to the Calvin theology taught by Dr. Edwards,” according to one 
who knew him. Before admitting newcomers to his church” he insisted with much of 
the old-time rigor upon a form of public profession of faith which harked back to the 
original requirements for membership in the Puritan Church and to the requirements of 
Jonathan Edwards.”7

 At this point Polly, product of generations who in Concord had moved over the 
years from unrelieved orthodoxy to independent thinking, found she could not follow 
her husband. Devout and devoted, she yet did her own thinking. Laban’s Calvinism 
was not her way and she did not, on her marriage, or ever, become a member of the 
Jaffrey church.*8

 Just ten weeks after their wedding, tragedy struck Laban and Polly Ainsworth. On 
the 12th of February the young people were awakened by smoke and flames in their 
burning house; with difficulty they escaped, but their little visitor, eight-year-old Isaac, 
son of Deacon Spofford, was caught in the fire and killed. Polly’s leap from her bedroom 
window to the frozen ground brought an injury from which she suffered all her life. 
Laban saw his work of years disappear in the flames until only the great chimney and the 
foundations stood among the smoldering remnants of the big house.9

 There was no way the couple could ever forget the tragedy. Polly’s lameness was 
always with her, and Laban, whenever he was in the burying ground, would read on 
Isaac’s gravestone, “A brand plucked from the ashes of Rev. Laban Ainsworth’s house.”10

 The grief of the boy’s family was Laban’s also for the Spoffords were particularly 
close; as a bachelor he had spent many a friendly evening with them in their house by 
the Contoocook. Now, to consign to the earth what remained of the little boy he had so 

_______________
*The numbers of the congregation and of the church members seldom were the same even in times of 
religious revivals.
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favored taxed even his stern Calvinist faith and belief in predestination. The sympathetic 
words of Ezra Ripley, received within weeks of the fire, offered a source of strength:

“You have need of great grace, to bear this providence aright and to glorify God in this 
furnace of afflictions.... I wish you grace according to your trials, and that you may be still 
more abundantly a burning and shining light, as a minister of Christ.”11

 For Polly, he prayed that “she may be restored to health & ye use of her limbs, and 
especially that she may have divine support, & full preparation for God’s will…. My heart 
akes for her—but I (tell) myself the Lord hath done it; therefore we should lie dumb & 
not open our mouths by way of complaint.”12

 Moving to the more practical, Ripley cautiously hoped that “by leave of providence, 
I shall in something or other, ‘love in deed’ as well as word.” The Jaffrey neighbors and 
friends, he felt sure, “are kind to you” and that the Ainsworths’ “loss as to property will 
be made up to you, in some good measure, at least.”13

 The neighbors rallied ‘round. At a special town meeting it was voted to ask the people 
for donations and a strong committee was named to “lay out the funds” collected for a 
new house. Hard money was still a scarcity; most towns, aware of the danger of unlimited 
paper money had refused the legislative suggestion of even a strictly limited issue of paper. 
What the committee in Jaffrey could “lay out” for the rebuilding of Ainsworth’s house 
would have been chiefly goods and services—seasoned logs from one, the milling of those 
into boards by one mill owner or another, a day’s labor from dozens of men and boys, 
nails from the blacksmith and hot meals for the cold laborers from perhaps the great 
cooking hearth at the nearby Howes’ or from the Buckleys at the foot of the meeting 
house hill, where the former Hessian soldier did his cabinet work and turned out the 
paneling for pews and pulpit.14

 With so many hands available, the new house, even though large, rose considerably 
faster than when Laban had been building its predecessor in 1784. The two front rooms, 
divided by the hall and stairway, and the two back rooms, one the long kitchen, the 
center of the family’s life, followed the usual floor plan for an important dwelling of 
the day. So did the second floor, with its big rooms at either corner on the front, these 
fortunate in their outlook on the great mountain. Two back rooms, separated by a 
smaller one, faced the east and the sloping ground where Laban and Polly would soon 
plant their fruit trees. The barn and sheds stretched to the south, toward the farmland 
Laban counted on for his crops.
 While the American farmer in general produced a smaller harvest on his acres than 
did the European on similar land, it has been pointed out that a chief reason for the 
difference was that “the colonial settler was not a full-time farmer.” “Equally important 
to his survival,” Sally Smith Booth emphasizes in her account of food, Hung, Strung and 
Potted, “were hunting, housing construction, tool manufacture and other basic tasks….” 
Add to this Ainsworth’s ministerial duties and it is easy to see that there could be “little 
time for extensive weeding, gleaning and pruning.”15

 But he could use with advantage what was known of crop rotation: Clover succeeded 
a sequence of corn, oats or wheat, and, as in nearby Peterborough, flax. When Laban 
could afford to plow under that clover crop, and not be forced to use it for feed, the land 
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profited even more. Too, a planting of peas or beans, “plowed in,” paid off in richer earth 
for the next season’s wheat.16

 Every inch of cleared land, where the bare ground had been won by the long 
sequence of felled trees, burned trunks, and rough, rocky plowing, was a resource to be 
utilized to the full.
  In his woods, Ainsworth located maples to tap for the sap, and it was his province 
to supply with his gun small game, birds and, as once before in 1784, perhaps a bear 
or a deer. In the ponds and brooks there were always fish to be caught. One of the few 
“imports,” for which scarce money or a trade was needed, was a good supply of rum.17

 Putting in the garden was often a woman’s work, once it was fenced and dug. “It must 
be said to the honor of the female sex,” wrote Jeremy Belknap about the time Polly was 
setting out her first very own garden, “that the scanty portion of earth, committed to 
their care, is often made productive with no small benefit to their families.”18

 Scarcely “small” were the products of such a garden. In the same area corn, pumpkins 
and beans could be planted together; the beans climbed the corn stalks, and the broad 
pumpkin leaves held moisture in the ground. Carrots, beets, cabbages, potatoes and 
turnips were in most gardens, along with cauliflower, asparagus and spinach.19

 Polly knew almost in her bones how to deal with what she grew. Much of her cooking 
skill followed patterns set back in Concord’s early days, the time of her great-grandmother, 
Rebecca Wheeler Minot.
 Pumpkins, or “pompions,” in Polly’s Jaffrey were no different from Rebecca’s in 
Concord a century earlier, and could be prepared just as described by the English observer, 
John Jocelyn, in the 1670s: “The housewives’ manner is to slice them when ripe and cut 
them into dice, and so fill a pot with them of two or three gallons, and stew them upon a 
gentle fire a whole day…not putting liquor to them; and when it is stewed enough, it will 
look like bak’d Apples; this they dish, putting butter to it and a little vinegar (with some 
spice as Ginger, etc.)….”20

 Like her mother, grandmother and great-grandmother, Polly cooked at the open 
fireplace, keeping several small fires going as needed. The movable crane and its several 
ratchets made it possible to cook directly over the coals, or over a low flame; for a more 
gentle heat, a kettle hung some notches higher. Slower cooking ended on a bed of hot ashes 
with coals heaped on the covered pot. A spit in the fireplace or more often in the reflecting 
oven set on the hearth facing the heat, served to prepare the larger cuts of meat.21

 Some of Polly’s time was allotted to her spinning. The steep slopes of Monadnock 
provided pasturage for flocks of sheep including Ainsworth’s, and Jaffrey women were 
seldom short of wool for their “great wheels.” In Peterborough the Scotch and Irish were 
handy at growing flax, so that linen thread was available, the combination of linen and 
wool making the useful linsey-woolsey.
 Once her yarn had been spun Polly did her own dyeing. Most colors came from the 
plants in gardens or fields: golden rod and hickory bark for yellow, pokeberry for crimson. 
While browns, purples and orange were shades she could come up with, indigo had to be 
imported but its blue outlasted many another color and was worth the cost.22

 The spinning wheel was busy in that first year in the new house. Polly was pregnant 
and new needs must be met when March and the baby arrived. It was unusually cold, as it 
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had been all winter, and fires were welcome to warm the chilly rooms in late March when 
Sarah was born.23

 The baby’s birth is noted in her father’s record of dates for the town: “Ainsworth, 
Sally, birth march 23, 1789, daughter of Laban and Polly.”24

 With the little girl only days old when the entry was made, the dignified “Sarah” had 
already become Sally, as her mother’s “Mary” had become “Polly” earlier. Nicknames 
were common: Martha Washington herself was most usually called Patsy, and Jefferson’s 
daughter Mary was always Polly.
 But for formal usage, it was Mary for Laban’s wife, and on the fly-leaf of the Bible 
she received the year of Sally’s birth, Mary/Polly wrote “Mary Minott her Book 1789,” 
omitting mention of her role as Mrs. Ainsworth.
 Like numberless women of her time, Polly Ainsworth is little more than a name on 
such records. To know something of her role and her life, one goes to the generalities 
offered by contemporaries. “The women of New England,” wrote Timothy Dwight, 
“are almost universally industrious, economical, attentive to their families and diligent 
in the education and government of their children.” They worked hard, with the affairs 
of the household entirely their concern. “Indeed,” observed Dwight, “a great part 
of the women in this country exert quite as much industry as is consistent with the 
preservation of health.”25

 In return, the womenfolk generally held positions of respect. “The first place at the 
table…in the social circle, an in every other situation where they are found is given to 
them (as a matter) of course.”26

 The new decade got off to a good start for Polly; her nearest sister, Sarah (Sally), for 
whom the new baby had been named, had come from Concord with her husband, Josiah 
Melvin, to nearby Packersfield (now Nelson). The way between Jaffrey and Packersfield 
followed roughly marked trails, around the great mountain and through marshy ground, 
but the towns were closer than Concord, and the sisters made their way back and forth 
whenever possible.27
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As he entered his 30s, Laban, despite his crippled arm, dealt expeditiously with 
the varied aspects of his life. His fields and animals competed for attention with 
town politics and the convoluted finances of a country community, but first call 
on his time and thoughts came from his pastoral responsibilities. Besides his 
two sermons for each Sunday, a “lecture” for the Thursday church meetings 

had to be prepared. That day saw also the occasions when the Standing Committee, or 
the members generally, met to consider church matters in the time between the lecture 
and the “Sacrament of the Supper” or communion. Ainsworth kept notes on small folded 
papers, sized to fit into the pockets of his long waist coat but large enough to contain the 
meat of the discussions. Large and small concerns were taken up, from questions of basic 
Congregational tenets to an individual’s relation with brethren and the church.
 Those relations produced many a troubled consideration with solutions difficult to 
come by. One Joseph Horton in September 1788 hoped to join the church, only to have 
the vote turn “foure for & four against & four nuter.” The matter came up again the next 
May when he “being absent it was not thought proper to act on the Qn. of Recvning 
him,” as Ainsworth noted in his cramped handwriting. The final decision was not reached 
until July when the question was put. It passed in the negative, this being ten months 
after Horton had first broached the subject.1

 Unlike Horton, anxious to become a church member, Nathaniel Hardy was neglectful 
of his obligations as such. Not long after Horton was voted down, in August 1789 a 
committee of three, including the pastor, determined “to convene with Brr. Hardy relative 
to his absence from our comm…” Repeatedly Ainsworth requested his attendance at 
church meetings. On June 26, 1790 the minister required Hardy’s presence. At the next 
Thursday meeting, although Hardy had not appeared, the Standing Committee “yet have 
obtained knowledge of his situation.” They reported “that he denies ye Doctrine of Total 
depravity, of Election, of Regeneration & Calvinism in general—held to ye Validity of 
Works in justification & our ability to perform them—and says That he cannot commune 
with us until we conform to him.”2

 Within the week once again there was a vote to “admonish Bro Nathaniel Hardy to 
return to his duty;” Hardy did not see fit so to do, and some time thereafter moved away 
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from the Jaffrey which would not conform to him.3

 In the midst of, and to avoid a repetition of, the protracted consideration of matters 
such as Horton’s rejection and Hardy’s recalcitrance, pastor and advisors consulted. 
Following the pattern of their faith, it was the responsibility of the Jaffrey church alone to 
establish its procedures, with no bishop, synod or hierarchy to impose policy or regulations 
from on high. (Independent thinkers that they were, Federalist clergymen like Ainsworth 
thought nothing incongruous in their support of a strong central government while 
admitting of no such authority for each individual church.)4

 The “brethren” (the absence of women in any church policy matters was taken for 
granted) and the pastor accordingly gathered at various times running into the fall of 
1789; Ainsworth recorded their decisions as they were made. He was sparing of words, 
with a sprinkling of his usual Latin and abbreviations, deletions and corrections, all 
crowded on his little pages in his cramped handwriting.
 The Jaffrey men acknowledged at once that “the doctrines of the Gospel are well 
defined by the assembly of Divines at Westminster and their confession of Faith.” They 
found “the whole of the composition is agreeable to the minds of the Brethren, except 
in those articles which are peculiar to Presbyterian government.” It was a finding wide in 
its scope, for the Confession of Faith ranged, according to one authority, “over the most 
abstruse topics of theology.”5

 Having thus duly recognized their origin in 17th-century England, the Jaffrey 
brethren addressed the means by which their church and people might live a well-ordered 
life in the still young community and in the uncertain early days of their country.
 At once they set limits on their numbers: “the visible church consists of none but such 
as give evidence…that they are born again.”6

 Before being considered for membership, a person “shall relate to the church verbally 
or in writing the reason of the hope of his being born again.” After that came a period of 
two weeks, “in which time all those who are dissatisfied or wish to have further information 
shall consider it their duty to obtain satisfaction by private conversation.”7

 At the next church meeting, “the vote shall be called to receive him with this condition 
if he or she publickly acknowledge the church covenant and submit to the regulations and 
discipline of the church.”8

 It was the duty of the pastor “in a convenient opportunity” to call upon the candidate 
to fulfill that condition. Only at that point could the pastor declare the candidate a 
member of the Jaffrey church.9

 The brethren concluded by providing that a newcomer who had once held membership 
in a church with similar tenets might be received by Jaffrey on the strength of a letter of 
commendation from the original church.10

 Next came the rules for the church meetings, which were to be called by the pastor 
and run by those rules. Ainsworth listed them:

The pastor sat as moderator; each subject was taken up in order and discussed until a 
motion was made and seconded. More discussion followed, until the motion was “decided 
or withdrawn.”11

 “Unchristian language and conduct” were reproved immediately, a decision could not 
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be reversed by any meeting smaller than that which had originally approved it, no speaker 
should be interrupted, and “no Female is allowed to vote, make a Speach or proposals to 
ye church unless by proxy or when She may be called to answer…or give evidence.”12

 In the third and last section of the rules, the brethren turned to the difficult question 
“of Disciplining offenders.” The end of such discipline, they stated, was “ye recovery 
of the backslider & repareing injury done to religion.” Complaints should be made to 
the church in writing, with a copy to the offender; witnesses might be sworn, if the 
offender so desired (although church members need not be sworn); if the complaint 
was supported by evidence, and endorsed by the church, suspension was the penalty, 
but even then the church “with much faithfulness, prayer, pity and long suffering 
to endevour his reformation...with repeated publick admonitions” should seek the 
offender’s rehabilitation.13

 But, and here Ainsworth seemingly took a deep breath before starting a new paragraph 
with the dreadful words, “In case ye offender remain incorrigeable under these means 
however painful ye task yet tis decidedly duty to deliver Such an one over to ye Body of 
Satan for ye destruction of ye flesh get ye Soul may be Saved.” (Laban had heard Dr. West 
intone those words in Stockbridge when Lavinia Fisk had been excommunicated.)14

 With so many contingencies agreed upon, the rules and practices gave support to the 
pastor in the 1790s, through the controversy between the church and the town’s leading 
civil figure, Abel Parker.
 The man was deeply troubled by his sincere difference of beliefs, centering on the 
questions of infant baptism and a fixed salary for the minister paid for by a tax levied on 
every voter of the town; both, he felt, transgressed the tenets of basic Christian teaching, 
a belief held generally by the growing sect of Baptists. He urged the church not only to 
consider the questions but then to change its ways and, (as Hardy had urged) to conform 
with his reasoning.
 An early indication of Parker’s unhappiness had been his rejection of a position on the 
church Standing Committee, just when that committee faced up to Hardy’s disaffection. 
Even earlier, back in 1784, he and the pastor had had occasion to “commune,” according 
to Ainsworth’s diary entry. But there had been no meeting of the minds then or later.15

 The conflict which would pit Parker, self-educated, articulate protagonist, against 
the recognized authority of the church was an example of the increasing strength of the 
Baptists who preferred to express their opposition to the entrenched Congregationalism 
in “a series of dialogues and face to face confrontations in church, parish and town 
meetings,” according to one authority.16

 Parker was as much a man of his time as Ainsworth, each epitomizing one aspect or 
another of the shaping years of their country. Four years older than Ainsworth, Parker 
was at Bunker Hill with the Minute Men of his home, Pepperell in Massachusetts, and 
under the British gunfire which Ainsworth heard at Dartmouth. In 1778, when Laban 
went west to study with his Calvinist mentor, Dr. West, Parker, as an army ensign, was in 
Rhode Island, strong Baptist territory.17

 Parker’s heritage was non-conformist. His grandfather Aaron, back in Westford, 
Massachusetts, had been independent enough to stay away from public worship, and 
in 1745 was “disciplined” by his church not only for that but also “for attending a 
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private meeting under the ministration of a lay exhorter in time of public worship on 
the Lord’s day.”18

 Almost a hundred years earlier, Aaron’s grandfather, Abraham Parker, joined some 
23 of his Woburn neighbors in August, 1653, in a remonstrance to the General Court 
against a proposed law which would require approbation of church elders or the 
Country Court before any person could “undertake any constant course of public 
preaching or prophesying.”19

 Both these rebellious men were devout and lived within the framework of the accepted 
church. Abel proposed to do so also, if the framework were changed as he saw fit.

✫ ✫ ✫ ✫

 By the time Ainsworth reached Jaffrey in 1781, “to be heard” as the prospective 
minister, Parker for more than a year had been clearing land in the far northeast portion 
of the town, where he had settled with his wife and little daughter.20

 The men differed quite as much physically as philosophically. Tall, dignified, with a 
serious demeanor, Parker was one of whom it was said, “intimacy would seem to have 
been difficult, and trifling impossible.” Standing perhaps a head taller than stocky, witty 
and often affable Ainsworth, Parker lacked the parson’s advantages of formal church 
support as he put forth his reasoned, opposing beliefs, but he had in his favor a sure skill 
and experience in persuasive argument.21

 As a recognized leader of town affairs, moderator of town meetings, selectman and 
committee member, as well as successful farmer, Parker had been chosen to go in February 
1788 over to Exeter as Jaffrey’s representative at New Hampshire’s convention called to 
consider ratification of the new federal constitution. There he was an able second to 
Joshua Atherton of Amherst in the fight against ratification. With Charles Barrett of 
New Ipswich, the Baptist Reverend William W. Hooper, and others, Atherton and Parker 
focused their opposition on the proposed Constitution’s toleration of slavery, while their 
basic issue was to defeat its provisions for a strong central government.22

 At the convention, the delegates discussed the proposed Constitution subject by 
subject for over a week. Some, committed by their towns to oppose ratification, found 
support more to their liking, but felt they could not go against their town’s wishes 
without consultation. A recess was voted, with a date of June 18 for reassembling, this 
time in Concord.23

 Thus Parker had come back to Jaffrey in time to take his usual seat as moderator at the 
1788 spring town meeting when the vote was called to aid the Ainsworths in rebuilding 
their house after the tragic February fire.24

 When the Constitutional Convention reconvened on June 18, Wednesday, discussions 
were shortened in the knowledge that ratification by only one more state was needed to 
adopt the new constitution as the law of the land. Parker and the other delegates were 
acutely aware that Virginia and New York were both debating the same subject. Others 
too had read of the three-way race to be the decisive state, and Concord’s meeting house 
was crowded with spectators.25

 To focus the debates, a 15-man committee, Parker, Barrett and Atherton among 
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them, was appointed to report on amendments which might make the Constitution more 
acceptable. With Parker’s second, Atherton moved that the Constitution be ratified with 
the amendments, “but that said Constitution do not operate in New Hampshire without 
said amendments.” Rapid parliamentary maneuvers followed, for the Federalists realized 
the move would in effect nullify New Hampshire’s endorsement. The Atherton/Parker 
motion was postponed until the following day. Saturday’s discussions were early, sharp 
and conclusive. The final vote, to ratify without the amendments, came at 1 p.m., June 
21, 1788, the hour carefully recorded so that a vote at any later hour by either New 
York or Virginia would leave to New Hampshire the honored role of the decisive ninth 
state to ratify.26
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BAck in JAffrey, Parker returned to town affairs and to his formidable farming 
tasks. Although uneasy with the conflict between his personal religious beliefs 
and what he heard each Sunday from the orthodox Ainsworth, it was not until 
the spring of 1790 that he finally presented his questions in writing to the church.
 Experienced in the formalities of the day, he did not state a radical dissent, 

but rather, in a lengthy single-sentence letter, asked that the church examine its stand on 
the two matters which concerned him, baptism and ministerial salaries.
 The long-held policy of providing the salary for a town’s minister (there was usually 
only one such person in 18th-century Congregational New England’s small towns) 
through a tax on all property holders was coming under fire from persons of other beliefs, 
principally the Baptists. Opposition to such a “stated minister’s salary” was a key point 
in Parker’s position, exemplifying what has been described as the “neighborhood affair” 
aspects of this move toward religious liberty.1

 For a long time, he wrote, he had doubted that “giving a minister a stated salary 
is agreeable to the work of God,” and also whether the Congregational form of infant 
baptism “can be supported in Scripture.” The Covenant to which he had subscribed long 
ago on becoming a member of the church contained the words, “we further covenant 
to give up our children to the Lord in Baptism…” This led to Parker’s larger question, 
whether the church’s binding covenant “is not an abridgement of the right of conscience 
which every believer ought freely to enjoy.”2

 Parker asked that the church consider these points and “if they be found…not to 
agree with the order of the primitive church that they may be reformed.” It was the 
church which should change and not he.3

 Conforming to Congregational routine, Ainsworth then asked the Standing 
Committee “to advise him to the proper line of conduct” relative to Parker’s address.4

 Taking one point at a time, the Committee “entered into free conversation with Br. 
Parker on the first article,” that concerning a stated salary for the minister. (The account 
of these exchanges, like other church affairs, survive in Ainsworth’s compressed script, 
replete with his abbreviations, cryptic summaries and deletions; they are not complete, 
although they, and the more formal church papers, speak clearly of the sincerity and 
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stubbornness of both parties.)5

 After some hours the “free conversation” was adjourned for three weeks; when it 
resumed on June 7, Ainsworth noted that “it appeareth to us that Br. Parker’s opinion 
is that a Min. ought not to have any fixed support” but should depend upon “donations 
from individuals as they should be moved.” He had cited the example of the Apostles, for 
Christ had said “as they received freely so they should give freely.”6

 Considering Christ’s added commandment to the Apostles—“to heal the sick, raise 
the dead, cast out devils, etc.”—it appeared to the Committee that such “is impracticable 
by their Successors.”7

 “As to the example of the primitive teachers of the Gospel,” the notes continue, 
“considering they lived in extraordinary times, it is not to be expected that they will be 
imitated.” Personally aware of their own travel difficulties, the Jaffrey brethren noted too 
that the Apostles’ “itinerary rendered a stated salary impracticable.”8

 The Committee’s conclusion: “We think that the present mode of apportioning (the 
salary costs) is equitable” and “we see no objection to the practise in human prudence.”9

 In support of his second point, his opposition to infant baptism, Parker went to the 
Old Testament, but the details of his argument are lacking in Ainsworth’s notes. The 
pastor set down what seem to be his or the Committee’s replies based on the Abrahamic 
covenant as the Covenant of Grace, with baptism as the seal of the Covenant (in place 
of the original circumcision). “Yet,” Ainsworth noted, Parker “cannot Se that baptism 
ought to be applied to Infants. Notwithstanding all our endeavours to Satisfy Br. Parker 
on the particulars of his address he rests dissatisfied, and persists in desiring it to be laid 
before ye chh.”10

 After some months, not having heard that the Committee would take the matter 
to the church membership as he wished, Parker addressed that body directly. He felt 
constrained, he wrote on September 21, 1790, “to make a solemn declaration that I 
profest to be of the Baptist denomination” in regards to the salary and baptism questions. 
He asked that if the church “conceived me to be erroneous that they should...deal with 
me according to the directions laid down in Scripture.”11

 “As communion day was near approaching,” Parker publicly asked if “there were any 
objections to my communing with them.” At first, he said, there didn’t seem to be any, but 
after he had laid before the church “the wait that my covenant obligation lay on my mind 
in regard to giving up my children in baptism,” he learned that Deacon Emery (one of the 
founding members of the Jaffrey church) objected. Although there was still no decision 
from the church, Parker saw that the Deacon was “much disturbed in mind.” At that 
point he wished to avoid “any uneasiness between the brethren” and “to ask dismission 
from their church to a baptist society if I could find one.” Deacon Emery was opposed 
also to such dismission, Parker was not called to answer Emery’s objections, “although 
unknown to me what they are,” and after another wait of “considerable time,” now he 
was asking the church to consider the matter. He was unwilling, he stated, “to Remain in 
this situation as not knowing my standing…and whether my sentiments or conduct are 
adjudged erroneous or not, which knowledge would give me great satisfaction….”12

 Parker asked for either condemnation or approbation, or at least action which would 
“save him being called upon to answer objections before he knows what they are.”13
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 Within a few weeks Abel Parker picked up his pen once again, this on November 
22, He decried the “present difficulties” in the church and presented for consideration 
certain points so that “Christians may walk together in love and harmony.” That part of 
the covenant dealing with infant baptism, he felt, “has not been strictly complied with 
and ought no longer be neglected.” He felt that “an alteration in some of the articles of 
our discipline would greatly tend to the unity of the church.” To accomplish these aims 
he proposed that 1) the church call upon all baptized persons to fulfill their covenant 
obligations, 2) the church allow members “to be baptized by way of Immersion” if they 
felt it their duty to do so, and 3) the church change its covenant to provide that future 
members need not absolutely promise “to give up their children in baptism” unless they 
viewed baptism to be a divine institution.14

 An existing paper, undated and unsigned, sets forth “Circumstantial Evidence” 
in which presumably Parker (the paper carefully omits any personal identification) is 
answered. It treats the matter of Parker’s questions in terms of the church’s authority, 
and may be considered to be Ainsworth’s notes of the church position.15

 Parker had urged the church grant him liberty of conscience. To answer that request 
either affirmatively or in the negative, Ainsworth wrote, “would have proven that the 
church assumed authority to bind and loose men’s consciences.”16

 Parker claimed the rite of baptism to be a human institution while asking the church 
to baptize his infant. Ainsworth: If the church had consented, “it would have made them 
accessory to the fact and they would have incurred the guilt of practising infant baptism 
as a human rite.” (Parker’s seventh child, Calvin, had been born during the summer of 
these discussions, only to die within the month; would it have been his baptism Parker 
asked for, and why that choice of a name?)17

 His own baptism Parker held to be invalid as it was “administered to him in his infancy,” 
and he had asked the pastor to rebaptize him. Ainsworth: If he had acquiesced it would 
have been “an implicit acknowledgement of the former and ye validity of the latter.”18

 Parker insisted that the church hear and decide on a “complaint which they had 
voted to be inscripturally brought” and he insisted that the church act on the question 
of excommunicating a member without going through the disciplinary steps required 
by church rules.19

 With that the documentary account of the Abel Parker/salary/baptism matter comes 
to an end. Parker was not excommunicated, but the still troubled church members, at 
their meeting on January 20, 1791, “went into conversation on the Subject of duty 
to word (on) Baptized infants.” The following vote provided that “the Chh Set apart 
thirsday ye 5th day of May next as a day (of) humiliation & fasting & prayer to afflict our 
Souls for our neglect of duty & to pray for divine light that God would direct us to the 
performance of duty toward our baptized posterity.”20

 Whatever the results of that special fast day on the subject of infant baptism, Parker’s 
point in regard to the minister’s salary was supported the following year by New Hampshire’s 
new constitution. Through that document, dissenters from Congregationalism no longer 
were taxed for the support of that church if they could prove membership in a church of 
another belief. Perhaps it was to buttress his dissension that Parker stubbornly continued 
to put his feelings on the record, and at the August 30, 1792 church meeting, that record 
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states briefly, “Abel Parker dissents from infant baptism & paid clergy.”21

 With tempers high, or with weakened hopes of peace, as each confrontation ended, 
Ainsworth made his way home across the common, and Parker took the long road out 
to his farm, the pastor to be greeted by his little Sally, the other to mark in his dignified 
manner the progress of his son Isaac. Not many years hence Sally and Isaac would marry 
and in part soften the theological differences of the two families.
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Difficult as it had been in 1790 to respond to Parker’s doubts, the pastor could 
not that summer focus on them to the exclusion of other problems. The strong 
hold of Congregationalism was weakening throughout New England, and the 
tempo of controversies was to increase in coming months and years.
 There was a growing move in more sophisticated Boston that the clergy 

should meet standards of education and qualifications to be set by ministerial associations, 
but Jaffrey and other western New Hampshire churches were set in their ways and dealt 
with ministerial failings on their own grounds.1

 Not long after Parker had first written his pastor about a stated salary and infant 
baptism, the church in nearby Packersfield needed advice. Because “an Unhappy 
Controversy between our Reverend Pastor and this chh & Congregation” had arisen, 
and no agreement could be reached, parson and church asked “the healing advice & 
determination of a mutual Council.” Thus it was that in mid-August (1790) Ainsworth 
rode over to Packersfield to meet with representatives of New Ipswich, Wilton, Rindge, 
Winchendon, Dublin and Keene at the home of his new brother-in-law, Josiah Melvin, 
to study the trouble. As was his wont, the Jaffrey pastor jotted down pertinent portions 
of the discussions, almost too cryptic in this case to convey the heart of the dispute. The 
interrogation of Rev. Jacob Foster seems to have centered on financial conflicts. One 
of Ainsworth’s few full sentences, following references to various payments and non- 
payments, is Foster’s pained retort that, at one point, “‘tis dangerous to Speak For you 
have proved what I have never said.”2

 Whatever the cause of the differences, in the end Foster left his church and Packersfield 
had to find a new pastor.
 A more pleasant responsibility fell to Ainsworth’s lot that summer when, like other 
New Hampshire worthies, he received an inquiry from Jeremy Belknap.
 Belknap had published the first volume of his History of New Hampshire in 1784, 
the printing of the second was awaiting financing, and now he was well into gathering 
material for Volume III, “a geographical description of the state.”
 To be certain “that no source of information might be left unexplored” beyond 
his own extensive research, the pastor-author sent to the state’s clergymen and “other 
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gentlemen of public character…a printed circular letter...requesting their communications 
on various heads of inquiry.”3

 Ainsworth aimed to respond fully, but on the same day Parker wrote him to declare 
he was a Baptist, the pastor settled on what he could send along without delay. Written 
tightly on two small half-sheets of paper, his report dealt briefly with the original Masonian 
Patents, the first allocation of lands to proprietors in England and Portsmouth. Next he 
noted that the 1755 settlement was interrupted by the French and Indian War when “the 
People suffered nothing by the War but Fear & Flight.”4

 Jaffrey was growing—more than 1200 souls counted in the 1790 census—but when 
Laban came to describe the town he was more concerned with its environs than with the 
settlement itself.
 He admitted that he had intended a somewhat different “design” for his reply to 
Belknap, but that “want of health” obliged him to send along only “some points which 
may give you some Idea of the Town.” On reading over his letter, he realized, he wrote, 
that “Tis badly written and spelled.”5

 He paused briefly to describe Jaffrey’s future with a healthy population and then moved 
to that most important aspect of the town: “The eye of Strangers is first Captivated with 
an agreeable prospect of that famous Mountain (called) by the Indians Wahmodnauk, by 
ye English Grand Monadnick.”6

 Ainsworth’s pleasure and interest in the mountain which so dominated his town led 
him to write rather more of it than of Jaffrey itself, which was still, as he said, in its infancy. 
After mentioning “intensely cold” winters and that “the Summer Son is extremely hot,” 
he describes the “roaring of the Mountain,” with some thought on the causes. One 
theory was that the “Murmur of the Mountain (is) produced by the friction of the upper 
regions of the Atmosphere on the top of the Mountain,” but Ainsworth could not support 
that. He had observed, he wrote, that when it “roars even so as to be heard twelve miles 
though there were a perfect calm at ye south side of the Mountain at the North end there 
hath been furious winds and driving of snow that it is seen in whirls far above ye trees.”*7

 “Ye Vulgar humoursley call ye mountain their Almanack,” Laban continued. “When a 
cloud touches on the Mountain & continues to cover its top yey predict Rain and if after 
rain…ye cloud covers ye top the rain is not over.”9

 While never quoting Ainsworth directly, (although acknowledging him as the source 
of the information on Monadnock’s roar), Belknap incorporated the Jaffrey pastor’s 
material on the healthy climate of New Hampshire, the weather, salmon, minerals and 
the buck bean, which latter Ainsworth counted “a rare plant in this country & indeed 
in ye world.”10

 To the two clergymen, it was natural to use words familiar in their circles but not 
understood by English-speaking people across the Atlantic.
 Somewhat testily, Belknap defended his use of such Americanisms as “a part of the 
language of the age and country in which I write.... If some of the words which our 

______________
*The mountain has not been heard to roar in living memory, its silence, some believe, attributable to the 
disappearance of the heavy forest which reached nearly to the peak before fires destroyed it in the early 
decades of the 19th century.8
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fathers brought from Britain, and which were in vogue a century ago, be there lost or 
forgotten it is no reason that they should be disused here, especially when they convey 
a certain sense.”11

 Ainsworth reported to Belknap on Jaffrey’s “good proportion of intervail producing 
hay in quantities” and although the latter had heard that “intervals” (or “intervail” 
as Laban spelt it) was perhaps “not well known in England,” he knew it to be “well 
understood in all parts of New England to distinguish the lo-land adjacent to the fresh 
rivers.” So he used it.12

 Similarly the term “emigrant” came easily from Ainsworth’s pen (he spelled it 
“emmigrant”). Belknap felt it necessary to justify also this deviation from “the strict letter 
of the English dictionaries.” He cited as its Latin source the verb migro and so “used it 
without scruple.”13

✫ ✫ ✫ ✫

 With only the rare excursion into other interests such as his response to Belknap’s 
inquiry on Jaffrey, Ainsworth’s interests and days centered on church matters and such 
theological disputations as he had gone through with Abel Parker.
 Polly Ainsworth held to her differing personal beliefs while maintaining her role as the 
wife of her pastor, a position Ainsworth tacitly accepted. When asked why she did not join 
the church, he would answer, “Mrs. Ainsworth is a very good woman.”14

 “Mrs. Ainsworth” she frequently was to her husband even in his informal household 
accounts—“to Mrs. Ainsworth, $2.00,” “to Mrs. Ainsworth to buy yarn - $15.00”—but 
principally she was Polly.15

 Ezra Ripley had named her “Mrs Mary Minot” when she married, the “Mrs” here 
being the abbreviation for “Mistress.” While she inscribed her Bible “Mary Minott...” in 
legal documents she is “Mary Ainsworth.” In later years she would be known as Madame 
Ainsworth, but to herself she was Polly, and so signed her letters.16

 By any name, the pastor’s wife was a person of skills and kindliness. Despite her 
continued lameness, the result of her leap from the burning house back in 1788, she 
rode out into the countryside, bringing her growing experience with herbs and simple 
remedies, nourishing food and drink to the aid of the sick and despairing.17

 In the big manse, traveling clergy looked for hospitality as they passed through Jaffrey. 
It sorely tried Polly’s larder and perhaps her patience as the visitors arrived unannounced, 
but she was proud of her cooking skills and set out on the long kitchen table her best 
efforts. Not only did she cook well, but she knew the merits of the results.
 A visiting pastor learned that to his discomfort one day when he was offered a 
second helping of Mrs. Ainsworth’s apple pie. He could “worry down a little more,” he 
responded, at which his hostess withdrew her offer and the pie. “I don’t make my pies to 
be worried down,” she snapped.18

 Polly was more cordial to most visitors, particularly when they were relatives. Back 
in Concord, as the oldest daughter, it had been natural for her to be an influence on her 
younger sisters and brothers. The relationship continued as one after another Minot came 
north to the smaller and newer towns in New Hampshire.
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 Sally Minot Melvin was settled in Packersfield when David Page, a new arrival in 
Jaffrey, returned to Massachusetts in 1791 to marry Polly’s second sister, Elizabeth; 
several years later they were back in Jaffrey where they kept store in the house facing 
the common.19

 By that time, a Minot brother had arrived. As a child, it was Samuel who had been 
asleep in the big Concord house when the British marched toward town, and the Minots 
fled into the woods. Now, 25 years after Polly had run back to collect him, the grown 
man was near at hand, a Jaffrey citizen.20

 Martha, youngest of Polly’s sisters, married well, when in 1800 Ripley recorded her 
marriage to Charles Barrett 2nd of New Ipswich.* To celebrate the union, Barrett Senior, 
now the prosperous mill owner of the town, built for the couple an impressive brick 
house (still standing); according to legend, Martha’s father agreed to spend as much on 
its furnishings as Barrett spent on the house.21

 Again it would seem Jonas Minot had provided for a daughter considerably beyond 
what, if anything, he had done for Polly on the occasion of her marriage in 1787.
 Unlike the influx of Minots into the Jaffrey area, no Ainsworths moved up from 
Woodstock, perhaps because of straitened circumstance. Even Captain Ainsworth, 
prosperous in earlier days, had financial difficulties. Laban was able to help his father, and 
wrote out the details of that aid on an undated square scrap of paper:

“I bot Notes of my Father payable in 3 years by I. Leonard. My Father was in want 
of money.... I paid him as I was able and needed.” Those payments were in part cash, 
but Laban also listed “cattle, horse, boarding & tuition of my Bro, paying tuition at 
the academy.” A settlement had been made in ‘89, he noted, and that “there is at this 
time a balance in my favor.”22

 Of the brothers, it was Oliver who became Laban’s responsibility. Assuming debts the 
year after they were incurred, in 1792 he paid Oliver’s bills at Harvard, including fines 
for late payment and extra charges, the punishment for “supping at a tavern” and for 
“being absent from meeting.” In June of that year Oliver wrote his older brother of other 
difficulties:

“I have been disappointed of some money, which obliges me to go home thus out of 
season. Well, I have a tide of troubles to strive against. I am only buoyed up by the hope 
of good landing. If you could help me to some money, I should be glad.... You must be 
sensible to how much disadvantage a bad appearance subjects me…. Am in debt £12 to 
College. I have no clothes but borrowed, but they are decent now. Am sensible of your 
poverty and benevolence but hope I shall not grovel in the dust any longer….
  Yr Brother
  Oliver Ainsworth”23

 A Harvard degree did not do much for Oliver’s character. He went back to Woodstock 
after graduating in 1794, stayed there long enough to get his cousin, Hannah Marcy, 
pregnant, and moved to South Brimfield. His son, Thomas, was born in June 1795 and

_______________
*The mother of Charles Barrett, Jr., Rebecca Minot Barrett, was the half sister of Martha’s father, Jonas 
Minot. Whatever the degree of consanguinity this was did not deter the marriage.
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Oliver married the mother in October. Three years later he “unaccountably disappeared 
—supposed to have been murdered,” says one account.24

 Laban never ceased to hope that Oliver would turn up some day. He carefully preserved
over the years an 1818 letter from a friend, which reported that “a Washington Ainsworth 
from Charleston (South Carolina)” had been seen in Boston four years before; he had 
said “he was the son of Captain William Ainsworth of Woodstock and was educated at 
Cambridge. He is a merchant and said to be sick…. This must be Oliver.”25

 And Laban remembered Oliver’s son, in his will. The boy had been raised by his 
grandparents, William and Mary, and from them Laban may have kept up to date with his 
progress. The $300 he left to Thomas carries the provision that it be paid to him “in 20 
years” after Laban’s death, “or at any time sooner if my Executors think it proper.” Little 
else is known of Thomas Ainsworth.26

 Laban’s other brother, Andrew, graduated from Dartmouth the same year (1794) 
that Oliver finished at Harvard; presumably William Ainsworth was able to meet those 
bills, although it was Laban who rode up to Hanover for Andrew’s graduation.27

 After a brief stay in Jaffrey, Andrew tried a career at sea; he was mate on the sloop 
Sally out of New London in December 1795. Six months later friends in Livingston 
Manor, New York, wrote Laban on his behalf, reporting Andrew too ill of consumption 
to write, and begging for friends to visit and for money to pay for his care. He died 
there in July 1796.28

 There were happier relationships in Laban’s life. His son, William, was born on 
August 24, 1792 and with Sally already a busy toddler of three, his love of children came 
to flower, a love which would increase over the years, though often hidden by the rigid 
mores of his Calvinist philosophy. It was only when his grandchildren came along that he 
allowed himself to be demonstrative and openly loving.
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MidwAy through the ‘90s, there was money enough in Jaffrey to support at least 
two stores near the common, and several taverns, and to provide funds for 
education which finally could be attended to after being neglected through 
the town’s early years. Ten school districts were delineated, each with its one-
room house; a succession of school masters served in them, some of them 

local men who found the time for those duties in the midst of their farming.1

 There were hopes and plans in 1795 for an academy to provide, for a fee, additional 
education, this to be built on public land west of the meeting house. Ainsworth was 
among the nine town leaders who agreed to contribute £10 ($33.33 at the time) each to 
the school, but nothing came of the proposal.2

 More successful was the establishment of a Social Library, another element in the 
improved intellectual climate.
 There had been one false start toward a library back in December 1789, when 
Ainsworth drew up a proposal for $4.00 subscriptions to fund the purchase of books. 
While 11 men signed as subscribers, twenty were needed. That number was not 
forthcoming, and nothing more was heard of a library until January 1796.3

 Meeting at the pastor’s house on a wintry afternoon (“at sunsetting”) the self-styled 
“proprietors” resolved to form “a collection of useful books to be called the Social Library 
in Jaffrey.” Recognizing the need for financing, in the same sentence the subscribers 
undertook to pay $1.50 each as a start, with another $1.50 payable a year from the date 
of the meeting.4

 First to sign the list of members was Laban; that Abel Parker was next indicated the 
close association in public affairs the two men shared, despite their religious differences. 
Among the others was Amos Fortune, at 86 the oldest of the group. Others might sport 
grey or white hair like his, but his was the only black skin. Born in Africa, Fortune had 
come to America as a slave, was taught the trade of tanner, and by the time he was almost 
60, could barter for his freedom.5

 He, with his family, had reached Jaffrey in 1781, did well enough to build on his 
property down the hill west of Ainsworth’s land, and in 1789 was received as a member 
of the Jaffrey church on a letter of commendation from his old church in Woburn.6

 The Social Library idea was taking hold through New Hampshire—the term “social” 

Chapter14
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meaning in this instance a membership by subscription—and Jaffrey was well in the 
vanguard of the movement, coming along not much after Dublin (there perhaps under 
the leadership of the intellectually inclined Dr. Sprague) and followed within months by 
neighboring Fitzwilliam.7

 Ainsworth relied on the already-drawn constitution of the Dublin library when he 
prepared Jaffrey’s. The attention given to the regulations for borrowing speaks to the 
general scarcity of books in the locality, and to the desire of the readers to absorb the 
contents of any volume borrowed. A book could be retained for two months, but it could 
not be lent outside the borrower’s own household under the heavy penalty of 50¢, a third 
of the year’s dues. An overdue book brought a 1¢ fine per day.8

 The number of library shares a proprietor owned (at $1.50 each) determined the limit 
on the number of books he might take out at one time. The practical solution of drawing 
lots settled the question if a book was wanted by two members at the same time.9

 Having provided that the library would be kept at the house of the librarian (Ainsworth 
for the first five years), and having collected the initial funds for books, just two months 
after the first meeting Ainsworth and the library’s clerk, Robert Gilmore, rode off for 
Boston, its bookstores and its unfamiliar bustle and traffic .10

 A far cry from little and still new Jaffrey the two men found Boston—the harbor lined 
with wharves, the row after row of wooden houses, the multitude of streets, most of them 
narrow and paved with pebbles, and above all, the hundreds of people (Boston counted 
more than 18,000 inhabitants that year).11

 Back country as they were, Gilmore and Ainsworth knew what they were after, and 
found their way to Ebenezer Larkin’s bookstore on Cornhill, the main thoroughfare 
which ran from the docks inland.12

 Once in the shop, librarian and clerk separated, each to choose the works he felt 
suitable for the new library. They had divided the purchasing funds equally, but all too 
soon the pastor found the temptation of such an array of possible purchases irresistible. 
The volumes he chose cost considerably more than his share of the money. Fortunately, at 
that point Gilmore still had in his pocket some of his portion. He turned that over to the 
worried minister, adding as well his personal note for $5.31. Altogether the two acquired 
that day some 53 volumes from Mr. Larkin, whose bookplate remains today in several 
volumes in Jaffrey’s public library.13

 Saddlebags bulging with their selections, Gilmore and Ainsworth returned to Jaffrey, 
there to submit their purchases to the library members for their approval. Some were 
definitely “received;” which they were and what happened to those not accepted is 
unknown, but those kept soon boasted new leather bindings supplied by the tanner and 
member Amos Fortune.14

 The tastes of Jaffrey readers ran heavily to history, theology and accounts of far-off 
places. There were, expectedly, samples of Jonathan Edwards’s work and sermons of 
other Congregational clerics. Sketches of Society and Manners in Portugal, and a similar 
work on Italy are a bit less routine, as are a history of the reign of Charles V and Voyages to 
the Cape of Good Hope. Classics were there—a multi-volume set of Flavius Josephus, The 
Travels of Cyrus and A History of Ancient Greece. The young country appears in Hector 
St. John’s Letters from an American Farmer, and there was a history of the world, and a 
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history of England.15

 The lighter side of the collection, it is said, were the minister’s choices: Don Quixote, 
The Vicar of Wakefield, and the Arabian Nights. As times and tastes changed, these were 
counted as “books of little use,” and so were sold in 1817.16

 Subscribers came to the manse any day but Sunday to select and return books. They 
would generally observe the two-month limit for their choices, but sometimes it was 
so long before a particular title was returned that the borrower was in serious financial 
trouble to pay his 1¢-a-day overdue fine unless his debt was forgiven by the librarian.17

 In the five years Ainsworth acted as such, he carefully recorded any change in the 
condition of the precious books. The frequent handling of the Josephus volumes meant 
occasional accidents, and Ainsworth noted that there was a stain here, a “bottom torn” 
there and some sections were “badly grey’d.” Goldsmith’s History of England, he saw, 
was torn on p. 227, that p. 11 was “dirty at bottom,” and that p. 35 was loose.*18

 Care and appreciation for the printed word was strong, and lasted over the years 
as when, after Benjamin Prescott died in 1839, books which he had left jointly to his 
three sons came into the possession of Eldad Prescott only when he had bought up his 
brothers’ “shares” in the volumes.19

 Even as he presided over the library in the manse, Pastor Ainsworth was concerned 
at the neglect of that center of town life, the meeting house. Year after year, the town 
approved important repairs which year after year were not made. The roof leaked, wind, 
rain and snow came through the broken windows, and the unpainted clapboards were 
dried and warped by summer sun and winter cold. In the long list of work still to be 
done, the major item was basic: the underpinning of the big building. Only the original 
wooden blocks and rough boulders had held it up since it was raised back in 1775, and 
despite the cost and complexity of the project, finally in August 1796 the town voted 
for an adequate foundation.20

 While Ainsworth, although minister, was not directly responsible for work on what 
was after all the town’s meeting house, he, like so many others, kept careful watch while 
the huge building was lifted from its 20-year-old base. Huge wooden jack screws did the 
work inch by inch to get it up while underneath, trenches were dug “down to hard pan” 
to receive the cut foundation blocks. From a quarry on the far side of Monadnock, oxen 
hauled in the great hewn stones, 15 inches thick. A hard-working crew, helped, according 
to town records, by a barrel of rum, placed the underpinnings, and then lowered the 
meeting house as painstakingly as it had been lifted.21

 The curious onlookers around the common would not have found as dramatic the 
next major project, the three-year painting of the barn-like structure. Much of that time 
was allotted to the acquisition of the ingredients of the paint—bushels and bushels of 
flaxseed for the oil, and the white lead and “spanish brown” came from Concord and 
Keene and New Ipswich, but eventually materials were gathered, and the actual painting 
could get started. It was not until late February in 1801 that the last bills were paid.22

 While repairs and painting went on, Ainsworth addressed a growing congregation; 

_______________
*Various titles from the Social Library collection survive in the Jaffrey Public Library, where Ainsworth’s 
comments can be seen, together with examples of Fortune’s rebinding skills.
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the town’s population increased from the thousand of his early days, to more than 1300 
counted in the 1800 census. More pews had to be built, and room was found for a 
larger choir.23

 In general the box pews in the center of the main floor were the desirable, and more 
expensive, ones, their sale having provided some of the original building funds. On all 
four sides were the wall pews, raised a step. Above, on three sides, was the gallery where 
younger and less prosperous townspeople sat with a clear view toward Ainsworth in his 
high pulpit, almost on their level.24

 That pulpit, reached by a curving stair, was occupied at times not only by the pastor, 
but also by a member of the congregation, so deaf that only at close hand could he 
have the benefit of Ainsworth’s sermons. Not so much in need of those words, but 
for companionship, on a lower step lay one of a succession of Ainsworth family dogs, 
always named Trip.25

 Ainsworth spoke out at meeting in a strong clear voice and he chose his words 
effectively. A Jaffrey boy, grown to manhood, remembered those verbal skills from 
his early days in church: “As a preacher, he was very simple in manner and matter...his 
enunciation distinct, and his language pure Saxon English.”26

 To increase the volume of his spoken words, a large bell-shaped sounding device 
hung over the pulpit. With its aid, as sermons reached dramatic points, and in solemn 
admonitions, Ainsworth’s voice reached every corner of the high-ceilinged house. Many 
a youngster, it has been said, kept alert in anticipation and dread lest the bell might drop, 
completely covering the stocky minister.27

✫ ✫ ✫ ✫

 The question of the Baptists continued to be a matter of concern, and it may have 
been about this time that, to learn why Edith Parker, Abel’s wife, had absented herself 
from communion, the minister conferred with her at length.
 Remembered later as “a bright, merry and cheerful soul,” with a “keen perception 
of the humorous, and a gladsome and kindly spirit,” Edith Parker held within her a 
strong sense of guilt, “not only in this world but…into eternity,” as she looked upon the 
question of infant baptism.28

 “Being of such a make that I cant speak in company as I can think alone,” she had 
written the pastor with doubts lest “baptism cant be argued from the New Testament.” 
If such were the case she “would wish to confess that I have sinned ignorantly and there 
was under the Law atonement for the sin of ignorance, but we find wo to him that sind 
knowingly.” She had “obliged” her son (which of the five is not clear) “to go to the 
sacrement not because he is regenerate but to obey…me.” In her distress she asked, 
“Can the blood of Christ be applied to me? Wo to me, wo to me if I make myself guilty 
in this way.”29

 So articulate a woman was respected by the equally devout and determined pastor, 
and Ainsworth painstakingly set down “her several objections,” as he headed his notes, 
and his replies to those objections.30

 Mrs. Parker felt she could not receive communion at his hands, he wrote down, 
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because “the Pastor hath said that he hates Baptists soul and body and the ground 
they go on.”31

 Ainsworth did not remember ever saying such a thing, he noted, but as he thought 
on the remark, he considered that if by “ground” was meant the principles of the theory 
they (the Baptists) go on, then, since he held such beliefs to be “of a dangerous and 
hurtful tendency, he thinks he ought to be displeased with them, which is the same thing 
as hating them.” To connect “displease” with “hate,” Ainsworth added in his notes “ye 
definition displeasure Webst. Dict. displeasure n. anger, offence, hatred, uneasiness.”*32

 Mrs. Parker’s next point was that “the Pastor has adopted and often expressed the 
opinion that the sinful soul is in a proper sense the object of hatred of God and all 
holy beings.”33

 Ainsworth did not think he had “often if ever said he did hate the sinful soul, but that 
he ought to.” On the other hand, if he had said so, “it savours of self commendation” 
and he would “practise self-abasement before God.”34

 He proceeded then to state his reasons for opposing the Baptists’ insistence on adult 
baptism as following the example of Christ’s baptism at the hands of his disciple John. 
Such baptism, Ainsworth felt, was an act of “repentance for the remission of sins,” that 
then Christ was “a creature, a man and a sinner,” that to believe such led “Baptists to 
renounce ye Godhead of Christ,” and that “these things have contributed to induce ye 
pastor to fear that (Baptists) are objects of divine displeasure.”35

 Ainsworth had, Mrs. Parker stated, publicly and privately said that if “Baptists are to 
go to heaven he won’t,” and further, “that if Sodus and the Arminians are right he has 
no God.”36

 Responding to this point, the pastor showed the depths of his opposition to the 
Baptist beliefs: “If heaven and divine bliss are such as their (the Baptists, Arminians, etc.) 
errors lead them to believe, then their heaven is not a desirable place nor is such a God 
the God of a good man nor is heaven the place to which he would look for happiness nor 
such a God object (for) worship…”37

 Those fiery words were followed by the pastor’s regrets for “the mistiming and 
the personality of his expressions” and so ended his account of this meeting with 
Edith Parker.38

 Denunciatory as were his comments to Mrs. Parker, his wry sense of humor in time 
could come into play even on the subject of Baptists and adult baptism. His grandson 
later heard the story from the pastor himself: He had been invited, he said, “by Baptist 
minister to attend on his administration of the Sacrament of Baptism…. One of the 
first to come out of the water was an old parishioner whose teeth were chattering with 
cold.” Ainsworth sympathized with the newly baptized man and then would imitate the 
rattle of his teeth and quote the shivering Baptist: “It was impossible to feel cold on so 
happy an occasion.”39

_______________
*The reference to “Webster’s Dicty.” may serve to date the Ainsworth/Parker dialogue, for the lexicographer’s 
first work of this kind, his “Compendious Dictionary,” was published in 1806. His “American Dictionary of 
the English Language” did not appear until 1828. In 1806 the youngest of the Parkers’ children, Joel, was 
11 years old. Mrs. Parker’s mention of her son, above, may have referred to him.
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Ainsworth’s ride down to Boston for the Social Library had been a venture 
beyond Jaffrey’s geography and its intellectual amenities. Horizons were 
broadening, and the 40-year-old pastor would not be held back.
  It was a time when Freemasonry was flourishing in New England and when 
Ainsworth was proposed for membership in October 1797, he responded with 

alacrity, to be on the road to Groton and the St. Paul Lodge without delay. He received 
his degree from the lodge in early November.1

 The organization’s teaching, said to be “morality, charity and obedience to the law 
of the land,” sat well with the conservative man. Even as he moved up in the order, he 
found no conflict with his stern Calvinism; on the other hand, the elements of conviviality 
among the brothers were welcome.2

 Time and again he took the stagecoach down to Groton for meetings. On a notable 
occasion in 1800 he was chosen as the speaker for the special masonic celebration of 
the birth of St. John the Baptist. Ainsworth responded with a discourse his brothers 
deemed “calculated to produce Masonic virtues,” whereupon in “a bower erected for 
entertainment and hilarity…the brethren, estranged from the secular concerns of life, 
passed a social hour in all joys of fraternal affection.”3

 The congenial fellowship of such gatherings was made more inviting as the discomforts 
from the old coach route to and from Groton yielded to the improvements of the Third 
New Hampshire Turnpike.
 The increasing push of population and economy into northern New England had 
heightened the demand for roads better than the rough by-ways maintained often 
inadequately by the individual towns. A turnpike, chartered in 1797 by the state, meant 
that the road could be financed by shares and by tolls collected at towns along the way. 
Such funds went in part for the turnpike’s construction—a sound road base of small 
stones and pebbles, with improved drainage and ditches. Gentler inclines of the frequent 
hills were sought but even when found there could be complaints, as when one traveler 
disapproved of the approach to Keene with its “mountainous long hills some one half 
mile ascent and descent.”4

 As it wound its way from Massachusetts through New Ipswich, Jaffrey, Marlborough, 

Chapter15
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and Keene, through Walpole to Bellows Falls in Vermont, the new road met with varied 
local opposition. Jaffrey’s centered on the toll gate installed at Deacon Spofford’s dam on 
the Contoocook River. Ainsworth often crossed there on his rides to visit parishioners, 
and he knew, as did the other townspeople, that they all had used the crossing as “a 
public travelled road” long before any turnpike was envisioned. They saw no reason now 
to pay for its use.5

 Even as the dispute came before one after another town meeting, the turnpike brought 
changes and new money to Jaffrey. The heavy market carts lumbered through, carrying 
grain, pork, butter and cheese into Massachusetts, and returned with manufactured goods 
newly available to the north. Individual travelers needed food, drink and shelter. Jaffrey 
met those needs, not only for the humans, but for the animals as well—the cart horses, 
the droves of livestock, the travelers’ saddle horses. In the center of town, by the meeting 
house, was Cutter’s Inn, and others bordered the pike to the west and east. Just across 
from the Ainsworth manse was Captain Jacob Danforth’s tavern, sheds, blacksmith’s 
shop and more.6

 From her parlor window, Polly Ainsworth knew well when a drove of cattle came 
through, stirring up the dust in summer, and mud in spring. The pigs were worse, for even 
the boys running alongside could not always keep the creatures within bounds. Penned in 
for the night near the tavern, the animals contributed their share of noise to that generated 
in the busy public rooms.7
 The traffic along the turnpike increased as time went on. When Polly visited her sister, 
Martha Barrett, in New Ipswich, she had the choice of riding the stage instead of saddling 
and mounting her own horse for the ride.
 For housekeeping too the new highway brought amenities undreamed of even recently. 
On her visits to New Ipswich Mrs. Ainsworth found rare luxuries in the store where her 
brother-in-law, Charles Barrett, Jr., sold merchandise and foodstuffs brought up the 
turnpike from Boston. There she could buy, and often did, imported calico and India 
cotton, ribbons and corded twill, as well as shoes and handkerchiefs.8
 The foodstuffs she chose brought variety to the dishes she prepared in the cooking 
fireplace in the manse. Cloves, nutmeg, raisins had not been easily available in New 
Hampshire not so long ago, but now she used them at will. They were not expensive, and 
besides, times were good in this first decade of the 19th century. The raisins were 8d a 
pound, nutmegs were 4d each and an ounce of cloves, ld. Bohea tea was a special treat at 
two shillings a pound, a third as much as new shoes. That extravagance could be justified 
by following instructions in a book of household suggestions: “Save the used tea leaves, dry 
them to a crisp, reduce then to a powder in a mortar; a teaspoon in a rag, put into the pot, 
will be equal in quality and flavor to three spoonfuls of the tea leaves when first used.”9

 When the money was comparatively easy, Mrs. Ainsworth replaced the old wooden 
plates and bowls at her table with pieces of pewter. The change did not sit well with her 
husband, however much the silvery metal glowed in the firelight. From boyhood Ainsworth 
had learned to offset the problems posed by his useless and often painful right arm. One 
solution had long been to cut his meat by spearing it with his fork into the resilient wood 
of his plate. Now with the new pewter tableware that was not possible. His irritation is 
recorded, although his solution to the difficulty remains unknown.10
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✫ ✫ ✫ ✫

 While Jaffrey’s ways were changing under the impact of better times, the turnpike, 
and novelties such as the Social Library, Ainsworth methodically met his ministerial 
responsibilities, visiting his congregation, writing weekly sermons and lectures, “taking
the pulpit” in neighboring towns, and baptizing, marrying and burying.
     When the pastor’s friend Amos Fortune died, he wrote out a careful epitaph:

Sacred to the memory of
Amos Fortune.

Who was born free in Africa,
A Slave in America.

He purchased his liberty
Professed Christianity

Lived reputably
Died hopefully

Nov. 17, 1801. a. 91

 Not many months later his choice of words was equally felicitous when he was called 
upon for an epitaph for Fortune’s widow:

Sacred to the memory
of Violate

by Sale, the slave of
Amos Fortune,

by Marriage, his wife
by her fidelity,

his friend and solace.
She died his widow,

Sept. 13, 1802. a. 72*11

 Somewhat later, when he had the opportunity, Ainsworth returned to thoughts of 
Fortune and the varied circumstances of his life. Purporting to speak for the former slave, 
the pastor wrote out some lines not quite as rhythmic as his Dartmouth verses on the 
weather vanes:

…From Afric’s sultry climes, my natal land, 
With homicidal chains and ruthless hand,
While monsters snatched me from the fond embrace 
Of my dear Mother and her sable race,
Their thoughts were evil….
They brought me here a slave to Sin and Men,
Yet Fortune I acquir’d and Freedom gain’d.
Again What’s better still, God’s Providence and Grace
Gave me a Hope that through the righteousness
of Jesus, I shall gain a heavenly place.

_______________
*Ainsworth’s words survive today on the two Fortune tombstones in the Old Burying Ground back of 
Jaffrey’s meetinghouse.
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For though my flesh in Jaffrey mix’d with Dust
It will appear before a God who’s just
At that great day when sleeping dust shall rise
And leave the world in flames and mount the Skies.12

 The pastor’s work was not bounded by the Jaffrey parishioners, nor the town line, for, 
like other Congregational clerics, Ainsworth was called on when difficulties arose in other 
churches. A theological controversy, the discipline of a church member, differences with 
the minister were reasons to call for a council which would suggest a course of action. 
Occasionally several councils were needed if the problem was a thorny one.
 Ainsworth joined other clerics in such councils over the years, mounting his horse for 
the ride to Packersfield or Alstead or Greenfield, or, on occasion, climbing awkwardly 
into his wagon for the journey. The wagon could be difficult, however, if the road was 
particularly rocky. In such a case he compensated for his useless arm by putting his foot 
firmly on the reins, leaving his good arm and hand for holding on.13

 Whether on horseback or by wagon, he set off one June day in 1802 to attend the 
council called by the Fitzwilliam pastor. Only eighteen months earlier, he had come that 
way for the ordination of Stephen Williams, like Laban a Woodstock native. Williams, 
five years younger than Ainsworth, was the son of the Stephen Williams who had married 
Laban’s parents in 1755. After the younger Stephen graduated from Yale (1783), he 
passed from one church to another. Once, en route between posts, he breakfasted with 
Laban in Hanover when the latter was at Dartmouth’s 1794 commencement, to see his 
brother, Andrew, graduated.14

 For a year the townspeople in Fitzwilliam had heard candidates for their church, 
including both Stephen Williams and his brother Timothy. Having settled on Stephen, 
the ordination council was selected and around a Fitzwilliam fireplace in the cold days of 
November 1800, Laban with the other council members, considered his qualifications. 
Despite adverse criticism of the candidate, the ministers concluded that they found 
him “possessed with an unusually amiable moral character,” which they considered 
not the least blemished by some injurious reports which Mr. Williams himself candidly 
presented to the Counci1.15

 It was the Council’s opinion that the damaging reports had been “originated and 
propagated with a wicked, malicious design to injure Mr. Williams and to disturb the 
happy unanimity of the people.”16

 Ainsworth may have worried at the decision, having known the man over the years; 
if so, such worries found justification. Now, not two years after the ordination, he was 
again on the Fitzwilliam road to advise on “the present Difficulty between the Church 
& Town & Mr. Williams.”17

 Invited with Ainsworth were four other pastors, including three who with Laban 
had endorsed Williams earlier. Here were no theological differences, questions of faith 
such as councils so often considered. Fitzwilliam’s difficulties centered on their pastor’s 
weakness for liquor; the complainants were particularly irked by the fact that “he was very 
penurious…and would drink to excess when others stood ready to pay the bill.”18

 Whatever advice the visiting ministers gave in June was not productive; in mid-
September another communication went out from Williams and the church committee 
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to Ainsworth to join four other clerics in yet another council. Despite convoluted 
phraseology, the message was clearly urgent. The council should “hear and judge...the 
causes why Mr. Williams should ask the Church & Town consent to, and the venerable 
ecclesiastical Council (if then mutually requested) should effectuate his amicable, regular 
and honorable Dismission…”19

 Again Ainsworth was to meet familiar faces: Lee of Royalston and Fish of Marlborough 
had been at Williams’ ordination, Pillsbury of Winchendon was at the June meeting. The 
newcomer was Laban’s friend, Sprague of Dublin.20

 The Council learned that a number of the church members “said they would not 
Commune with this Church so long as Mr. Williams Administers; (and) some of the 
Citizens of the Town (have) also withdrawn their Attendance…” The committee felt that 
what was “expedient most for the peace and happiness of Pastor, Church & People & 
most to the Glory of God” was that the relation with Mr. Williams be disolved.21

 Ainsworth’s papers carry no word of the deliberations which resulted finally in 
Williams’ dismissal in November. According to one account, the departing minister 
“became deranged soon...if the temperance reformation had come earlier, (his) malady 
might have been prevented.”22

 Early ties are strong, and although Ainsworth had counseled Williams’ departure, 
some connection between the two Woodstock men continued over the years, indeed into 
the 1840s, almost a century after the first Stephen Williams had married Laban’s parents. 
At various times Laban acted in the interests of Williams on matters of some Jaffrey 
real estate, the last communication being an 1842 request from the latter’s nephew that 
Ainsworth act as his agent in a law suit regarding the property, despite his advanced age. 
Ainsworth was then 85.23

 Over the years, the pastor’s own real estate was more than enough to claim what 
attention he could allot to personal affairs. To supplement the modest, and often delayed, 
salary from the town, Ainsworth had from his first years in Jaffrey sought most of his 
living from the land in the way of his forebears. One day, probably some time after 1810, 
he took his pen and set down a notation of his properties. He headed it “land owned by 
Laban Ainsworth (which) has never been subject to any State, town or county or U.S. 
direct tax.” (The taxation note seems to have applied only to his Jaffrey property, for on 
the list are two pieces, one in Rindge and one in Marlborough, on which he paid taxes.)24

 His list starts with that “home farm near Jaffrey meeting house,” of 200 acres, which 
included his 27-year-old house, “49 x 33, 3 Stories, wood,” two barns, “30 x 40, old, 
wood, and woodhouse 60 x 24 (the wood for the manse—four fireplaces on the first floor 
and four upstairs—demanded considerable storage space). On the property also were 
“one old shattered low house, 40 years old,” and a small storehouse.25

 Of his land, 60 acres were cleared and the rest was wooded; there were 10 acres of 
good mowing, and indifferent pasture and plowland. Half of the woodland was good 
only for the wood but the balance was middling.26

 On the mountain he owned 400 acres where he could summer six young cattle; 
the rest was “wood, rocks, briars.” He doesn’t mention the sheep which so often 
pastured there.27

 He owned a lot in Rindge which he described as “part on the North and part on the 
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South of Long Pond, a grate part water, land dead (illegible) to pitch and white pine, 
timber mainly gone, land dry, Sand and Shrub oaks.” (The Rindge tax rolls first carry 
Ainsworth as a taxpayer in 1806, when his 100-acre lot was valued at $80.00.)28

  There was a lot in Marlborough with “harricain groth of small woods, rockey, dry,” 
for which a receipt shows payment to the Marlborough collector of $1.50 for the 1801 
taxes on Lot No. 9 in Range 5.29

 Not on this list, but among Ainsworth’s real estate holdings were other properties.
 Near the meeting house were five acres with a house which Ainsworth and his 
friend, Joseph Thorndike, together bought at the 1796 auction of Widow Abigail 
Jones’ property, called to satisfy a mortgage. Laban’s account of the sale: “Near the 
close of the vendue Joseph Thorndike, Esq. and I bid on each other until we had raised 
the price more than any other had offered. Esq. Thorndike whispered (to) me that we 
could be accomodated in the land and he would bid no more. I was purchaser and paid 
$40 down…”30

 After some difficulties with the reputed mortgage holder, Ainsworth and Thorndike 
took possession of the land and its buildings; in the near future, the pastor bought out 
Thorndike’s share.31

 The house needed considerable repair, the builder Samuel Adams needed $200, and 
the minister joined the two needs by lending Adams the money in December 1797, when 
the latter agreed to make the repairs by May 1 of the following year or else pay off the 
debt at that date.32

 “In a workmanlike manner” Adams was to “fit up…all that is out of repair either in 
the chimney, oven, fireplace, frame or finishing outside or in.” There were exceptions: 
the floors in several rooms, including the kitchen, were not to be finished, glass in three 
windows was not to be set in, and Adams was “not to lay the garret floor.”33

 When next heard from, Mrs. Jones’ five acres (and presumably the repaired house) 
were sold by Laban to Polly Ainsworth’s cousin, Samuel Dakin, for $400, to be paid over 
seven years. Dakin kept to his charge, handing over almost all that sum by 1810, with 
only a little more to figure in a final settlement in early 1812.34

 In such various ways, despite fluctuations in the supply of hard money, Ainsworth 
financed improvements on his properties. Bordering the turnpike, and across from the 
parsonage and the common, was a corner piece, particularly favorable for a commercial 
enterprise. In January 1808 the minister paid Daniel Emory $250 to build there a one-
story store, which Emory then occupied and operated for a time to be succeeded over the 
years by other shopkeepers in what came to be known as the “old yellow store.”35

 At about the same time, Ainsworth paid off the shoemaker, Lewis Cary, for “building 
an home & hovil, digging a well & all other services and labor on his land.” Cary had also 
enclosed the quarter-acre plot and, provided he kept the “house, land their appurtenances 
...in good repair,” he was to live there for some seven months, into early 1808.36

 Laban had a keen appreciation of what could be done with his acres. It has been said 
that he was “an enthusiastic horticulturist, a famous bee master, and a good judge of 
cattle.” His sheep, pastured usually on his Monadnock mountain lots, brought important 
income and, as finances allowed, he found others who would, for a consideration, make 
both his land and his stock productive.37
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 In what was perhaps a typical agreement, William Patterson undertook that the pastor’s 
corn land would be seasonably and well plowed, planted, howed, kept clean from weeds 
and any kind of damage, gathered, husked and put in said Ainsworth’s granery.” The oat 
field was “to be fenced, secured by Patterson, Sowed with oats, rept, put into Ainsworth’s 
barn threshed and cleaned, fit for use…” There was a garden, too, which was “to be well 
worked so as to produce carrots, onions and deposited in Ainsworth’s cellar.”38

 For all this, over five seasons, Patterson was to receive one half the corn, oats, carrots 
and onions, while Ainsworth was “to find the seed.”39

 In another instance, a pair of four-year-old oxen belonging to the pastor was kept by 
Nathan Boyce from early spring in good pasture, and was to be fattened “by grazing” 
until late fall, in return for which Boyce had “the right of doing Spring work for one week 
& carting in” his own hay with the animals.40

 One trade which was not successful was between Ainsworth and a young farmer boy 
from Dublin. Solomon Piper, eager for schooling beyond the town’s eight or ten weeks a 
year, offered to tend Ainsworth’s fires and to look after his cattle for a month in return for 
which Solomon would study with the pastor. However, the latter wanted two fires kept 
going constantly, and caring for the stock was a greater task than the boy had figured. 
With little time left for the wished-for book learning, after three weeks Solomon walked 
back to Dublin, leaving the last week of the agreement in the care of a younger brother.41

 Another sort of arrangement recognized the respect due to the task of building a 
stone wall. It was no easy undertaking. Thus, when in 1801 Laban wished to enclose his 
corn land, pastures and gardens, he drew up a detailed paper with John Cutter, known 
to be “industrious, firm, decided and honest,” and the Revolutionary war veteran, Col. 
Josiah Mower. The wall was to be four feet four inches high and would run along 130 
rods (2145 feet, or 715 yards), bordering the new turnpike west of the common. It was 
to be completed “before the beginning of haying next season” but that summer passed, 
and another, and another. In May 1808, finally Col. Mower undertook to fulfill the 
obligation, no word being mentioned of honest John Cutter. Satisfied with Mower’s 
work, some years later Ainsworth paid him $30.66 to construct another wall, this one at 
the south end of a pasture on Monadnock—40 and 3/4 rods, at 75 a rod.42
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While family fortunes improved under Laban’s careful nurturing of his land 
and his varied financial agreements, in the manse Sally and William had 
passed out of childhood.
 William, finished with the town’s schooling, was ready for wider 
horizons, while at 19, Sally shared with her mother the smooth fulfillment 

of parsonage obligations, showing only an occasional spot of rebellion. It is said that 
once, when a visiting clergyman imperiously demanded that she stable his horse, he was 
clearly told that he might do the job himself, and “the stable was that way!”1

 Generally Sally was a willing helper while at the same time she too was anxious to see 
what lay beyond the bounds of Jaffrey. What schooling she had came in the little one-
room building across the common, near the burying ground. From the few textbooks—
on spelling, grammar, arithmetic and penmanship—she acquired an aptitude for words; 
her penmanship and spelling far outshone those of her parents, but like most girls of 
her day, her “education” came principally from her mother and centered on domestic 
responsibilities and accomplishments. Indeed, the observer John Lambert, who wrote of 
his 1806-08 travels in the area, approvingly reported that “the females of New England 
states are conspicuous for their domestic virtues. Everything in their houses has an air of 
cleanliness, order and economy.”2

 Lambert’s phrases may be assumed to be at least relative to the two Ainsworth 
women. “The young women,” he wrote, “are really handsome. They have almost all fair 
complexions, often tinged with the rosy bloom of health.... Their light hair is tastefully 
turned up behind in the modern style and fastened with a comb.” In country places, such 
as Jaffrey surely was, Lambert noted that the women’s “dress is neat, simple, and Genteel; 
usually consisting of a printed cotton jacket with long sleeves, a petticoat of the same, 
with a colored cotton apron, or pin cloth, without sleeves, tied tight, and covering the 
lower part of the bosom….”3

 There was a time when she was growing up that Sally and Isaac Parker, a year 
older, came to be interested in each other, beyond the casual friendship engendered 
by their long acquaintance. The Parker family had moved down from the farm into a 
large house east from the common and Isaac was clerking in the store near the meeting 
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house owned by David Page, Sally’s uncle by marriage. The interest grew despite the 
religious differences of Rev. Ainsworth and, as he now was, Judge Parker. Sally’s future 
would lie with Isaac.
 William, too, was on the edge of adult concerns. Recently turned 17, armed with a 
Bible from his mother and admonitions from both parents, he rode away from the manse 
early in the summer of 1808 for a brief stay at the academy in Groton.4

 He had not been long on the road before his mother sent off instructions, charging 
her son to care for his soul’s welfare.
 “I very much wish your improvement,” she wrote, “but first & most that you attend 
to those things what will prepare you for another and better world.”5

 When Laban wrote, he was more concerned with the present world. William had 
heard his theological admonitions from the pulpit all the long Sundays of his boyhood. 
Now the father wrote, “Acquire the knowledge of language.” Although reading, spelling, 
writing and composing “are thot to be small objects & fit only for Children, yet a man 
without them makes but an indifferent figure in the literary world.” Ignoring his own 
haphazard spelling, Ainsworth offered two rules: “In writing never make a bad letter or 
miss spell a word. In composing (and he added as a afterthought, “or in common talk”) 
never transgres the rules (of) grammar or Rhetoric.”6

 He concluded, “I have no better wish for you than that you should be qualified to live 
usefully & reputably & to die happily & am your affectionate Father Laban Ainsworth.”7

 Obviously influenced by his father, William had fixed his sights on Dartmouth; he 
needed only a few months of polishing at Groton before he was judged ready to apply for 
admission to the college. A quick stop at Jaffrey in October to collect necessities and then 
he and his father climbed aboard the stagecoach bound for Hanover.
 The trip for Laban gave an opportunity to see how 14 years had changed the college 
since he was last there for his brother’s graduation. More importantly, there was the 
opportunity now to support this young man, his son, for whom he cared so deeply.
 It had been a lonely, long horseback ride when he first took the road north, more 
than 30 years earlier, and now he remembered his uncertainties about the future and his 
acceptance at the college. William was no more sure on those points this October of 1808.
 There were worries back at the manse too. Without waiting for her husband’s return 
and news of Dartmouth’s decision on William, Mrs. Ainsworth mailed a letter to her son.
 “Perhaps I have never more felt the Parrent than at this time,” she wrote, her 
perturbation apparent in her dashing penmanship unlike her usual careful writing. “I 
consider you as just lanching into the wide world young and not to much experienced in 
the ten thousands snares that are around you to entice you to this or that evil…have it 
always before you that the world is only introduction to another never ending.”8

 Before he had left the manse, she wrote, “the grate hurry and Confusedness of our 
Family” had prevented her from saying “many things which I thought over now I say I 
hope you will improve in everything that is useful as to this and another world which is 
the wish of your Anxious Mother.”9

 Polly added more mundane concerns at the bottom of her letter. If William was 
admitted, “there will be some things which you will nead that were forgotten by your 
Father.” He should write of those “and I will help you if I can.” She particularly wanted 
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to know how he was “firnished with beding & other things.”10

 In her anxiety, Mrs. Ainsworth did not pause to sign the letter, but sent it off at once.
 William was admitted and in the coming months kept up to date with family news, 
continually interspersed with advice, through his mother’s letters. Dartmouth wasn’t 
improving his writing, though she thought he might do better “if you mind for it,” and 
he was not sending her a letter each Sunday after meeting as she had asked.11

 Sally, she wrote in the spring of 1809, was coming home from Middlebury in a few 
weeks by way of Hanover (she had been visiting her aunt in Vermont) and would bring 
William’s letters, when he might also “send an account of all your expenses, your money 
if you have any (and) how much you think you shall need this Summer.” If William kept 
his accounts straight, “it will be the best way to keep your Father’s confidence. If he 
knows how you spend your money, he will be more likely to let you have it.”12

 Now that frequent stagecoach service came through Jaffrey, family and friends were 
traveling, and Polly sent word of the trips. Sally visited her aunts —Elizabeth Page had 
moved to Middlebury with her storekeeper husband, David, Martha Barrett from New 
Ipswich was in the White Mountains—Laban Ainsworth had gone up to Charlestown on 
the Connecticut River, all within a few days of one of Polly’s letters. Judge Parker was in 
Hanover, where his son Joel was William’s classmate, and Jonas Cutter’s father would be 
there in June, she wrote.13

 Toward the end of William’s second year at Dartmouth, his father had occasion to 
send up special words of caution. The college was troubled by student disturbances, 
and he hoped William and his cousin Jonas Melvin would stand apart. “Always 
cautiously avoid insurrections against gouvernment,” he wrote, but they should “be 
equally studious to avoid the situation of being capable of informing against your fellow 
students.”14

 The disturbances centered on the tradition of “treating,” when winners of academic 
“exhibitions,” according to a college historian, “treated the rest of the class and the class 
the rest of the college, with results which were far from edifying.” (Laban may have 
remembered the 1778 occasion when Jacob Wood treated the class on the occasion of 
his 21st birthday.)15

 In William’s case, a small group of his Class of 1811 took it upon themselves to put an 
end to treating, a decision unpopular with other students. To protest the original protest, 
it is reported, “the band refused to play at the festivities, the Handel Society refused to 
sing, the students, for the most part, refused to attend. A booth was erected close to the 
chapel and most of the college assembled there, drowning out the official orators within 
by the clamor of an impromptu ‘exhibition’ of their own. The authorities of the college 
then took a hand in the matter and forbade treating….”16

 Which side the Jaffrey students took is not recorded.
 Fatherly admonitions in another vein would be influential throughout William’s life. 
Now not yet 20 years old, he had written Ainsworth of some difficulty in collecting a 
debt, whereupon the older man spoke from experience: William should “press payment 
as far as you can and not have the appearance of thretning or ill manners…most men 
are more easily moved by kind and compliant language than the reverse.” In later years, 
William’s urbanity, courtesy and honesty were traits often remarked upon, witness to the 
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attention he paid to his father’s words.17

 Like her mother, Sally scolded William about his failure as a correspondent: “I do not 
hear from you half as often as I would wish nor so often as I should think you could if you 
wished.” She was fond of her brother; they were near enough in age to share friends and 
Jaffrey’s social life, and she did not hesitate to ask him to be her “gallant” on occasions 
when Isaac Parker was not available.18
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SAlly had easily found opportunities to journey across the Connecticut River on 
visits to her aunt Page, the other Pages and, incidentally, Isaac Parker. That young 
man, now acknowledged as Sally’s future husband, had come to Middlebury 
in 1806 to manage Page’s “trading establishment” which sold, among another 

things, long heavy cotton warps imported from England. Local farm families used those 
warps for weaving cloth, which then were turned over to the Page firm for marketing.
 Sally was with Isaac in March 1809 when he, about to turn 21, was considering 
his next move. First he would follow Sally back to Jaffrey. It was then, as he told the 
story in later years, “when (I) was able to leave New England, to seek my fortune and 
business in western wilds,” that Samuel Smith of Peterborough took him “by the hand 
and established me in business with himself in Keene….”1

 That business centered on the manufacture and sale of cloth; Parker’s move to Keene 
was to coincide with the development of water power as saw and grist mills increasingly 
shared the rivers with spinning mills. It was a business which in the New England of 
1809 was to be swept up in an economy buffeted by decisions and actions taken far from 
familiar town meetings, state legislatures and local marketplace finances.

✫ ✫ ✫ ✫

 For almost two years American shipping had been harassed by a Britain determined to 
isolate Napoleon and France. For his part, it was President Jefferson’s belief that if foreign 
shipping could not sail from American ports with American cargoes, and American ships could 
not sail for foreign ports, England and France would see the economic advantages of peace.2
 Such long-range possibilities held little appeal to a New England where the economy 
centered on shipping and exports. When Jefferson put his theories into law with the 
Embargo Act at the end of December 1807, Federalists rallied, with New Hampshire, an 
early sufferer from the Act, an active participant.
 To many inhabitants of the state, as elsewhere in New England, not only was 
Jefferson’s foreign policy an economic threat, but his party held elements, it was believed, 
of radicalism, and even religious dissent.3

Chapter17
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 In the tradition of New England clergy, Ainsworth had spoken from his pulpit on 
political matters, and when Congress talked of impressment, foreign trade and embargo, 
as a long-time Federalist he did not fail to make his opinions known. He would continue 
to speak out against the embargo in the months ahead, in Jaffrey and in Concord when, 
in 1808, for the only time in his life, he was elected to the state’s General Court.4

 Talk there was in plenty, but the embargo remained in effect, particularly disastrous 
in New England where farmers had no market for their produce, merchants no goods 
to sell, and shippers no means to export or import. Full texts of Congressional debates 
and acts ran column after column in the local newspapers; Jaffrey’s readers found their 
information in the Newhampshire Sentinal, printed in Keene, and when in want of more, 
could buy from that town’s book store “An Examination of the Constitutionality of the 
Embargo Laws, comprising a view of the arguments on the quest…by Francis Blake, 
Councillor at Law.”5

 Economic distress and a growing distrust of the federal government (the “general 
government” was the usual term) snowballed with the passage of the Enforcement Act 
in January 1809. Now the embargo was strengthened by the force of arms through 
requisitioned state militias. To New Englanders particularly this was a call to action and 
in town meetings up and down the land they protested, while states challenged the Act’s 
constitutionality in the courts.6

 Jaffrey’s reactions gathered momentum in the weeks following news of the Enforcement 
Act until, at the call of freeholders and inhabitants, a warrant was issued for a town 
meeting to be held on February 23.7

 The warrant contained only two articles, first, to name a moderator and then to 
consider “the perilous situation of the country and the late measures of the national and 
state governments…and to consider and adopt such constitutional measures for redress 
of grievances as should be judged expedient.”8

 Several weeks earlier, Keene and Packersfield had called similar meetings; at the 
former, a lengthy series of resolutions was drawn up. Packersfield succinctly compressed 
its views in a few paragraphs, but as intense in feeling as Keene’s longer ones. There had 
been, the former town stated, an expectation that Congress at an early meeting would 
repeal the embargo, which the townspeople “were taught to believe” was designed “to 
save our property and seamen.” Instead, “we sincerely believe we have suffered more by 
the French decrees and British orders.” Such were surely the opinions of the Packersfield 
leader and storekeeper Josiah Melvin, Laban’s brother-in-law.*9

 The two men could have deplored the impact of the embargo over mugs of flip on a 
cold February day by the parsonage fire before Ainsworth joined his fellows at Jaffrey’s 
gathering in the meeting house.
 On the appointed day, as the early winter dusk came down across the common, more 
than the usual number of freeholders gathered in the chilly meeting house in answer to 
the warrant. Ainsworth did not climb the stairs to his pulpit on such occasions, but settled 
in the family pew while his friend, Dr. Adonijah Howe, opened the meeting.11

______________
*The man would change his name to Melville in 1811, bringing it back to what it had been generations 
earlier in Scotland.10
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 But he was soon on his feet again, to leave the gathering with four others chosen as 
a committee to consider the “purport” of the gathering, “sundry resolutions offered by 
the Hon. Abel Parker, Esq., and…(to) report…within half an hour.”12

 When the meeting reassembled, it was to hear the committee’s all-encompassing 
report, containing 15 resolutions, which in no way could have been drawn up in the 
specified half hour. Although not so noted in the town records, the choice of the 
committee, and the preparation of the report, would have been, as often the case, the 
result of decisions taken earlier by unnamed leaders of the community. In this instance, 
the time could have been used to consider Judge Parker’s resolutions. There is no record 
of their contents or disposition. It can be supposed that Parker stood apart from the anti-
Embargo sentiments, for when the committee’s resolutions had been “twice deliberately 
and attentively read and considered,” only one vote was in the negative, presumably his.13

 What had been “adopted with great unanimity” were carefully worded statements of 
the basic philosophy of a government responsible to its people. The resolutions left no 
doubt about Jaffrey’s support of the Constitution and the Union, and its abhorrence of 
the general government’s “late measures.”
 Each of Jaffrey’s committee, except Ainsworth and its youngest member, Dakin, were 
commonly addressed as colonel, the rank coming from Revolutionary War experiences. 
Now, not twenty years after the Treaty of Paris, no threat to hard-won liberties was to be 
tolerated, even from one’s own government, and so ran the resolutions.
 Recognizing their right to “assemble, remonstrate and petition the government,” 
the townspeople, in the committee’s words, avowed their support of the government 
“so long as they make the Constitution their guide, and welfare and happiness of the 
citizens their object.”14

 In Jaffrey’s reading of the Constitution, a general embargo was “wholly repugnant” 
to that document and was a “sure harbinger of an empty treasury and dead weight on the 
enterprising spirit of the nation.”15

 Remembering the British use of the military to enforce restraint on the colonies, the 
town considered the Enforcement Act of the past January “an invasion of constitutional 
rights and liberties (and) a dangerous usurpation of the rights” of state governments, 
adding that an administration which “so far lost the affections of the people to…
employ military power to support their authority…cannot long exist.” This call for 
a change in administration, presumably by the election process, was more restrained 
than Keene’s position, where it was held that whenever the “rulers” are “regardless of 
the general good…(and) wantonly violated the trust reposed in them, the obligation 
of the citizens to obedience ceaseth, and the power reverts to the People in whom the 
ultimate authority resides….”16

 Regretting that the administration was making “distinctions…among the states” which 
had “a direct tendency to a dissolution of the Union,” the Jaffrey committee tipped its 
hat to those customs officers who resigned rather than enforce the embargo, and to those 
members of Congress “who have set their faces like flints against oppression and tyranny.”17

 So that their resolutions might go beyond the bounds of Jaffrey, the town voted that 
a memorial to the legislature be presented for approval at the annual town meeting due 
in March, that memorial to express “the sense of the town and praying for measures to 
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redress grievances.”18

 In the weeks when Ainsworth and his four associates were drafting that memorial, 
Jefferson to a degree yielded to pressures and repealed the embargo, to be effective 
March 15, 1809. However, its teeth were still sharp, for the repeal excepted Great Britain 
and France from reopened trade until neutrals’ rights should be recognized by those two 
long-time foes—in other words, until American shipping might freely enter and trade in 
any and all ports.19

 When he set down the ringing phrases of the Declaration of Independence, that same 
Jefferson had used, he said, “neither book nor phamphlet;” the words had been forged 
in the long political gestation of the natural rights philosophy. For their memorial, the 
Jaffrey men could benefit from not only the philosophy of the 1770s, but also from three 
more decades of that philosophy’s development. They wrote,20

 “When the Government of a free people becomes oppressive—when those entrusted 
with the administration thereof appear to have lost sight of the true interests of the 
community…when the strong barriers of the Constitution no longer mark the boundary 
of aspiring ambition, and when the rights and liberties of the People are disregarded—or 
trampled under foot—
 “It becomes the solemn duty…(to) request…redress of grievances and a strict 
observance of the rights and liberties of the People….”21

 Like Jefferson in 1776, the committee itemized the wrongs which they protested:

 “They have for fifteen months borne them (the embargo’s evils) with much patience and 
fortitude in hopes that the unparalleled sufferings…would have induced Congress at the 
first opportunity to have afforded relief, but to their utter astonishment they have beheld 
that August Body wearing out a long session in fruitless debate and splendid speeches….”22

 “They have beheld a powerful majority of Congress…keep straight on their course 
unmindfull of the piercing cries of the People. And not only so…a band of armed soldiers 
has been dispatched to pierce with the points of their bayonets the nation to its vitals….”23

 It was this last action which particularly infuriated and frightened the Jaffrey committee, 
all but the youngest of whom had known at first hand the American Revolution. “Perhaps,” 
they reasoned, “the evils of the General Embargo, great as they are, might have been 
borne a little longer with patience had not the same arbitrary spirit which imposed it, at 
length broken over the bounds of the Constitution…by enacting the enforcing laws—
When a law is made which is evidently salutary and good, it is difficult—to perceive the 
propriety of resorting to unconstitutional and oppressive measures to enforce it….”24

 In voting to send on the memorial to the state legislature, Jaffrey, as in its resolution, 
affirmed its devotion to the Union and the Constitution, but held that “after the most 
attentive and diligent enquiry through the course of fifteen months, into the operation 
and effects (of the Embargo laws) not even the remotest prospect of a good result is 
discerned….” The town “most fervently and Humbly” prayed “this Honorable General 
Court…to leave no means untried to afford relief.”25

 Sincere as it was, the ardent memorial had little or no effect on the legislature 
when they met at Concord for their June session. Despite Jaffrey’s steady and strong 
adherence to the Federalist candidates and cause, the state in 1810 and 1811 turned to 
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the Republicans for its government.26

 Not until 1812, when British actions led Madison to call on Congress for a declaration 
of war, did Jaffrey again respond actively to “the alarming state of our political affairs.”
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While Ainsworth, Judge Parker and Jaffrey generally reacted to the 
Embargo verbally and often at length, Isaac Parker was directly reacting to 
its restrictive legislation. Bitterly fought all through New England, the ban 
on imports was to produce a new economy for the region. If, for example, 
no yarn could come into the country from abroad, New Englanders would 

spin their own in factories of their own on their own streams and rivers.
 In Keene, Parker was alert to the rapidly shifting market. Like most merchants in the 
area he and his mentor, Samuel Smith, had depended for their stock on imports, imports 
which virtually disappeared as the Embargo and its successor, the Non-Importation Act, 
lay heavy on the land.
 At hand was abundant water power, used heretofore for the town’s saw and grist 
mills. Parker was interested to learn that a nearby mill was being organized to spin cotton 
and woolen yarn, and when the Swanzey Factory Company began production he was 
already involved. The manufacture of textiles would become a mainstay in New England’s 
economy, as advantageous to the region as to Isaac Parker throughout his life.1

 In the beginning only the yarn was produced in Swanzey; merchants such as Parker 
then turned it over to families who wove it into cloth on home looms and returned that 
to the merchant.2

 Parker’s interests expanded to include a shop for making machinery for the mill 
in Swanzey, and by the fall of 1812, he was doing well enough finally to marry Sally 
Ainsworth and bring her to Keene. Their marriage was briefly reported in the Keene 
newspaper, so briefly that there is no mention of where the event took place—in the 
manse?—nor even who performed the ceremony—Pastor Ainsworth?3

 Life in the parsonage had not been easy in the bad times of the Embargo. These 
days Ainsworth paid out no cash for work done on his farm or on the house if he could 
help it; in fact, back in July 1810, Polly had to write her son in Dartmouth, “I do not 
no as your Father has had five dollars since you left here.” She hoped “soon to be in 
better circumstances.”4

 The town itself had been hard hit as the turnpike traffic fell off sharply that year, when 
the new Middlesex canal could carry heavy Boston-bound freight at cheaper rates. The 
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wagons and the droves of animals no longer passed through Jaffrey, taking instead the 
route north of Monadnock and through Dublin and Peterborough, on to Nashua to 
connect with the canal.5

 About the only improvement possible for the aging meeting house in these hard 
times was the construction of horse sheds behind the big building. Twelve local men 
in 1810 assumed the costs and responsibilities for the stables, the selectmen granting 
the land to them severally “only for the space of 999 years,” with the proviso that the 
sheds be kept in decent repair and that no other use be made of the land. In the main, 
the proprietors were those who lived a considerable distance from the meeting house. 
Neither the Parkers nor the Ainsworths, nor other families near the common, used a 
team to come to church or meetings. But for those from a distance the shelter of the 
stables was a welcome amelioration for their animals from harsh heat and winter storms.6

 The affairs of his church stayed at the forefront of Ainsworth’s busy days, but by now 
he was experienced enough to forego lengthy preparation of his sermons, going at full 
strength with few notes. One of the briefest set of such jottings counts only four points 
(the pastor’s abbreviations sometimes defy interpretation): 

1. Good necessary holy
2. Human nature holy
3. Saints not sin to death 
4. Perfect spirits cont (?) at all given up to hardness of heart7

 Ainsworth had preached in the big meeting house now for some 30 years, and in his 
fifties he continued to exhort his people in a voice which carried the length and height 
of the building.
 Out of the pulpit he was as impressive when called upon to address a miscreant. He 
might put his rebuke in mild terms or “with plain severity if need be,” according to his 
grandson in later years. “What he had to say he said in plain English, no one could doubt 
his meaning, no one contested his right to reprove.”8

 The pastor was living in a time of fundamental change, when familiar sources of 
power, the animate—human or animal—were being overtaken and substituted for by the 
inanimate—water and steam power.
 But while he lived into the age of railroads and manufactured comforts, Ainsworth’s 
religious beliefs remained those of the late 18th century. He never deviated from what he 
had first held to be the true religion back in Stockbridge. In the time when his stockings 
were no longer knit by Polly but purchased at the store on the common, when a stagecoach 
or a canal boat instead of his plodding horse carried him to Boston, he held firmly to the 
inflexible tenets of the old Calvinism.
 Stern though his Calvinism might be, he was never averse to certain pleasurable 
occasions, such as his trip to Hanover for William’s graduation in Dartmouth’s Class of 
1811. Laban was not one to miss a commencement there which included an Ainsworth: 
He had come up when his brother Andrew graduated in 1794 and he would make the 
journey again at the age of 82 for his grandson’s 1840 commencement.
 Unlike the wholly formal ceremonies in 1778 when Laban received his diploma, now 
33 years later the occasion brought out a motley assemblage. Booths and tents lined the 
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common, where the town and country people bought everything from patent medicines 
to cologne, watched jugglers and took in a variety of side shows.9

 The exercises themselves were not impervious to change. Faced with the uncertain 
economy of the time, perhaps it was natural that some of William’s classmates might be 
rebellious. That morning one Jothan Fairfield “resolved to disgrace” the ceremonies “by 
disgracing himself,” according to a participant. “With his stockings about his heels, and 
his whole dress in a most slovenly condition,” Fairfield gave his assigned oration “so low 
as hardly to be heard…. Once he pulled a paper from his pocket and for some time read 
from it in a most monotonous tone.”10

 The young man had already received his diploma before the exercises, and it could 
not be withdrawn, but the irate trustees voted that his name should never appear in any 
record of Dartmouth graduates, and to this day the Class of 1811 seemingly did not 
include Jothan Fairfield.11

 Another classmate, Moses Pillsbury, may have been thinking of the likes of Fairfield 
when he wrote that “the students were never so disaffected as at present, (when) the 
tumultuous whirlpools of dissipation are now surging over the plain….”12

 Only the year before, “the most orderly students,” assigned what they judged to be 
the unjust task of undoing certain mischief caused by “a few wild fellows,” joined with 
the latter in active protest. Amos Kendall, William’s classmate, described the episode:13

On a moonlit June night, he recalled years later, almost 60 students rounded up cattle 
and horses from the neighborhood, drove them into the college cellar and penned them 
in with rocks from a convenient stone wall. Admonitions from President John Wheelock 
and various tutors failed to halt the hard-working young men.14

 Next morning saw students in classes, cattle in the cellar, and the owners of the 
livestock anxious for the safety of their beasts.15

 As the authorities investigated, the “orderly students” put forward their case 
of unjust treatment in the assignment of “undoing others’ mischief.” They had no 
apologies to offer.16

 Where William Ainsworth stood, whether with the orderly students, with the “wild 
fellows,” or as an onlooker, it is not known, but he, like the other students, probably 
contributed his 25¢ toward the fine imposed for the damage done to some of the cattle 
and to the stone wall. Remembering student rebellions of his own days, Laban held his 
peace and left no record of condemnation nor of approbation.17

 With the 1811 commencement over, the two Ainsworths rode the coach back to 
Jaffrey, William to rejoin the family circle for a time while he settled on the course of 
his future.
 He was a reasonably devout young man, spurred on not only by the example of his 
father, but also by the constant admonitions of his mother. “O, William,” she wrote when 
sending him news of an ill friend, “think of the importance of Reson and health while 
you have them.” When she looked ahead to a time when he and Sally might soon be in 
Jaffrey together, it was to write, “if you both live…think, O William, of the uncertainties 
of life, the certainty of Death, judgement and Eternity. Let these things have there place 
with you now in Youth and eagerness when there is many things to drive you from the 
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best way.”18

 But to be a pastor was not William’s liking.
 The considerable Ainsworth pastures and farm lands would not provide a second 
livelihood beyond his parents’, even in better times once the depression days had passed, 
and besides, as a new Dartmouth bachelor of arts, he looked to wider horizons.
 The law was the answer, and it was not long before William started his studies in that 
field with his mother’s cousin, Samuel Dakin, Dartmouth 1797.19
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With mentors such as his father and Dakin, William easily became a Federalist 
in the days leading up to the war with England, declared by President 
James Madison on June 18, 1812. In New England the party had moved 
from its earlier nationalist stance to advocacy of states’ rights, the move 
principally the result of the area’s resistance to the Embargo.1

 When President Madison proclaimed a national fast day for August 20, to pray that 
“God would guide their public council,” and “bestow a blessing on their arms,” ministers 
were urged to call their congregations together in divine services. What was said then 
from New England pulpits was not always what the President had in mind.2

 Over in Hancock, Ainsworth’s friend, Reed Paige, chose for his text that day 
Matthew xxii, 21: “…Render therefore unto Caesar the things which are Caesar’s; and 
unto God the things that are God’s.” Not only did he preach forcefully to that text, 
but he had his sermon printed under the title, “Obedience to the Laws of Civil Rulers, 
a Duty Enjoined in the Scriptures.”3

 Aside from whatever stimulation came from the pulpit on a fast day, such an occasion 
was, according to a participant, “a day never looked forward to or back upon.” After 
family prayers came the church service, followed by “a very plain, meager dinner, barely 
sufficient to satisfy hunger.” The fact that one could not work that day did little to 
lessen the unpleasantness.4

 Jaffrey took the question of “the alarming state of our political affairs” to town 
meeting, there to act “as shall be thought most conducive to the general good of the 
United States,” according to the warrant.5

 Trooping into the meeting house Monday, September 14, 1812, Abel Parker, Dakin, 
the two Ainsworths and the other Jaffrey men did not question that their recommendations 
for “the general good of the nation” might not be heard.6

 According to the town records, to reach “the sense of the town…in regard to the 
present calamitous war with England” an unusual procedure was adopted. “All those who 
are against the present war should go to the East side of the broad aisle and…all those 
who are in favour of the present war should go to the West side of the same aisle.”7

 When the heavy-footed farmers, the black-clad pastor, the rough-handed blacksmith 
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and young men like William new to the responsibilities of citizenship, had moved to the 
side where their political beliefs led them, it could be seen that “the Inhabitants by a very 
great majority moved to East side of the broad aisle leaving only about ten or twelve on 
the West side, some of whom declared they did not vote at all.”8

 To send the word of the town’s position beyond the meeting house, Ainsworth, 
Dakin, and four others were chosen as delegates to the Cheshire County Convention, 
“there to aid and assist in devising and adopting such constitutional measures in regard 
to the perilous situation of the Country as shall be deemed expedient.”9

 In mid-October the Jaffrey men set out for Keene, the county seat, meeting up with 
delegates and friends from Fitzwilliam and Rindge, and gathering more supporters as they 
passed through Dublin. Marlborough’s representatives joined them at the local tavern 
where they all were met by an escort of a dozen or more mounted citizens from Keene. 
By the time they reached that town “about 400 on horseback and in carriages made 
up a procession that reached nearly a mile,” according to the Newhampshire Sentinal. 
Waving in the midst of the crowd was “a white flag with the emphatic words, PEACE and 
COMMERCE, painted in legible characters.”10

 Delegates and onlookers crowded into the meeting house, where “every countenance 
expressed concern, and strongly indicated that such a vast assembly (estimated to be 
about 1,500 people) had not convened on any ordinary occasion.”11

 The deliberations of the convention produced resolutions so wordy that they ran to 
more than three columns in the Sentinal, all of them duly presented to the state legislature.12

 Whatever the fortunes of Cheshire County’s recommendations, the Sentinal  
concluded that “everyone appeared to leave the house highly gratified.”13

 The war continued its uneven course, finally coming to an official end when the Peace 
of Ghent was signed on December 24, 1814, two weeks before the Americans’ greatest 
victory, at New Orleans on January 8, 1815.14

 In the meantime, Ainsworth and his Federalist friends found support for their political 
views in the Washington Benevolent Society, which had started in 1808 in New York, its 
popularity cresting in New England in the face of war. George Washington’s presidency 
seemed now to have been a happier, more stable time, and in search for the qualities of 
those days, the Society called for enhanced patriotism, support for the Constitution and 
a rebirth of the first president’s principles.15

 Such a philosophy suited Ainsworth and others in Jaffrey, a branch of the Society was 
established in the town, and its members swore to preserve the Constitution “against the 
inroads of despotism, monarchy, aristocracy and democracy.”16

 Along with the broad aim of retaining for the Constitution “its original purity,” the 
Washington Benevolent Society, in keeping with its name, took on the responsibility “to 
supply the wants and alleviate the sufferings of unfortunate individuals” they might know.17

 What of either responsibility was actively pursued in Jaffrey is not in the records. The 
Society prided itself on its secrecy, although there were times when it openly enjoyed 
dinners, processions, addresses and debates. On an early occasion, the members of the 
Society heard Ainsworth uphold the proposition that Commerce was the “most beneficial 
to a State or Nation,” while Jaffrey’s schoolmaster, Samuel Litch, opposed him, to support 
Agriculture. The current development of water power in the local new textile mill would 
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have added weight to the parson’s side of the argument.18

 On another occasion, he undertook to answer the question, “Can a person in any 
circumstances be justified in violating the truth?” His surviving notes show that, having 
stated that “circumstances often alter cases,” Ainsworth employed lengthy anecdotes to 
justify breaking an oath of secrecy for the general good. That the pastor here equated the 
truth with the sanctity of an oath seems today to skirt the exact question of “violating the 
truth,” but his examples were convincing.19

 For the Fourth of July 1815 observance, the Society, after dinner and patriotic toasts 
at the tavern across the road from the manse, formed a procession, with their guests, and 
marched to the meeting house. This year the speaker was 23-year-old William Ainsworth.20

 Four years out of Dartmouth and armed with legal training begun in Jaffrey with 
Dakin and finished down in Tolland, Connecticut, he could take his place among the 
younger generation who were entering into their civic duties.
 William the lawyer, Sarah and Isaac Parker as part of Keene’s commercial life, Laban, 
familiar figure in town and church affairs, and Polly, concerned with the new women’s 
society, were each a participant in the changes New England faced in the years of peace 
following the Senate’s ratification of the Peace of Ghent in 1815.
 Military actions may have ended, but the economic warfare was to dominate the latter 
part of the decade with a continued depression. In the United States generally, renewed 
importation from Europe adversely affected the fledgling American manufacturing.
  To the young Ainsworth, in 1816 starting a yearly appraisal of the economy as he saw 
it in Jaffrey, farming was definitely not profitable. His succinct phrases describe his town’s 
plight: “Stock of all kinds a drug at any price—middling working oxen 30. per pair. Cows 
8.00—Sheep killed and given to Hogs—or sold for the price of skin and wool deducting 
the trouble of killing.”21

 “Farmers look sober,” he continued. “Talk about selling and going westward. Farms 
a drug—cannot sell. Money this season very scarce among the farmers.”22

 It was no wonder they looked sober, for the summer of 1816 was to be known as “the 
poverty year” and “eighteen hundred and froze to death.” There were frosts every month 
in the year, in the spring seeds rotted in the ground from so much rain, and from mid-
June to mid-September no rain fell. Any place but New Hampshire looked promising, 
and Ohio lands monthly grew more attractive.23

 Turning from agriculture, William found little good elsewhere. “Merchants sell enough 
but get no pay—Lawyers do half business enough and get their pay down. Doctors—little 
business and less pay except the Midwifery line which is brisk as ever, prices and pay 
good—Query: Why are people most willing to pay for what they can least afford to have? 
viz., new rum, writs and babies?”24

 Things looked better in 1817, the year William became a partner in the operation of 
the “Thorndike store” on Jaffrey’s common. “Farmers begin to look up,” he wrote at the 
end of the year. “Money grows plenty—still talk strongly of going to Ohio….”25

 But the lure of Ohio was not for him; his stake in New Hampshire economy grew. 
“Scarcely a store, mill or an industry existed in Jaffrey that did not find William Ainsworth 
as partner, shareholder or purchaser at one time or another,” according to one observer.26

 When in 1818 he saw “Business generally good. Traders complain little—Lawyers 
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less—and Physicians not at all,” he felt confident enough to marry Mary Morse Stearns 
who lived on the family farm down the road leading to the Contoocook River.27

 She was one of eight sisters, all raised by their mother to be excellent cooks, 
needlewomen and fastidious housekeepers. Such abilities were attractive, but Mary Morse 
had qualities beyond the practical, qualities remembered after fifty years by an old sea 
captain who told her oldest son that Mary Stearns “was the only woman I ever loved.”28

✫ ✫ ✫ ✫

 The difficult post-war economy in New Hampshire had its effect on the young 
Parker family in Keene where Isaac had thought to establish himself. He had taken up his 
responsibilities as a citizen, joined the Keene Light Infantry, was a selectman and served 
on church committees. But adapting himself to changes in the textile business as English 
imported yarns threatened to supplant the New England product, Parker moved himself, 
with Sally and their two young children to Boston in 1817, to become a commission 
merchant representing various New Hampshire mills. The son of the Jaffrey civil 
leader/farmer and the daughter of the Jaffrey minister/farmer would become thorough 
Bostonians, the first city people in generations of either family.29

 The changing mores reached into the Jaffrey manse, here to touch Polly Ainsworth. 
For the first time her name appears in records other than those of birth, marriage and her 
own letters, when she served as president of the Woman’s Society year after year.30

 She had joined the new Female Cent Society in 1812, with some 30 other women 
who gave one cent a week toward the purchase of religious books for common use, but 
it was the longer lived Woman’s Society (sometimes called the Ladies’ Society) in which 
she became a leader despite her lameness. Begun as a reading group, members chose 
titles such as “Dodd on Death,” “Memoirs of Pious Women,” and “Self-Knowledge.” 
This latter may have been Jonathan Edwards’s work of that title. While the subjects 
were limited, the choices may well have not been entirely their own. “In default of other 
amusements,” Henry Adams wrote, “men read what no one could have endured” if there 
had been any real choice, and similarly, the women were limited to what was available.31

 The formation of such reading groups, soon to extend into charitable and educational 
fields, was a break with past New Hampshire society, indicative of women’s new freedom 
from the endless pressures of feeding and clothing their families in what was so recently a 
frontier setting. Local stores now carried foodstuffs and even soap, cloth could be bought 
and need not be woven, oil lamps were beginning to replace the labor-intensive candles.
 The women used their new-found “leisure” on good works, knitting beyond the 
needs of their families, and quilting for “the Mission Box,” while continuing the familiar 
provisions of broths and herbal remedies for the sick, clothing for the poor, and comforting 
words for the distressed in the neighborhood.32

 Mrs. Ainsworth was known for her special skills in such work, and would harness up 
the horse and drive out to nearby or far-off houses with baskets of food and drink, tasteful 
and distasteful dosages produced from her herb garden, and cheerful advice.33

 The pastor himself could not avoid, even if he wished to, the changes which were 
setting new economic and social demands on Jaffrey. He had never been one to stand 
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aside on political issues; like most New England clerics, he was a political man and from 
his pulpit and in meetings did not hesitate to issue guide lines on temporal subjects, 
whether on Fast Days, on Sabbaths, or on any day circumstances deemed appropriate.
 In the war years, Ainsworth’s political opinions had naturally responded to federal 
actions, not only from the pulpit but also more privately. In a letter written probably 
in the early months of 1815, he gave vent to strong feelings. Earlier correspondence 
to an unidentified acquaintance, apparently in Scotland, had perhaps not reached their 
destination, he feared, because of the “vexacious & wicked war which has existed between 
this and your country…but now I hope we may correspond freely & in peace & none to 
inspect or detain our letters, & unless the fiend of Elba or some other demon of discourd 
should be lett loose on ye (earth) we may expect this and all other blessings of peace.”34

 His Federal party, the parson wrote, “has been ashamed of our infatuated rulers 
they seem to have been blindly led by ye Corsican & all parties rejoice in the peace 
altho our treaty contains nothing of the advantages which we might have had before 
the unnatural war.”35

 One of Jaffrey’s changes which reached into the pastor’s own pockets came when 
he faced the novelty of paying taxes to the town for the first time. Those taxes should 
be abated, urged certain of the townspeople at the April 1818 town meeting, but their 
proposal was voted down. By 1820 Ainsworth was listed as Jaffrey’s fourth highest tax 
payer, his bill $23.64.36

 While this role of taxpayer was new to him, Ainsworth had never hesitated to fulfill 
other obligations expected of a citizen, particularly of the pastor. One such duty was that 
of “inspector of schools.” Joining the school master, Samuel Litch, and Dr. Luke Howe 
as the selectman’s chosen inspectors, the three men would often appear at one or another 
of the town’s ten little school houses, to appraise students and teachers, to examine their 
quarters and to reach conclusions.37

 The accomplishments and the difficulties of education in the town seldom balanced. 
On one occasion, in 1820, the men were not able to examine several of the district 
schools because they “had no information at their commencement and ending.” When 
there were pupils and teachers at hand, the committee found considerable weakness in 
arithmetic and grammar, and a wide range of reading and writing skills. One cause for 
trouble was the “great inconvenience” to the teachers of “the great diversity of books 
used.... They are compelled to make as many classes as there are different authors brought 
to school or require the parents to purchase new books.”38

 The committee’s conclusions: School authorities “should cautiously avoid employing” 
teachers lacking in “zeal in exertion,” and they, the committee, “could not avoid seeing 
that intentional injury had been done to School houses (rendering) them cold and 
uncomfortable by ill-intended violence.”39

✫ ✫ ✫ ✫

 In the manse Laban and Polly had taken up their roles as grandparents with loving 
enthusiasm, going down to Boston frequently, despite Polly’s often troublesome 
rheumatism, to see the young Parkers and having them in Jaffrey when possible.
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 With his own son, Ainsworth had been formal and admonitory, but even at three, 
little William Parker touched the heart of his grandfather in soft ways. As spring came in 
1819, he looked forward to the youngster’s summer visit.
 “You will be pleased,” Laban wrote, “to hear the robins sing in the morning when 
they come; the crows and jays are come now, the cat caught a jay in the woodhouse and 
let it go again. Very soon the apple trees will have bloom, there will be strawberry blooms 
and blue violets.”40

  William would have plenty to do that summer, for Ben, the hired man, “has gotten 
150 bean poles for your beans, he will get a load of spruce limbs to let the peas run on, 
and make an arched path for you to your little beanfield and plant your little farm with 
potatoes….”41

 A new pair of bullocks was on hand, and while William’s lamb “has become a great 
sheep,” there would soon be three or four more and eight calves which he could see 
in the barn.42

 His grandfather ended his letter with advice: “If you could bring Ben a little 
present…it would please him and make him do anything for you. William, be a 
good boy and speak slowly, come here as soon as you can. You will gratify us all and 
particularly your grandfather.”43

 To little William and the other grandchildren who followed him, Jaffrey offered a 
wealth of experience, heightened by Ainsworth’s inbred country acumen. William’s 
brother Francis remembered that his grandfather “could tell where to catch the best 
trout or pickerel, how to trap the fox or mink and where to find the choicest berries and 
the finest specimens of garnets.”44

 With all this, Ainsworth dealt with growing deafness and his handicapped right 
arm. For the deafness he explored remedies; one warned that it was “NOT to be put 
into the ears,” but to be taken internally, the aim being “to strengthen the whole 
nervous system.”45

 As fall turned to winter in 1819, the younger Ainsworth, married now for a year, for 
the last time wrote down his annual Observations. He felt “the season,” the growing 
times, had been “upon the whole good,” for, compared with other years, the farmers had 
had satisfactory yields. On the other hand, real estate prices stayed low, and one Boston 
merchant concluded that the country was experiencing its worse financial crisis. The 
Jaffrey lawyer continued dryly: There were still those in the area who “can’t forget the 
roast turkeys which are flying about the woods in Ohio and still want to be eating them—
but in general the farmers are growing content with their present situation, the return 
of some emigrants have undeceived them respecting the western world—work must be 
done even in Ohio—and if they must work, they might as well work here as there.”46
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In JAffrey, New Hampshire’s Toleration Act of 1819 brought its own changes. There 
had been only a thin line between church (Congregational by tradition) and state in 
the years before when a town’s minister was supported (and selected) by the town’s 
taxpayers. The time came when persons such as Abel Parker spoke out against what 
they saw as the injustice of paying for the support of a pastor whose beliefs were not 

theirs. Under the Toleration Act, the “minister’s tax” remained, but the individual payer 
might name the cleric for whose support the town collected his money, whether he be 
Baptist, Unitarian, or whatever.1

 Within the big meeting house, and at informal gatherings of church members, 
questions and doubts now were clouding the general acceptance of their pastor’s basic and 
strict Calvinism. Timothy Dwight, down in New Haven and always one of the gentler, 
sophisticated Congregationalists, compared the moral and religious character of the years 
following the peace with earlier times, when the religion of “our ancestors…was more 
zealous, rigid, scrupulous and uniform…. On the other hand, we have in some respects 
advantageously relaxed from their austerity and rigor. We live more kindly and evangelically 
with Christians of other denominations.” The present virtues, Dwight felt, “are more 
amiable, but less firm. Theirs was rough and uninviting, but more to be relied on….”2

 Jaffrey church members could not all agree with the direction, or lack thereof, in 
Ainsworth’s leadership in these changing times. He held to the convictions of earlier 
days while within Congregationalism generally Dwight’s “more amiable” virtues 
found adherents.
 Too, the old pattern of permanency was weakening. In the past, a pastor, once settled 
in his church, would expect and be expected to remain until death, illness or some scandal 
brought an end to the relationship between minister and his people. Now there were 
those who felt that, if displeased with their pastor, church members themselves might act 
without going to the extreme of seeking his dismission through a formal hearing by a 
council of his peers.
 Ainsworth was aware of the new thoughts against permanency and of certain 
resentments to his unbending Calvinism. In the summer of 1819, the minister, 61 years 
old and veteran of more than 30 years in his pastorate, requested his church to dismiss 
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him. “Within a few years past, (the) love and esteem which ever ought to subsist between 
a minister of Christ, and his people, has in a great measure grown cold in this place,” 
some of his parishioners admitted.3

 However, old and new friends united in an appeal to the clergyman. “We freely 
confess,” they wrote, “that we have not treated you with that reverence, and respect 
due from professing Christians to their pastor.” They undertook “to Comfort You with 
this heart supporting truth, that our desire is, that your life may be precious, your labors 
blessed, and that the Pastor, Church, and People, in this place, may for the future take 
sweet councel together, and walk in the house of God in Company.”4

 Ainsworth relented, and although there were fewer faces to be seen at Sabbath services, 
he continued to preach from his high pulpit through the breathless air of summer months 
and in frigid drafty winter days.
 With the presence of several denominations assured by the Toleration Act of 1819, 
and their pastors paid by the town “minister’s tax,” another question arose. The meeting 
house, previously used for services led only by Ainsworth, as town property now must be 
shared with other sects. When heretofore townspeople had had no choice but to hear his 
sermons, now they might listen to other voices.
 The town vote in May 1822 set down that “each and every religious denomination 
in Jaffrey to have the use of the house on sabbath days in proportion to the valuation 
of their property….” Not many years later that proportion meant the town collected 
one March “40¢ for the Universalists, 24¢ for the Baptists, for the Calvinists $1.39,” an 
indication of the comparative strengths of the three.5

 The vote to allocate the use of the meeting house had been taken “provided such 
house be repaired.” A stove, recently installed, brought a slight degree of comfort in 
bitter winter months, and when a committee had studied the building, it was decided that 
with that amenity and others, “the house was well worth repairing.” The clapboards were 
replaced and painted but certain Jaffrey individuals determined that still more should 
be done. Over the valleys of neighboring towns, the new sound of church bells could 
be heard, and Jaffrey should join the chorus. The town agreed to pay for a bell if the 
construction of its belfry “does not enhance the expense of repairing said house,” in 
other words, if it would be paid for with private funds.6

 Those funds were found, the belfry rose to dignify the old barn-like structure, and in 
1823 its bell arrived from Boston. Of no use until it could be rung, the bell demanded a 
bell ringer and yearly the town voted to pay for a regular schedule of tolling and ringing.7

 For his pay, the bell ringer spent a busy Sabbath. In summer the bell rang “at least 
5 minutes each time at 9:30 and 10:30, again one hour after the morning service is 
ended,” and later, at 8 o’clock. The winter hours were slightly different, 10 and 11 in the 
morning, at 8 at night, and only half an hour after the last service. In each season, before 
the services, after the five minutes of ringing, the bell tolled “till the preacher enter(s) the 
pulpit and then cease.”8

 Through the year, the bell served the town as well, ringing “as fast as possible and as 
long as necessary” for fire, for town meetings and for funerals “when requested.” No one 
in the manse, even Laban with his bad hearing, could ignore its messages, whether for 
church or town duties.9
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 The fresh new look of the familiar building, and the soaring presence of the belfry 
with its resounding bell, may have comforted the veteran pastor in the difficult days of the 
1820s, when he had to share what had been his alone and in that shared building know 
that his accustomed stern tenets were not followed by the entire town.
 “Mitigated Calvinism” was finding favor with a growing number of New Englanders, 
particularly to the east around Boston. To them, the Biblical deity was no longer “a God 
of wrath, but a God of mercy, compassion and love.”10

 Even as tremors of the new liberalism reached Jaffrey, like Monadnock itself Ainsworth 
stood firm against any softening of the older creed. He held to what he had subscribed to 
as a young man: “We want in the pulpit plain sound doctrine,” he insisted, “even if men 
scorn it. It is better than some pleasing error that shall lead the soul to ruin.”11

 As the embodiment of orthodoxy, the pastor would clamber as awkwardly as usual 
into his chaise and ride off to serve at an ordination in Rindge, Marlborough or Troy, 
and to attend dismission hearings in Greenfield or New Ipswich. His acerbic wit could 
often focus the sometimes murky considerations at such gatherings as when, at one 
meeting his exasperation with an over loquacious candidate for the ministry broke into 
the solemnities of an examining convocation. Ainsworth and his fellows were being urged 
to remember that “there were differences of gifts and that Holy Scripture taught us that 
one star differed from another star in glowing.” The candidate’s cause was lost at Rev. 
Ainsworth’s interruption: “Yes, but it says nothing about lightning bugs.”12

 Conservative as the pastor might be in the face of gentler theologies, men and 
women continued to turn to him and his church for the solace of “the Blessing of the 
Covenant of Grace…walking in all the ordinances of Christ’s House.” Membership in 
the church was as difficult as ever to attain, but its rewards, many felt, justified their 
careful examination by the elders and their public acknowledgements of faith.13

 Lucretia Kidder was one such individual, seeking the strength of membership in the 
Jaffrey church. She had been a member in Fitzwilliam and when she moved from that 
town in 1821 she asked the Reverend John Sabin to dismiss her from his church to 
Ainsworth’s, for it was an uneasy thing to belong to no church at all.
 Her appeal went from Sabin to Jaffrey by a letter in which that cleric reported that he 
had heard that “with you (i.e., in Jaffrey) she is not holden in perfect charity.” She had 
been a member of the Fitzwilliam church for a decade or so, during which he could not 
remember any complaints, but now came stories of difficulties, he wrote.14

 Sabin pointed out that since Mrs. Kidder was already living in Jaffrey “how much 
better circumstanced you are to investigate and know the situation of things than we 
are.” However, he then proceeded to cite the particulars and to offer “some paliating 
considerations” which might explain the criticisms.15

 There was the talk of intemperance, and that “her language approaches to, or really 
is, profane, (and) at the least vulgar.” Also there was the matter of a horse which had died 
near her house, and “in general that she talks too much….”16

 Sabin treated each of the complaints in order, so that Ainsworth might understand 
the situation. Mrs. Kidder had explained some of the circumstances to him. As to the 
drinking, he wrote “she might have been exhausted by her travel to town in hard going 
(and that she) might not have taken the food that she ought.” Admittedly, “she might 
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have been a little animated,” what with “the numbers and merriement that is often found 
on butcher’s days.” Besides, she might not have been “in good health at that time.” She 
certainly wouldn’t say she was drunk but that the symptoms, “the cramps and spasms that 
were upon her were…rather relaxation of the muscles of the whole system.” She wouldn’t 
say she had not had a drop to drink, and she was “willing to say that had she not drank 
anything at the time, probably things would not have been with her as they were.”17

 As for the bad language, Mrs. Kidder told Sabin that the events went “something like 
this: that she tells her husband the devil is in him, by which she means that in some of his 
conduct and behavior he cannot be possessed by a good spirit but by an evil one—that 
the work in him is that of the Adversary.”18

 Sabin dealt summarily “respecting the horse story,” for Mrs. Kidder showed him a 
certificate which cleared her on that point.19

 Finally, “that she probably talks too fast, too long and too much must probably always 
be lamented—her education, constitution and habits make (that) but too certain.”20

 The Fitzwilliam pastor was sure that Ainsworth knew Mrs. Kidder as one with “a turn 
for speculation—that she is a calculator and has the feelings and habits of economy.” 
Such characteristics indicated she would “do her part well to procure a livelihood.” Her 
real problem was that “she is connected with a husband that does not help her—(he) is 
indeed tedious, provoking, expensive and a trial upon even the most perfect patience.”21

 Having presented the facts, Sabin said that if the Jaffrey church would satisfy 
themselves and receive Mrs. Kidder as a sister, the Fitzwilliam church would at once give 
her dismission, “to take effect when she is received by you.” In that way, the woman 
would not be in limbo, with no church membership.22

 For his part, Ainsworth turned the matter over to his standing committee, and the 
troubled Mrs. Kidder found her place in Jaffrey.23

✫ ✫ ✫ ✫

 When in 1823 the repaired meeting house was ready for use, the Baptists, Universalists 
and Unitarians took their share of Sabbaths and their congregations filed in through the 
wide south doors, to sit in the pews so long occupied by all townspeople regardless of their 
expressed or unexpressed support of orthodox Congregationalism. It was a far cry from 
unlimited use by the Congregationalists, but it was a situation they all had to live with.
 The people of the other beliefs had to be lived with too; it was easier now than it had 
been back some twenty years, when Abel Parker, as Ainsworth noted, held that he could not 
“commune with us until we conform with him.” The tensions between the two men subsided 
over time, when the former could join with other Baptists, first at meetings in Temple and 
then in 1814 in Jaffrey, where they gathered in one of the district school houses.24

 It has been said that, as the 19th century opened, “two institutions, the Congregational 
Church and the town meeting, dominated New England’s cultural life and gave it its distinctive 
flavor.” For decades more Jaffrey’s social structure, slow to change, retained that two-headed 
“compound of moralism, pietism, conservatism, self-sufficiency and democracy.”25

 Ainsworth and Parker were as one in their high standards of integrity and honor while they 
exercised their respective senses of duty in the spiritual and temporal institutions of the town.
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 Their differing interpretations of Scripture were submerged in the general piety of the 
times. To a visiting European, “there is no country in the world in which the Christian 
religion retains a greater hold over the souls of men than in America.” A later observer 
foresaw that “the nation’s emotional, pietistic, moralistic spirit…would color its social, 
political and economic thinking for generations to come….”26

 Isaac and Sally Parker took with them to Boston their inheritance of such a spirit, but 
it was the pastor’s daughter, Sally, independent as her mother, who moved away from 
Congregationalism, not to the fashionable and popular Unitarians but to the Episcopal 
church. In the post-Revolutionary years, Episcopalians had been suspected of British 
sympathies, but that died down as the decades passed, allowing easy acceptance of what 
has been described as the “more colorful and artistic worship of the Episcopalians in 
which a sonorous ritual largely replaced the emphasis on the prosy sermon….”27

 Back in the Ainsworth manse, there remains today an Episcopalian Book of Common 
Prayer, inscribed “William Ainsworth, 1828,” a page corner turned down at the 
Communion Service. One wonders if the little volume was a gift from William’s sister 
Sally, or if his own interest led to its acquisition.
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The Ainsworths’ role as grandparents brought considerable life and activity 
into the manse as the number of offspring grew. Down in Boston, the Parker 
family increased at a steady almost-every-two-years rate until, by 1829, eight 
children claimed attention and care from their parents. It has been said that to 
keep order among the crowd, Sally Parker assigned to each the responsibility of 

looking after the next youngest.1

 Nearer at hand in Jaffrey was the other set of grandchildren, Frederick, Mary Minot 
and William Parker Ainsworth, born between 1820 and 1825.* On occasion, when the 
parents were away, Polly took over and was careful to write on the welfare of her charges, 
and on family news: “all well att the House. last night Henary & Minot Melville with 
thare wifess gorn to Boston.” Her old-fashioned spelling had not changed in the years 
since her Concord childhood, and was set down as it sounded. “Gorn” for “gone,” 
“Henary” and “thare” seemed right to her ears. It was easy to add an extra letter: “att,” 
“wifess.” But however the words were spelt, they carried affection; her middle-aged son 
and his wife were addressed as “Dear Children.”3

 One September day in 1823 Laban was careful to be sure little William Parker knew 
how things were going around the manse, in the fields and garden. Ostensibly from a hired 
man, but in Laban’s handwriting, off to Boston went an unsigned letter which could have 
been a collaboration between the two men, both fond of the boy now seven years old.4
 A lot of corn had been planted, but in the absence of William and his sisters to eat it, 
“it is now so ripe it is not good….” However, the apples were ripe, and the plums were 
coming along; Damsons, and horse plums and others, red, blue and white. Both the 

_______________
*Names crossed from family to family. William Ainsworth’s son, William Parker Ainsworth, was born in 
1825, nine years after William Ainsworth Parker arrived. The Parkers’ first daughter was Sarah Melville, 
named for her mother and her mother’s aunt; it was not until their fourth daughter came that Edith 
Parker’s name was used in that large family; her family name, Jewett, was given to the fourth son, perhaps 
an indication of continued coolness between Isaac and his parents; oddly, no Parker inherited the name of 
“Laban,” in spite of the closeness felt for the pastor. The Ainsworths’ daughter Mary Minot carried her 
mother’s and her grandmother’s name; they moved out of the family pattern when they named their oldest 
son Frederick Smith, chosen for a family friend.2

Chapter21
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apples and plums would be dried to make pies. A great many and very handsome flowers 
had bloomed, and the sweet peas were almost ready to pick.5

 There had been trouble with the poultry. Only 42 chickens were left. “The old hogg” 
got after them, breaking the legs of two. “I saw him eating two others and I suppose 
he has killed others when we did not see him.” A good garden fence would help “if Mr. 
Piper ever finishes it,” and the hens now were shut in four coops.6

 As for local news, a few days before the writer and some of his brothers and sisters 
had gone “up the mountain” (there was no need to name Monadnock for those who 
lived in its shadow). “There is a tavern on the top…. They call it a hotelle.” And in town 
itself, the big news was that “the belfry and the steple are finished and we have a bell and 
they ring it.”7

 If William “and all the children will come up next summer,” the writer promised, “I 
will make a better garden than I did this summer.”8

 The Jaffrey which was the summer haven of the Parkers, adults and children alike, was 
a somewhat different place than it had been when Isaac and Sally were growing up there. 
Still predominantly agricultural, with the usual saw and grain mills, taverns and tanneries, 
now there were four stores too, and most novel of all, over east on the Contoocook, a 
woolen factory and a cotton factory, the latter with twenty looms.9

 Monadnock’s great bulk was as familiar as ever. The spruce and hemlock which had 
once reached almost to the summit had been burned off in the first years of the century, 
when Sally and Isaac, with their elders, watched with awe the fires which encircled the 
slopes. They “furnished pillars of smoke by day and of fire by night,” Isaac’s younger 
brother, Joel, remembered half a century later. It was a sight seen for miles around. Their 
old friend, Luke Howe, described the subsequent appearance: “By the repeated ravages 
of fire, it now presents to the distant beholder mostly a barren and bold rock.” However, 
Howe knew from his boyhood exploration that those bare rocks sheltered blueberries 
and cranberries, particularly in spots where there was “earth sufficient,” and there were 
caves “which excite curiosity.”10

 The fires had served to reduce the number of wolves on the mountain, but they were 
still a threat to the flocks of sheep pasturing on the slopes. When in a single night 16 of 
one flock were destroyed, the area’s men and boys united in a great wolf drive. The hunt 
ended “in a meadow belonging to Rev. Ainsworth,” went the story, “where he (the wolf) 
was shot by a young man…. His weapon was one of the old ‘Queen’s Arms’ and he fired 
two balls and a slug before he finished his work…. As usual on such occasions, the bounty 
of $20.00...was spent at the nearest tavern.”11

 Bare and rocky as it was, Monadnock over the years attracted famous and unknown 
travelers. One of the latter was young Henry Tudor from Boston, who rode north on a fall 
holiday with companions in 1826. Along the road from New Ipswich late one afternoon, 
Tudor recounted, they “came in sight of Monadnock which looked like Vesuvius from 
Naples. We had it before us all the afternoon and in all the blue and purple tints of one 
the clearest and finest October sunsets; and it now lies in shade under a bright moonlight, 
as seen from Cutter’s tavern at Jaffrey….”12

 The following morning the young men left their horses at a farmhouse and acquired 
a guide for the climb up the mountain. After crossing pastureland and masses of bare 
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granite, they “reached the summit about noon and saw as is usual in high places, villages 
and fields and woods and waters spread below us, with the rising smoke of fires, perhaps 
30 miles off some of them….” They could see the ridge of the Green Mountains, and the 
valley of the Connecticut River, “though not the river itself,” and elsewhere “the sky met 
the land in distant and misty indistinctness.”13

 “There is an exhilaration in mountain scenes,” wrote the traveler, but they had to 
descend and so “got down to the level of common life and mounted our horses” to 
continue their journey.14

 The pastureland they crossed was familiar to Laban Ainsworth. Nearby were the 200 
acres he had acquired for taxes back in 1784, and on the pastures themselves his sheep 
grazed and grew, their wool continuing to be a major source of the pastor’s income. 
From his land nearer the manse, Ainsworth’s careful husbandry provided a self-sufficiency 
adequate enough to necessitate only limited purchases at Payson’s store on the common. 
Several times a week he or Polly went across the highway to shop for supplies, when the 
pastor often refreshed himself at the counter with a glass or two of rum.15

 Very little in the way of groceries was needed—some sugar, and flour, coffee, more 
tea, and codfish and mackerel, probably for use when the pastor’s luck at nearby streams 
had not been good. He bought tobacco and paper, an almanac (once just before the end 
of December), and he paid to ship a tub of butter to Boston, presumably to the Parkers.16

 For the farm, Ainsworth relied on the store for his rakes, an iron shovel and scythes, 
besides grass seed, lime, saltpeter and, surprising in view of his own livestock, manure. 
Polly supplemented what she could get at the better stocked store in New Ipswich—some 
cotton cloth and ribbon, small tumblers and, for the bed, a comforter or pillows, pounds 
and pounds of feathers.17

 But it was rum which featured in the accountings of their purchases. The pastor made 
no bones about his long-time enjoyment of the native New England rum and the more 
expensive West Indies import. He enjoyed, too, sparring with temperance adherents. 
On one occasion, when he was past 80, an earnest young man asked him to what he 
attributed his age and good health. His clear ringing voice carried the message across the 
room: “Drinking rum and chewing tobacco.”18

 Not long after he had cited those habits, he was warned specifically that tobacco was 
poison. Spiritedly, he replied that if so, “It’s a pretty slow poison. I’ve chewed it most 
of my life.”19
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If the rum was ever needed to lift Ainsworth’s spirits, that day may have come when 
the pastor agreed it was time to share his ministerial duties with another, younger man. 
The difficult sharing of “his” meeting house and pulpit with other denominations 
had come a half a dozen years before, and now was no longer a novelty. But when his 
church members elected to find, and pay for, a colleague, the pattern of nearly fifty 

years of lone rule was shattered for the veteran pastor.
 The general trend among New England churches toward a decline in permanency 
brought more frequent dismissions, some due to a disaffection with the more severe 
tenets of an older generation, and some for economic reasons. Pastors less often 
supplemented their salaries with produce grown on their own land or church lands, 
and inflation sharply reduced the cash income. While the latter case did not apply to 
Ainsworth, nor even the former, his age indicated that at least a partial diminution of his 
leadership was to be considered.
 The choice was one Ebenezer Everett, who came to Jaffrey early in 1829. Because 
Everett would “supply the desk for the current year,” Ainsworth wrote the selectmen that 
he would “not claim of the town my pay for my salary” during that time, he asked that 
Jaffrey not raise the money for that salary.1

 His request was voted down at town meeting and in that year and the next, despite 
his continued protests, the town continued to pay him the $233.34 agreed upon back in 
1782. That had been increased by $100 a year in 1796, but at Ainsworth’s insistence in 
1827, the raise was cancelled.2

 Now the pastor’s attention increasingly was occupied with the physical setting of his 
church and congregation. The shared use of the meeting house had not been successful. 
The Unitarians had very soon abandoned their portion as their membership dissolved, 
and in mid-1829 the Baptists began construction of their own meeting house over to the 
east in Factory Village (later East Jaffrey).3

 Change breeds change, and when Jaffrey’s comparative prosperity (good crops and an 
expanding mill economy) promised a favorable climate, although the Congregationalists 
still claimed the larger share of time in the old meeting house, they too looked to more 
comfortable, if not greener, pastures. Whether with the promptings of Everett, temporary 

Chapter22
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as he was, or from the deacons, and with the support of the elderly pastor himself, a 
building of their own was judged advisable. Here too was a sign of the times, when no 
longer did the town supply not only the financing for its minister but also the housing 
for services and related activities. At town meeting in March 1830 a proposal “to sell 
the meeting house to any one of the religious denominations” was discussed. Only the 
Congregationalists and Universalists still used the building, and the former were even 
then actively looking elsewhere, but the proposal was passed over without action.4

 Three months later, another course had been set, and in June the town voted to 
lease to the Congregational Society a piece of land “to set a meeting house near the 
hearse house....” (At the same meeting, a second move to sell the old structure was 
dismissed again.)5

 With early prospects of the necessary land (not the town’s, as it turned out, but privately 
owned), yet with no money in hand, the church building committee, seeking $2,000 for 
their project, sold off 100 shares at $20 each, the shareholders to be reimbursed when 
there would be income from the sale of pews in the new building which would face the 
common on the east.6

 A degree of encouragement came from the town in March 1831, when it voted to 
give the Congregationalists “liberty to lay (store?) lumber for the new meeting house on 
the common;” gravel too could stay there “on the high ground…but leaving the same 
places level as before.”7

 Over that winter and into the summer, brick walls rose, an expression in themselves 
of the new economy. True, there would be a steeple, as had come to be expected, but it 
was short, and would hold no bell to compete with that in the older and taller tower.
 To Ainsworth and Polly and their old friends the greatest innovations were inside 
their new meeting house. No longer would the pastor, whether Ainsworth or a colleague 
or a visiting cleric, speak from a high pulpit midway along the wall facing the broad aisle. 
That had been a holdover from earlier days, when such a central location, it was felt, “put 
the emphasis on the spoken word of God,” heard in the midst of the congregation. Now 
in a more modern day, the pastor, the ecclesiastical furnishings and the service itself were 
allocated to one end of the rectangular meeting house.8

 With Everett’s time drawing to a close, the deacons searched for a young man to 
become the established colleague of their long-time pastor. Beyond the need for young 
blood, they had in mind other qualifications, and as in that earlier search which ended with 
Dartmouth’s graduate, Ainsworth, now again it was a trained candidate who was sought.
 Comfortable with the idea of a long association between congregation and minister, 
the Jaffrey deacons held the opinion that “education was essential…since an uneducated 
man would lack the equipment to keep either himself or his congregation interested in 
what he had to say.”9

 Toward the end of 1831, the choice had been made and on January 11, 1832, on the 
same day that the new “Brick Meeting House” was dedicated, Giles Lyman, a product of 
both Amherst and the Andover Theological Seminary, was installed as “junior pastor.”10

 Half a century had passed since that other winter day when Ainsworth had been 
ordained in Jaffrey’s big unfinished meeting house. Back then, it had taken almost a year 
of trial preaching and much deliberation before the town made its offer to the man who 
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now, at 75, still held to his strong orthodoxy.11

 In observance of the anniversary, and to mark the respect and fondness felt for their 
pastor, friends presented to Ainsworth a tall clock, fine in its workmanship and as steadfast 
in its reason for being as the recipient himself.*
 Installed in the manse, the handsome clock counted the minutes and hours while the 
white-haired Ainsworth came to know his young colleague.
 The former, who had studied his theology all those years ago in Dr. West’s Stockbridge 
living room, observed with interest the results of a more formal training in his new 
associate. He could soon see that, however different that training had been, the two 
men stood together in their orthodoxy. As “a most conscientious Christian man,” 
Lyman carried on in Ainsworth’s tradition. By the time ill health forced him to ask for 
his dismission in 1837, orthodoxy was so strong in the congregation, according to an 
admirer, there would be no “temptation in the future to settle a pastor of too lax views.”12

 About the time that Ainsworth established an early working relationship with young 
Lyman, William and Mary Morse Ainsworth and their children were getting accustomed 
to their new life in New Ipswich. They had moved there when William took over the chief 
management of the Manufacturer’s Bank, where his uncle, Charles Barrett, was president. 
William brought with him two decades of business and legal experience in Jaffrey, and an 
impressive record of public service. He had acted as the town treasurer for six years, had 
earlier put in five years as town clerk, and had been the moderator at town meetings.13

 Laban Ainsworth too had served the town, but with his church duties had only once 
gone as Jaffrey’s representative to the legislature, back in 1808. William spoke for Jaffrey 
in four Concord sessions beginning in 1827, and returned to the legislature as the New 
Ipswich representative in 1842.14

 Tempered from his youth by his father’s philosophy that “most men are most easily 
moved by kind and compliant language than the reverse,” William used his legal skills 
when he could to prevent litigation, acting as his father had advised, not to “have the 
appearance of threatening or ill Manners…”15

 The minister’s skill with words passed on to his son who had an eye for the lively 
descriptive phrase and a critical sense perhaps lighter than his father’s but particularly 
acute in his legislative experiences.
 When he had first served in the legislature, William could not pretend, he wrote 
his wife, “that we have done much good, but only say that we are very busy doing 
something—and if we close the session and can say we have done no harm—the good 
people of the state will have cause for rejoicing…the public are never in more danger than 
when the Legislature is in session.”16

 An able speaker like his father who could develop a morning’s sermon from twenty or 
thirty words on a scrap of paper, William had harsh words for the performance of some 
of his peers in Concord. “Some great goose of a fellow,” for example, would “read off a 
set speech—holding his paper so much under the table that he cannot see it half the time 
& so goes hobbling and limping & flouncing thru a mess of nonsense that has neither 
head, tail or substance….” The report of that speech, he wrote, would appear in the next 
_______________
*The clock today still sounds the hours and ticks off the minutes in the Jaffrey Civic Center.
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morning’s paper, “set down in very decent language—as much like the speech made as a 
frog is like a tadpole.”17

 In Boston Isaac Parker too was having legislative experiences, his in Massachusetts 
State House when the House of Representatives met in 1830-31 and again in 1831-32. 
Earlier, as a member of Boston’s Common Council for more than half a dozen terms, 
his principal efforts were devoted to municipal finances, understandable in light of his 
growing stature in the city’s business circles.18

 Uncounted generations had lived off the land before their descendant, Laban, became 
a minister. Now in one generation his son had moved on to law and finance, while his 
son-in-law, only a single generation from farming, had found his place in New England’s 
strong tide of industrialization.
 Laban and Polly were familiar with the water power which ground flour and sawed 
timbers but for Isaac Parker, the same streams could be, and were harnessed to operate 
great looms and rows of spindles. While the textile mills proliferated through New 
England, Parker successfully undertook to market their products.
 Even as his business interests widened, Parker’s highly developed sense of family led 
him to handle financial transactions for his father-in-law, particularly the sale of wool 
from Ainsworth sheep pastured on Monadnock. With the proceeds Parker carefully 
filled orders from the manse—flour, sheeting, coffee and rice—accounting too for the 
“carting” to Jaffrey.19

 He undertook to purchase a good horse ($50) and sent it on to Jaffrey at a charge of 
$2.56, with a “blanket and Robe for Horse” ($2.50) coming along a few months later. A 
sofa for the manse ($28.00) went by freight for $1.75.20

 Polly felt free to call on the wool money, too, if she ran short of funds while visiting 
in Boston. She never needed a large sum, but whatever it was, $1.26 or thereabouts, the 
careful bookkeeper for Isaac’s firm, Parker and Wilder, duly recorded it and deducted it 
from the Ainsworth account.21

 With adequate funds of his own at hand, back in the mid-1820s Parker had sent off 
the artist, David Lewis, to Jaffrey, his assignment, portraits of Laban and Polly. Today the 
elderly couple look out from Lewis’s works with the composure demanded by enforced 
sittings, Polly only slightly less stern than Laban. With his spectacles perched on top of 
his thinning white locks, Ainsworth’s appraising expression seems to challenge the viewer 
to defend well any opinions offered. Polly, on the other hand, might relax her firmly set 
lips in a smile if sufficiently provoked.* 22

 Extant portraits of Abel and Edith Parker may also be the work of Lewis, done during 
his Jaffrey stay. While the poses are similar, with only heads and shoulders portrayed, the 

_______________
*The portraits of Laban and Polly and their granddaughter, Mary Minot Ainsworth, are painted on wood 
and are unsigned. The portrait of Mary Minot Ainsworth was attributed to Zedekia Belknap (1781-1858)  
and it has long been thought that the portraits of Laban and Polly were his work as well. (Belknap also 
attended Dartmouth and perhaps knew Laban through that connection.) It is unclear how David Lewis 
migh be involved as no information on him as a painter can be found. The portraits of Abel and Edith 
Parker bear little stylistic resemblance to those of the Ainsworths so they may very well be the work of 
David Lewis. See Volume II for additional information. (Source: Robert Stephenson using information 
from Susan Van der Eb Greene and David Wheelwright Torrey)
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treatment of eyes and nose is different. Mrs. Parker’s eyes seem to sparkle; she too seems 
about to smile. Contrariwise, Abel’s brows are drawn together in a disapproving frown 
above his long nose, although his lips are not so firmly set as Laban’s. In all four paintings, 
attention is paid to the clothing; the women’s high ruffled white caps, Polly’s tied firmly 
under her chin, Edith’s a little fancier with a decorative bow near the crown; as a cleric, 
Laban naturally wears his white lawn bands; the white above Abel’s high buttoned coat is 
a simple turned scarf. (The painting of Edith Parker was criticized by one who knew her 
well: Those “snapping black eyes” were to life but she had “by no means such a nose as 
that represented in her portrait.”)23

 If indeed it had been Isaac Parker who ordered the portraits of his parents, it may have 
been as a rare gesture of regard, for there is little other indication of direct communication 
between them. Even when his first son, William, was born (in 1816) Isaac had asked 
Laban and Polly to carry the news to his parents, and after little Edith’s birth in 1829, 
that news went to Mrs. Parker via the Ainsworths.24

 However close or distant Abel and Isaac Parker had been, the son could only have 
felt a sense of loss when, on a May day in 1831, Judge Parker died. Soon thereafter an 
impressive monument to Abel was installed in the Jaffrey burying ground, in the Parker 
plot which adjoined the Ainsworths’, both on a commanding rise overlooking the graves 
of so many old friends and acquaintances.
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Just As Polly Ainsworth and her sisters and brothers from Concord had traveled 
miles along familiar paths and roads between Jaffrey, Packersfield and New 
Ipswich for visits, now the next generation knew well the easier roads linking 
Jaffrey, New Ipswich, Peterborough and Boston. At the manse Ainsworth 
presided gently over the family gatherings, while his wife as always concerned 

herself with her guests’ comfort.
 Younger family members spent weeks and sometimes months in the household of an 
aunt or cousin, and the adults too visited for extended times. “Only” two weeks was no 
visit, complained one hostess. The guests came not only for socialability but, in the case 
of females, often also to lend a hand as needed—in a difficult pregnancy, or an illness, to 
share the care of children or just to help with day-to-day housework.1

 There was always washing and ironing to be done (the pastor’s linen bands and Polly’s 
white caps needed special care), portions of a fresh killed beef had to be salted for the 
winter, fresh fruit dried for use at later times, and the big rooms upstairs and down needed 
sweeping, particularly in the warm weather when dust, pollen and more came in through 
open windows. Flies were a constant concern, although not as noticeable to a 19th-
century householder as to later generations. Spinning and weaving were not abandoned, 
despite the new availability of materials produced by New England’s spawning mills.2

  With Polly well into her 70s, still lame from the manse fire of 1788 and suffering from 
rheumatism, the need for help with the housework was a constant concern. Year by year 
fewer young women were available as the local mills competed with their novel working 
conditions and the new social status which came with such work.
 Mary Morse Ainsworth was fortunate in being able to call for help from those of her 
seven sisters who were unmarried, and so she did one December day in 1829, when she 
was still in Jaffrey. She, William and their children had just moved into a house new to 
them, beyond the manse, south on the highway, and she enrolled her reluctant youngest 
sister, Elizabeth Stearns, to help in a situation where, according to Elizabeth, “the house 
looked as though it had been metamorphosed.”3

 Such a long word came easily to this officially unschooled teenager for the entire 
Stearns family were bookish, gathering nightly to hear one member or another read aloud 
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in the small circle of light from a single lamp. These were not merely listening sessions, 
for questions arose frequently and the reading turned into lively discussions.
 The subjects were not light: The works of Mrs. Barbauldi included an allegory on 
sleep (which set the tired young Elizabeth to nodding, she confessed in her journal); 
Biblical Dialogues was a favorite, and often there were recitations of lessons from William 
Paley, the British theologian and philosopher. To augment their own books, the Stearns 
daughters all, including Mary Morse Ainsworth, belonged to the Women’s Society, now 
sometimes called the Ladies’ Reading and Charitable Society. From that library members 
might borrow for as long as four weeks (penalty 4¢ a week of any book “overkept”) titles 
such as Practical Piety, Solitude Sweetened or Night Thoughts.4

 William Ainsworth was another book-lover, with a catholic taste discernible today in 
surviving volumes carrying his name. Epic poetry of Byron and of Lucien Bonaparte, a 
Walter Scott novel, biographies of Napoleon and Catherine the Great, and the memoirs 
of Richard Cumberland, a writer of sentimental comedies, are on the manse shelves today, 
together with such Dartmouth souvenirs as his Elements of Euclid, Lectures on Natural 
and Experimental Philosophy, and Stenography, or the Art of Shorthand Perfected.
 The Latin grammar Laban may not have needed, for his early studies stayed fresh in 
mind, and he still used a Latin word or phrase in his notes when that was shorter than 
its English equivalent. His familiarity with the language startled his young grandson, 
Francis, one 1834 day in Boston. It was at the time when Irish immigrants were strange 
in the city, and the New Hampshire cleric wanted to see them as they worked on the road 
bed for the new Boston and Worcester Railroad.5

 Nine-year-old Francis was delegated to go with his grandfather. As he remembered 
in later years, the laborers at once recognized Ainsworth “by his dress to be a padre and 
he no sooner appeared upon the track than the men all dropped on their knees for his 
blessing, which…he gave solemnly and in Latin,” much to the boy’s surprise.6

✫ ✫ ✫ ✫

 While Laban Ainsworth could well be curious about unfamiliar Irish immigrants, he 
left no record of any wonders at the railroads, although Boston was swarming, physically 
and financially, with the railroad fever which in the next decade would produce rail lines 
spiderwebbing through New England.
 Southern New Hampshire, however, was not to see engines and cars for some years 
yet. For their Boston trips, the Ainsworths often used their own chaise to reach Nashua 
and then they took the canal boat south. For trips between nearby towns, there was still 
the familiar stagecoach.7

 So it was in late July 1840 that 83-year-old Ainsworth climbed aboard the stage with 
his son William. They were bound for Dartmouth’s commencement, the third such event 
Laban had attended since his own. There had been his brother’s in 1794, and William’s 
in 1811. Now, more than 65 years after he had first ridden on to the stump-strewn 
common, it was his grandson, Frederick Smith Ainsworth, who would receive his degree 
on that same, but vastly changed, campus.
 Again the senior Ainsworth witnessed the traditional day-long ceremony, the 
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longest hours filled with orations by seniors, this time chosen by lot. Frederick was not 
among the speakers; instead he listened—to 16 topics in the morning and eight in the 
afternoon, interspersed with prayers and music—before he could become officially a 
Bachelor of Arts.8

 This would be Laban’s last visit to Dartmouth. Another grandson, Edward Hazen 
Parker, entered the college two years later, to graduate in 1846, but on that occasion, 
Ainsworth stayed in Jaffrey. Travel was too hard for him at 89.
 The years were not easy as they stretched through the seasons. “The coldest week” 
had come in January 1840 when Keene’s Zedekiah Barstow noted that on five consecutive 
mornings the mercury dropped below minus 20 degrees. There had been late springs, 
high temperatures when the hay had to come in, and clear chill nights as fall came 
down. Through his long life, Laban knew well the idiosyncrasies of New Hampshire 
weather and could agree that, as an 1823 author wrote, “There is no month in the year 
which is not sometimes very pleasant and sometimes disagreeable…. One of the greatest 
inconveniences…is derived from the frequent changes in the state of the atmosphere—
which cannot but be injurious to health.”9

 As he grew older, Ainsworth met the years optimistically despite the painful bad arm 
and his deafness. “I intend to live as if I should never die,” he told a friend when he was 
nearly 80, and he added, “I try to live as if each day might be my last.”10

 In New Ipswich, William Ainsworth was gradually taking over his father’s affairs, 
buying supplies for the manse and paying off accounts. As Laban had done, William hired 
help to work the land. One such was a Washington Davis who in 1840-41 used his oxen 
and an extra man to bring in the hay; cutting and getting in the barley and thrashing and 
cleaning it was followed by cutting and getting in the corn. Nearly eight cords of wood 
were cut and stored in the woodshed.11

 While William handled such arrangements in Jaffrey, in Boston Isaac Parker continued 
his financial transactions for the elderly Ainsworths.
  Such joint care was not to last. Not long after he took the stagecoach to Hanover with 
his father for the 1840 graduation of young Frederick Ainsworth, William was troubled 
by increasingly severe intestinal problems. A trip to Saratoga Springs, “to take the water,” 
and distasteful odd diets failed to bring a cure.12

 Staying with Isaac and Sally Parker at the end of May 1842, William and Mary 
Ainsworth visited with the various nephews and nieces and with a physician, “the greatest 
gun in the profession here,” William assured his parents, but medical opinions differed 
on the cause of the “inaction of the system.”13

 Within days, William and Mary were in Concord for the meeting of the legislature, 
William’s first term as representative from New Ipswich. He rapidly grew worse, Isaac 
came up from Boston, and Frederick from his medical studies at Harvard. It was Isaac’s 
duty on Tuesday, June 14, at 4 in the morning, to write Laban and Polly of the death, 
short hours before, of their only son.14

 In New Ipswich the younger William and Mary awaited the return of their mother and 
brother, Polly and Laban came over from Jaffrey, and the funeral was held on Thursday, 
as arranged from Concord by practical and helpful Isaac Parker.15

 William’s body then was moved along the familiar road from New Ipswich to Jaffrey, 
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and to the Ainsworth plot in the Burying Ground behind the old meeting house. He was 
not quite 50.
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LAbAn And polly Ainsworth stayed more and more at home, the pastor no 
longer expected to participate in town affairs, or indeed, even significantly in 
church matters. Isaac Parker took on his local business matters which had been 
in William’s care. Polly had given up her leadership of the Woman’s Society but 
never lessened her concern for Jaffrey’s unfortunate.

 To look after the aging couple and their visiting relatives, a housekeeper had settled 
in at the manse. As Mary Morse Ainsworth’s sister, Mrs. Caroline Runnells was already 
almost a member of the family. Her story was the familiar one of a woman who, at the 
early death of her husband, was left with no means of support, and she and her young son 
Moses had returned to the Stearns family farm in Jaffrey. That she could be at the manse 
was of benefit to all.1

 At the Brick Meeting House matters were not going smoothly under the leadership of 
Rev. Josiah D. Crosby, the successor of Giles Lyman. His arrival as colleague minister in 
1837 had coincided with times of financial difficulties in the church and town, a reflection 
of the panic which swept the nation that year. Land values plummeted, banks suspended 
specie payments, crops failed and interest rates soared, while in the backwater of Jaffrey 
the hard times meant, among other difficulties, that an enlargement of the new meeting 
house, completed in the year of the crisis, could not be paid for until 1845.2

 Even Crosby’s salary was hard to raise, and that, coming at the time of a restless and 
possibly disruptive church membership, led to moves for his dismission. His sermons, it 
was said, were “foggy” and his strict orthodoxy, in days of “relaxing theological tenets,” 
added to the general unhappiness when Ainsworth’s strong leadership was in abeyance. 
In May 1844 the second ecclesiastical council called to consider his dismission acted in 
favor of the move, and Crosby went on his way.3

 When Laban Ainsworth had been at Dartmouth for Frederick’s graduation, one of 
the senior class he had heard speak was Leonard Tenney, who addressed the question, 
“is a refined state of society unfavorable to the development of poetic genius?” Even if 
Ainsworth had remembered what was said that August day, now he would have been 
particularly interested to meet this Dartmouth product when the young man, fresh 
from the Andover Theological Seminary, came in 1845 as a candidate for the vacant 
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pulpit. What the church leaders saw they liked, and in mid-April 1845, Tenney became 
“junior colleague” to Ainsworth in name, but in fact the full-time minister for the 
Congregational Church.4

 The relationship between Tenney and Ainsworth was a warm one, as the senior 
minister manifested to the younger, in the latter’s words, “the kindness of a father, with 
the forbearance and courtesy of a constant friend.”5

 But Ainsworth was not to have the comfort of such a warm companionship until after 
he had passed through difficult days as 1845 opened. Polly was ill. She had not been in 
good health for some time—her grandson Frederick had written anxiously to know of her 
welfare over the preceding months—but it was not until the night of February 3, 1845, 
that she died “in the midst of a wintry storm,” according to another grandson. Graven 
on her stone in the Burying Ground are the words, “She lived the Christian, full of good 
works and alms, deeds and her last words were ‘Remember the Poor.’”6

 Alone in the manse except for the faithful Mrs. Runnells and Eliza Ripley, a long-time 
friend of the family, Laban could call to mind all the young people who had known the 
familiar house. William, his son, would come no more, but William’s wife, Mary, still 
lived just over in New Ipswich and was often in the manse, chatting with her father-in-law 
and visiting with her sister Caroline Runnells; the younger Ainsworths, the other William 
and Mary, were at hand too, their brother Frederick at his graduate medical studies in 
Paris. Laban was pleased that Frederick had sent him the year before a New Testament in 
French, and he kept it close at hand.7

 His daughter Sally, and Isaac Parker, had so many children and grandchildren that Laban 
had trouble remembering them, although Isaac particularly made a special effort to report 
their doings. Isaac himself frequently came by the manse on his travels out from Boston to 
the New Hampshire mills and businesses in which he had considerable interests.
 As in years past, the front door of the manse opened often to admit old friends and 
neighbors. The pastor enjoyed people, and welcomed company with “his affable and 
courteous manners,” which had impressed young Tenney on their first meeting. He noted 
three other special characteristics: Ainsworth was “graceful in his movements, social in his 
nature, and always ready to make a fit reply to what ever might be said.”8

 At 88, the Ainsworth Tenney saw “had a full muscular frame, a head slightly bald, 
with snowy white locks hanging over his shoulders, and a dress…reminding one of a 
generation for the most part passed away.” It was the older pastor’s “peculiar simplicity 
and propriety in the use of words,” which particularly struck his new colleague. “He 
rarely hesitated for a choice of language,” Tenney observed, and “this gave him great 
ability to amuse, to inform, to impress, or to influence the human mind.”9

 For one whose profession was, in a way, the constant use of words, Ainsworth had 
had no lack of opportunities to hone his skills. For decades he preached two sermons 
each sabbath (not as long as the average, for he limited himself to half an hour or so); he 
had special words for mourners at some 3,000 funerals, and on the happier occasions of 
marriages, after the legalities were taken care of, he had other special words for the man 
and woman standing before him. Prayers came from his heart and head, not often from 
the written word, and there were, too, his more temporal addresses to town committees, 
social groups, and in the district schools.10
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 Ainsworth had dutifully appeared at closing exercises in those schools, although his 
approach to the students themselves was seldom warm. He “did not fraternize much with 
the children and youth of the town,” it was said, perhaps because “he knew well how to 
utter the language of severity—how to administer a just rebuke—how to make a keen and 
sarcastic criticism.”11

 The pastor’s early penchant for versifying continued over the years, from his ode to 
the Dartmouth weathervanes to his epitaph for Amos Fortune, and on into later times. 
Perhaps from his mature years comes his “Song of Praise to God for the privilege of his 
House and worship,” which concludes, 

“Thou seat of friends and brethren, hail,
How can my tongue, o Zion, fail
To bless thy loved abode.
How strong the zeal that in me glows,
Thy good to seek, whose walls enclose The mansions of my God.”12

 The date of the “Song” unknown, it may be that Ainsworth wrote of his familiar old 
wooden meeting house, or of the newer brick structure or, indeed, of a spiritual house 
of worship.
 The Brick Meeting House claimed a growing congregation under Tenney’s leadership 
but there were those in that body who did not accept easily the continued rigidity of 
even this new colleague minister. As Factory Village to the east grew in population, and 
Congregationalists there decried the ride over to Jaffrey, the move was made to establish 
their own church.13

 It can be assumed that Ainsworth was not omitted from the 1849 ceremonies 
inaugurating this off-shoot of his church, although he was growing increasingly enfeebled. 
If asked for a prayer, he might well have called on the past, as he did often in the last 
years when, while he could not speak connectedly on ordinary topics, to the admiration 
of Tenney he “could offer prayer with no wanderings or repetitions, and impart Christian 
counsel with correctness.”14

 The failing of his mind had come on gradually; even in his late 90s Ainsworth was 
fond of entertaining visitors with a variety of anecdotes. One which he particularly liked 
and told often concerned his first trip to Dartmouth, back in 1775. It was remembered 
years later by a visitor from Keene, one Whitney Barstow.15

 On an August day in 1856 Barstow spent a day with “Father Ainsworth,” as he was 
called in those days. “The aged clergyman,” went the account, “still retained his faculties 
to a remarkable degree, and his memory of all events, incidents and persons associated 
with his boyhood was singularly acute. The sprightly humor, also, with which the old 
veteran related his youthful adventures gave them special raciness and charm.”16

 Barstow told the story as he remembered the story in Ainsworth’s words: “…on the 
fourth day (of the ride to Hanover), I reached Keene and stopped at Mason’s tavern to 
get my dinner and bait my horse,” the old parson reminisced. In the crowded bar room 
“thick with the fumes of pipes and toddy,” a noisy horse trade was under way. When the 
deal was settled, the purchaser was to give a note for the price, but it was at a time when 
too many toddies has had their effect. The man called out to the crowd, “Here, some one 
of you, write me a note for my hand ain’t any too steady.” After no one volunteered, the 
purchaser spied Laban, “Here, my lad,” he said, “you’re sober. Set here and write me a 
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note. I guess you’ll do it.”17

 The note as written was approved, the deal went through and before long Laban was 
on his way once more to Hanover.
 Some time later, when an epidemic of “Valley fever” (a form of typhoid, Ainsworth 
later described it) ran through the college, President Wheelock called on Dr. Thomas 
Frink of Keene to treat the ill students, including Ainsworth.18

 At the latter’s offer to pay the physician for his services, the doctor refused payment. 
“No, young man,” he said. “I’ll not take a cent. I know you. You’re the nice boy who 
once wrote a note for me in Keene, when I was so blamed drunk.”19

✫ ✫ ✫ ✫

 The passing years failed to dim the lively friendships among the Parker and Ainsworth 
cousins, now centering more in New Ipswich where Mary Morse Ainsworth stayed in her 
familiar big white house, so like the manse, with her daughter Mary Minot.
 Twenty-six-year-old Mary Minot called on that friendship one day when Cousin 
Henry Melville Parker had come up from Massachusetts for a visit. She was having some 
trouble convincing her mother that she could handle a horse in Keene’s busy traffic. 
Lawyer Henry came to her rescue with a formal document:

To all persons to whom THESE PRESENTS shall come
— GREETINGS —

especially to one of us
well known and beloved, to wit

—
Mistress MARY MORSE AINSWORTH.

Let this fully certify you that your daughter,
Mary Minot Ainsworth

is fully capable of driving any and every kind of team,
whether drawn by horse, whale
or rhinocerous, or otherwise,

and may be trusted anywhere anywhen and with any one
(except the subscriber, and then the accident happens

when the said subscriber is driving).
WHEREFORE we recommend that she be trusted

as one fully competent to drive
to KEENE

(the land of Rail Roads), steam engines and all other 
WORKS OF SATIN to the contrary not withstanding.
WITNESS our hand and “Joe” Minot’s seal herewith

affixed on this fifteenth day of August AD 1848.
                        – HENRY MELVILLE PARKER20
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 Permission to drive to Keene on her own was important to the young woman, for not 
much farther to the west, over a long steep hill or two, and across the Connecticut River, 
was Brattleboro in Vermont, the home of an interesting man, Lt. Theodore Phinney 
Greene, U.S.N. A cousin of Jaffrey’s Stearns family, his naval career had already taken him 
to South America and the Mediterranean. Now in 1848 he had just returned from duty 
in the Mexican War.21

 On an October day in that year, probably in the presence of her venerable grandfather, 
Mary Minot and Lt. Greene were married. Although she was 26 and he 40 at the time, 
they were “the young people” when Mary’s mother had written some weeks before to 
her sister, Susan Smith, in Peterborough. Mrs. Ainsworth had a favor to ask, because “the 
young people are in a great hurry to be married.” The favor: “A loaf of your brown bread 
(with raisins in it) for a wedding cake, so they won’t have to wait for us to make one.”22

 Despite the demands of his naval career, the Greenes kept house in Brattleboro for 
some years, making possible the continued close ties with Jaffrey, New Ipswich and 
Boston.
 The Parkers in that city were no less close a family, numerous as they were, with busy 
Isaac Parker the center for family news.
 The new railroad service out of Boston to the north made possible quick business 
trips for Parker and he was in and out of his house at such a rate that a friend remarked to 
Sally Parker that her husband “seemed to be a wayfaring man.” Isaac’s comment on that 
to his daughter Edith was “So it is but there is not much occasion for being at home—,” 
a cryptic remark without explanation.23

 His sons and daughters had married, all except Edith the youngest, and she was more 
often than not away on visits. Sally Parker at home in her big house on Tremont Place 
welcomed friends in for tea, prepared family reunions at Thanksgiving, and when she felt 
well, paid formal calls as far away as Cambridge.
 But Sally was not a strong woman, and for years had suffered from what may have 
been migraine headaches, taking to her bed when they were too much for her.
 She was in her fifties at a time when the “wide-spread female invalidism in American 
society” had attracted the attention of Catherine Beecher, the writer and reformer. With 
no further direct responsibilities for her eight children, and Isaac’s days focused on a 
business she knew little of, Sally with her ill health could understandably be typical of the 
“female debility” which Beecher saw as “a sign of some fundamental opposition between 
the needs of women and many of the conditions of American society.”24

 Polly Ainsworth had played an economic role in the household of her day, given 
due recognition as provider of the family’s needs—food stuffs, wool and cotton threads 
for the cloth of the house, the children’s training—along with charitable responsibilities 
for Jaffrey’s poor and ill. A woman like Sally, on the other hand, in an urban setting, 
with servants in the house, manufactured goods in the shops, and only an occasional 
grandchild to encourage or chide, was deprived of any sense of status as a contributing 
member of society.
 A student of such changes in women’s position has concluded that while they felt “a 
sense of personal autonomy in the 18th century,” that was lost in the 19th. “The physic 
breakdown of many women can thus be directly attributed to their inability to develop 
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substantial ego strength.”25

 Perhaps in a reaching out for an expression of such strength, Sally had turned to 
the Episcopal Church. There she found a warm contrast to the austere, severe services 
she had grown up with. Her move to what John Adams had years before termed “the 
more cheerful and comfortable” Episcopalian rituals, “very human and benevolent and 
sometimes pathetic and effective,” expressed an independence of thought similar to her 
mother’s spirit which had led pally to stand against public curiosity and never join her 
husband’s church. Sally too chose her own religious path, so different from Isaac’s almost 
evangelical Congregationalism found in Boston’s Park St. Meeting House.26

 So it was that when Sally’s life came to an end on May 29, 1857, Isaac honored her 
beliefs which were not his own, and saw to it that the Episcopal service, the Burial for the 
Dead, was read at her grave side, and that the boy choristers of the Church of the Advent 
sang anthems.27

 Laban knew little, if anything, of that service, and was unable to encompass the fact 
of his daughter’s death. Isaac was in Jaffrey not long after the funeral, when the old 
gentleman asked many questions. Painful as it was for Isaac to answer, as he wrote Edith, 
“more painful it is that he should ask them, as it shows how feeble his mind is—he has 
on his mind that something sad has befallen him, but it is very indistinct…it is somehow 
connected with Sally.”28

 Difficult as it was, Ainsworth was able to meet with his congregation on July 19, 
1857, in the Brick Meeting House, while, in Tenney’s words, “we attempted to celebrate 
his hundredth birthday,”29

 As if he had stubbornly held on to his remaining faculties until he passed that century 
mark, the veteran pastor in the following months failed rapidly. But his “shattered 
intellect” still held to the words of his long pastorate and into the weeks before his death 
he could lead his household in prayer.30

 There was one last time when he asked to hear the words of the psalm which begins 
and ends with the words, “Bless the Lord, O my soul,” and then, within hours, at six in 
the morning of March 17, 1858, he ceased to breathe.31

 A few days later Parkers and Ainsworths assembled to hear Tenney preach the funeral 
sermon for his old friend, and then, on to the familiar Burying Ground behind the old 
meeting house, where Laban Ainsworth came finally to rest. Above the trees, still bare 
and stark in the thin March sunlight, Monadnock’s great portion of the earth stretched 
against the sky.

✫ ✫ ✫ ✫

 It has been said of Noah Webster (1757-1843) that “it was at once his fortune and 
misfortune to pass his life contemporaneously with the birth and adolescence of a great 
nation.” So it was with Laban Ainsworth, born in that same 1757. In essence, Ainsworth 
led an uneventful life in eventful times. His crises, slumps, triumphs were not extreme or 
dramatic enough to appear in more than minor local records, but the color of the man is 
found in his letters, notebooks, scraps of paper—“the chancy scattering and sundering” 
of an individual life which can lead to a “coherent tale,” as one critic has said. A more 
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coherent tale can be read on the tall stone slab marking the old pastor’s grave, in the 
words of Paul the Apostle, “I have fought a good fight, I have finished my course, I have 
kept the Faith.”32

 Like any other, he knew exciting times, sad times, happy and dull and challenging 
times before they came to their end. “It is remarkable how, as you are leaving a mountain 
and looking back at it from time to time, it gradually gathers up its slopes and spurs to 
itself into a regular whole, and makes a new and total impression.” So Henry Thoreau 
wrote of Monadnock. “When you are on the mountain…there is a bewildering variety 
of ridge and valley and peak; but when you have withdrawn a few miles…the lower spurs 
and peaks are all subordinated to the central and principal one.”33

 So too with Monadnock’s companion, Laban Ainsworth. At a distance we see him 
whole, a sturdy expression of his time and his New England. 
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P O S T S C R I P T

laban’s death closed an era. Polly his wife, his son William and his daughter Sally had gone 
before him, and there remained his devoted son-in-law, Isaac Parker, to lead the family. 
Frederick Smith Ainsworth practiced medicine in Boston, William Parker Ainsworth was 
a Nashua business man, and Mary Minot Ainsworth Greene, a Navy wife, moved with her 
husband to stations in Florida, California and elsewhere. The young Parkers’ lives were as 
varied—the sons in law, business and medicine, the daughters’ husbands in the ministry, 
medicine, law and business. Few, if any, clung to the rigid Calvinism of Laban Ainsworth, 
and none wished to take up their ancestors’ long pattern of a life on the land.

❦
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This abbreviated version of Laban Ainsworth — A Life appeared in Historical New HampsHire, 
Volume 55, Nos. 1 & 2, Spring/Summer 2000. It appears here courtesy of the New Hampshire 
Historical Society..
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BOSTON WAS UNDER SIEGE by American 
militia, and the British at Fort Ticonderoga
had surrendered “in the name of the great

Jehovah and the Continental Congress,” in May
1775 when eighteen-year-old Laban Ainsworth
mounted his horse and rode north from his family’s
farm in Woodstock, Connecticut. He was on his way
to New Hampshire to become a student at
Dartmouth. The college was at this time not half as
old as Ainsworth was himself. The young man had
changed his plans to attend Harvard after his father
advised, “To avoid the British, go to Dartmouth, in
the woods.”1

In the years when England’s colonies moved
toward independence, Ainsworth, too, was moving
toward independence from his agrarian heritage.
Back through the centuries, his forebears had lived
on and off the land in England and then for seventy
years in Massachusetts and Connecticut. He would
be the first of his line to aim for another way of life.

Some years earlier, a group of venturesome men
and women had settled in the wilderness at the foot
of Mount Monadnock in southwestern New
Hampshire. Soon after the town was incorporated as
Jaffrey in 1773, its leaders moved “to have the gospel
preached among us” and then to build a meeting
house in which to hear the gospel. On May 1, 1775,
as Ainsworth prepared to ride out from Woodstock,

Jaffrey’s townspeople gathered to clear the common
in order to raise their meeting house.2

Only days later, Ainsworth stowed in his saddle-
bags, along with his mother’s doughnuts, a letter of
introduction to Dr. Eleazar Wheelock, president of
Dartmouth. Woodstock’s Rev. Abiel Leonard, who
had tutored the young man, described him to
Wheelock as “studious, easily governed and of a good
disposition.” The tutor was careful to mention that
the Ainsworths were “in good circumstances and able
to bear the expense of [their son’s] education.”
Leonard then made one of the few recorded refer-
ences to the disability Ainsworth suffered as a result
of an undetermined childhood illness: “he is
deprived entirely of the use of his right arm.”3

While hard-working townsmen were raising the
frame of the meeting house in Jaffrey on a hot
Saturday that June, they heard, according to local
folklore, heavy gunfire in the distance. The sound
was later identified as that of guns firing on Breed’s
(or Bunker) Hill from British ships in Boston
Harbor. At Dartmouth, where Ainsworth had just
been admitted as a student, he too heard the guns.4

Training for the Ministry
While at Dartmouth, Ainsworth studied languages,
geography, natural and moral philosophy, the ele-
ments of natural and political law, and the usual
mathematics and composition. Busy as his days were,
like other college students before and after him,
Ainsworth took time to write poetry. In one lengthy
creation (117 lines in 12 stanzas), he imagined the
rivalry that ensued when a new weather vane joined
an older one on campus. The contest between the

“Keeping the Faith”: The Daily Life and Career of Laban Ainsworth,
Minister of Jaffrey from 1782 to 1858

Jean Parker Waterbury

JEAN PARKER WATERBURY, a third-generation 
resident of St. Augustine, Florida, is the great-great-
granddaughter of both the Reverend Laban Ainsworth
and his Baptist opponent Abel Parker. Her other recent
published writings focus largely on the history, people,
and buildings of St. Augustine.
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two led Jove to 

bid them hear his awful law,
“The winds shall blow which way they will
And you shall stand as pointers still . . . .”
The haughty vanes refused advice
And pride rekindling in a trice
When one attempts the wind to guide
The other quick presents his side . . . .5

To supplement their classes, students regularly
attended lectures on theology and ecclesiastical his-
tory, of interest to those who, like Ainsworth,
thought of the ministry as their lifework. Dr.
Wheelock was judged “sound in the faith” though he

held “more cathedral views and broader sympathies
than many of the leading divines of his day.”6

Wheelock’s views, however they influenced
Ainsworth as a student, would compete with the
stricter ones he found after graduating in 1778, when
he studied for the ministry under Dr. Stephen West.
West, who had succeeded Jonathan Edwards in the
pulpit at Stockbridge, Massachusetts, preached “the
dependence and accountability of man,” although
with less rhetoric than was Edwards’ way. West and
the other Calvinist clergy Edwards trained could be
described as “characterized by the distinctiveness and
pungency of their preaching . . . pressing men with
the duty of submission to God.”7 Ainsworth, as
West’s student, would bring elements of Jonathan
Edwards’ thought into his own ministry.

In January 1780, Dr. West met with a group of
associated ministers to consider Ainsworth as a “can-
didate for the gospel ministry.” They proceeded “to
examine him with regard to his knowledge in
Divinity, his orthodoxy in sentiment, and the purity
of his motives in seeking to be improved as a public
teacher of Religion.” The ministers then reported
that “having obtained satisfaction as to his qualifica-
tions in those important articles, we do hereby testi-
fy our approbation to his officiating as a Candidate
for the sacred ministry, wherever, in providence, he
may be called thereto.”8

To bolster his candidacy, Ainsworth returned in
September 1781 to Dartmouth where, with seven of
his college classmates, he “exhibited to the members
[of the Trustees] satisfactory credentials of a laudable
proficience in the liberal Arts, and honorable
demeanor in the several branches of business by
them pursued since their admission to the degree of
Batchelor of Arts in the year 1778.” Each then
received the degree of Master of Arts, “having merit-
ed that title by their improvements in literature and
fidelity in the service of mankind.”9

In the Service of Mankind
Jaffrey legend claims that on the campus that day
were representatives of the town charged to “procure

“Rev. Dr. Stephen West, Pastor of the Church in Stockbridge,” from A
History of the County of Berkshire, Massachusetts . . . , 1829.
Laban Ainsworth, who was to serve as Jaffrey’s minister for 
three-quarters of a century, came to his position with a Dartmouth
education and ministerial training in the home of Dr. Stephen West.
West succeeded Jonathan Edwards in Stockbridge and, after becoming
a follower of Samuel Hopkins, inspired revivals with his preaching.
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preaching.” As Ainsworth was in search of his degree,
they were on a search to find the right person to be
their minister. Since May 1780 when Jaffrey 
residents established their church, they had heard
and considered several candidates for the post. More
than a year later, the town was still without a church
leader. This was a serious matter. A New England
congregation expected its pastor to minister to the
religious needs of the community as long as he lived,
or until illness incapacitated him, or until some
extraordinary dissension arose.10

Laban Ainsworth and the Jaffrey men met, and
conversations followed. They doubtless read the
Massachusetts ministers’ endorsement of Ainsworth

and perhaps made inquiries among his college tutors.
The young man’s useless right arm was probably not
overlooked, but in the end his qualities of character,
knowledge and orthodoxy outweighed the handicap.
The Jaffrey men invited Ainsworth to visit their town
and preach for a time as a candidate. 

The young man rode to Jaffrey and one Sunday
conducted his first service in the town meeting house.
In times to come, strengthened by the experience of
countless Sabbaths and sermons, Ainsworth would
wait until after his Sunday breakfast to choose his
texts for the day, but now, with his future in the bal-
ance, the choice of text and its treatment deserved
careful thought before he started off to the service
across the barely cleared common.11

Ainsworth almost certainly had adopted by this
date the garb he would wear for decades — the 
clerical black single-breasted coat and long waistcoat,
black breeches fastened just below the knee with
buckles, black stockings, and buckled shoes. His 
clerical neck cloth with its white bands stood in relief
against the black. He wore no wig, and his cocked
hat sat firmly over his forehead, to be raised politely
as he encountered an older deacon or a woman,
while his useless arm stayed tucked in his waistcoat.12

For weeks and months, he preached “on trial”
under the close scrutiny of town and church. By its
charter, it was the town that sought and found 
candidates to be its pastor, and it was a town 
committee that met with Ainsworth that day at
Dartmouth. To pay for its religious needs, the town
used funds from the lands set aside in its charter “for
the support of the ministry and for the School,” as
well as from “the minister’s tax,” which each 
householder regularly paid.

In July 1782, after ten months of trial, the town
voted unanimously “to concur with the Church and
give Mr. Laban Ainsworth a call to the work of the
Gospel ministry in this town.” Discussion of just what
“encouragement” the town would offer Ainsworth “to
settle with us” led to an agreed annual salary of £70 plus
land. Without further delay, the ordination was set for
December 11, 1782.13

Laban Ainsworth (1757–1858), from portrait by William 
or David Lewis, c. 1825; reproduced from Daniel B. Cutter,
History of the Town of Jaffrey, 1881.  Residents of Jaffrey 
remembered their first minister as a strong Calvinist.  Like others
trained in the Edwards tradition at Dartmouth and elsewhere,
Ainsworth favored the return to the original Puritan practice of
restricting church membership to those who could claim conversion.
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On that day townspeople, with the clergy invited to
officiate, gathered in the meeting house for the occa-
sion. After the sparse number of pews was filled, late-
comers sat on piles of lumber.  Once the opening and
ordaining prayers, a sermon, and the closing prayer
had been heard and attended to, Jaffrey had a pastor, and
Laban Ainsworth began the work which would last until
shortly before his death seventy-six years later.14

As the winter progressed, the young minister settled
into a routine, preparing two sermons for each
Sunday, a mid-week lecture, reading and studying
through the worst of the cold and, when occasional
warmer days came, riding out to visit his parishioners
in all parts of town. With longer days and less snow,
those trips could be more frequent and he ranged 
farther, guiding his horse along paths cut through the
woods or skirting roughly planted clearings, learning
his way around the brooks, the rises and low places,
and out to the far-separated houses where families 
welcomed the newcomer.

At the meeting house, Ainsworth often found 
messages which parishioners had left there for him,
asking that special prayers be said. Written on carefully
folded slips of paper, in script varying from rough to
graceful, the notes asked for prayers on behalf of the
signers.15 One man and his wife requested that “the
Name of God be Praised in this Church and congre-
gation for his Great Goodness [to] her in Granting her
a Safe Deliverance in an hour of Peral and distress and
Making her a Living Mother of a Living Child.” A
worried couple “desires prayers for their child being
dangerously sick and that God would direct and bless
menes for its recovery.” Prayers were asked for a father
“still Remaining in a weake and lo Condition,” and
praise to God “for his Great Goodness to her [the sign-
er] in restoring her to such degree of health . . . that she
is able to come to his House this Day.” With paper in
short supply, Ainsworth occasionally wrote his notes
for the sermon that day on the reverse of the slips.16

Ainsworth the Householder
Once committed to Jaffrey, Ainsworth determined to
acquire his own place. His contract with the town

gave him the use of certain acreage down the road
from the common and a mountain lot on the steep
slopes of Monadnock. But generations of land-
knowledgeable forebears reinforced Ainsworth’s
determination to choose his own piece of ground.
That would be, he decided, four acres across the
common, convenient to the meeting house. It was a
worthy site for a pastor’s home.

Through the spring of 1783 and into summer, he
and the town discussed the matter until in August it
was voted to sell Ainsworth those four acres “for £20
lawful money.”17 For the young minister to have at
hand such a sum when his total annual salary was
£70, he may well have turned to his father, described
back in 1775 by Ainsworth’s tutor, Abiel Leonard, as
“under good circumstances.” In February 1783,
Captain Ainsworth had collected a debt of £18, with
£2 additional for damages. The £20 neatly matched
the town’s sale price and perhaps offered the means
for the young minister’s first real estate purchase.18

Ainsworth’s newly acquired land provided space
for a house, a kitchen garden, and outbuildings. He
would use the town’s “minister’s land,” along with
several other lots he acquired over time, for the crops
and pasture needed to supplement a minister’s salary.
As was customary for a country pastor, he allotted
time from his busy schedule for his fields.

The young Ainsworth made time, at least in
1784, to jot in a diary brief entries on a daily basis.
The entries for that year, which survive in printed
form, run only eight or ten words at the most, for
Ainsworth indulged in few adjectives. Instead, he
noted happenings and persons he might need to
recall and, like most diarists, he has a word or two on
the day’s weather.19 He started off the new year in
January, 1784, with a note on his reading (“red Matius
B. Gromer”) on the “tedious stormy day” of January 1,
but after completing the book on the 3rd, he seldom
thereafter noted any special title or author. The week
was typical of New Hampshire in January: wet snow,
“thawey mist,” hard rain and “warm and pleasant” —
all appeared within this seven-day period.20 In his
diary, the pastor regularly noted as well the texts
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from which he preached: “Feb. 1. Domi [Sunday].
Preached A M. Rom. 6.1 6 P M II Saml 12.33.”
There were also more worldly notes: “hos bld
mouth”; “tapt Sapt trees” (this in mid-March); “Rain
Snow hail alday kilt Beef” and reports of his hunting
successes.21 His own version of Latin: “guni,” “studi,”
“moni,” “legi,” dot the pages, holdovers from his
Dartmouth days, the short words a saving of time
and space. 

As soon as spring softened the ground that year,
Ainsworth began building his house. Cryptic diary
notes record its progress. First came consultations
with builder-neighbors and then he started digging
his cellar with the help of friends: “April 28, Warm
day, Sellre first beginning.” By the end of June, he
could “invite Raisers,” and the next day the frame of
his house went up with appropriate celebration. The
chimney, the next large project, took ten days. Work
went on through the summer drought and cooler fall
days until in mid-November the carpenter “carried

away tools,” and some weeks later Ainsworth could
write “settled with builders.” He had a house of his own.22

Town and Marriage
As the minister and now a householder, Ainsworth
expected to, and did, play a responsible role in town
affairs, undertaking assignments beyond his basic
congregational duties. In the spring of 1787, for
example, he chaired a town committee to protest a
move to detach some of its land to enlarge Sliptown
(now Sharon). His “peculiar simplicity and propriety
in the use of words,” so forceful in his sermons, also
appears to have strengthened the Jaffrey petition to
the General Court of New Hampshire.23

Speaking for a population of some 1200 persons,
Ainsworth and the committee argued that to detach
this territory “will Exceedingly injure, and destroy our
publick privileges & Enfranchisement . . . & leave us in
a State of anarchy & Confusion & tend greatly to cre-
ate debates, division & animosities among the now
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“Land owned by Laban Ainsworth,” c. 1815, Ainsworth Family Papers. The salary the town paid its minister provided only a portion of the Ainsworth
family’s support. A minister, like everyone else in town, was a farmer and landowner as well. Courtesy of the Frederick W. Greene Estate, Inc., Jaffrey.    DRAFT
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peaceful inhabitants of this town.”24 The petition con-
tinues at some length, specifying the disadvantages if
the Jaffrey land were to be annexed to Sliptown.
Whether persuaded by Jaffrey’s logic or overwhelmed
by the rhetoric, the General Court determined that
the town’s land should remain inviolate.

One custom of the day, which Ainsworth partici-
pated in, was the “exchange of pulpits,” when a
town’s pastor rode to a nearby community to hold
Sunday services, thus giving the congregation an
opportunity to hear a different voice. One winter day
Ainsworth was in New Ipswich on such an exchange.
While there, he called at the large farm of Charles
Barrett, where he met Mrs. Barrett’s niece, Mary
(Polly) Minot, visiting from Concord, Massachusetts.
It was cold indoors and out that day, and bundled up
against the chill, Polly Minot had pulled on a quilt-
ed hood which shadowed her face. In later years,
Ainsworth recalled that he had fallen in love with
Polly that freezing day even though all he could see
of her was her nose.25

The visit with her aunt over, Polly returned to
Massachusetts. There, not long after, she saw
Ainsworth again, this time at her family’s farm.
Given the ministerial custom of providing hospitali-
ty to traveling pastors, Ainsworth knew he would
find a welcome in Concord at the Reverend Ezra
Ripley’s place. From the Ripley home to the Minots’
was not at all far if Ainsworth took the short cut
across Concord’s Great Meadow to the Virginia Road
which bordered the Minot fields. Polly’s next appear-
ance in the record is in the Rev. Ripley’s hand: “Rev.
Mr. Laban Ainsworth of Jaffrey and Mrs. Mary
Minot of Concord were married by Mr. Ripley
December 4th, 1787.”26

The couple was soon on the way to Jaffrey, Polly
riding pillion behind her new husband. The last day
of their long cold journey was lightened when a
troop from town rode out to greet their pastor and
his wife. Surrounded by the cavalcade as she
approached her new home, Polly thought “it very
like a funeral.” But in the house,“everything was in
perfect order,” according to a friend. “Fires were
lighted and tables were furnished in the most 
generous style so the day and evening were passed in
gladness and social delight.”27

The town Mary Minot Ainsworth soon came to
know had been described only months earlier, probably
by her husband, in the successful Sliptown petition:

We have Raised and finished on an Eminence a
Large, and Statly meeting house, 60 by 45 feet, and
near 30 feet post, Verry near the Centre of our
town, we have Laid out ten acres of a Common, on
which the Meeting house Stands, and have Cleared
the Same, and Spent theron a great deal of Labor,
we have laid out on Said Common a Large Burreing
Yard, and fenced the Same with a great Stone wall,
and there is a great Number interred there, we have
settled a Minister, and given him a large farm
adjoining Said Common, and he has built a Large
house and Barn Verry Near the meeting house, and
there is on the East Side line of Said Common [a]
Row of Large and Elegant Buildings, which together
with the Meeting house makes a Beautiful

Twin-porch meeting house built in Jaffrey in 1775, as represented
in Daniel B. Cutter, History of the Town of Jaffrey, 1881. The
meeting house where Ainsworth preached was erected by the town.
With a stairwell porch at each end and a door on the long side 
facing the pulpit, it was similar in its floor plan to others in the
area. Voters at town meeting in 1776 specified that the new 
building be “collored like Rindge meetinghouse.” By the 1790s, it
was weathered and in need of repair.DRAFT
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Appearance, and the Roads in Said Jaffrey are laid
out, and opened, Leading to the meeting house So
as to Conveen the whole town, and the town is
divided into School districts, and Some of these dis-
tricts have built their School houses and as the town
is now Scituated, the Most Remote inhabitants are
Content, and the whole town is Completely
United, and Cheerfully Contributes for the Support
of its Publick priviledges.28

The Ainsworth Fire
Just ten weeks after their wedding, tragedy struck the
Ainsworths. On the twelfth of February, 1788,
smoke and flames awakened the young couple. With
difficulty, they escaped their burning house. In leaping
from her bedroom window to the frozen ground, Polly
incurred an injury from which she suffered the rest of
her life. When the flames died down, only the great
chimney and the foundations of the house remained.29

Neighbors rallied ‘round and, at a special town
meeting, a committee was named to collect donations
and “lay out the funds” to build a new house. With
hard money a scarcity, the committee welcomed as
well goods and services — logs from one, the milling
of those into boards by one or another mill owner, a
day’s labor from dozens of men and boys, meals for
the cold laborers.30

With so many hands available, the new house,
even though large, rose considerably faster than the
one Ainsworth had built a few years before.31 The
two front rooms, divided by the hall and stairway,
and the two back rooms, one the kitchen that formed
the center of the family’s life, followed the usual floor
plan for a substantial dwelling of the day. So too did
the second floor, with its big rooms at either corner
on the front, offering views of Monadnock to the
west. Two back rooms, separated by a smaller one,
faced toward sloping ground where the young couple
would soon plant their fruit trees. Before long, a barn
and shed stretched to the south.

Church Responsibilities
Ainsworth dealt expeditiously with the varied aspects
of his lifework despite his crippled arm. His fields

and animals competed for his attention with town
politics and the convoluted finances of a country com-
munity. First call on the minister’s time and thoughts,
however, went to his pastoral responsibilities. Besides
giving sermons and lectures, he scheduled and led
church meetings. A standing committee periodically
met on Thursdays, in the time between the lecture
and the “Sacrament of the Supper” or communion,
to consider various church concerns. The committee
on these occasions dealt with matters great and small,
from questions of basic Congregational tenets to an
individual’s relations with brethren and church.

Following the practice of their faith, the Jaffrey
church established its own procedures. There was no

Rubbing of gravestone of Isaac A. Spofford, Jaffrey, 1788.  Shortly
after Ainsworth’s marriage to Mary (Polly) Minot, a fire destroyed
the couple’s  house.  An eight-year-old boy visiting them was killed in
the fire, surely taxing even the minister’s Calvinist faith.  Reproduced
from Edmund Vincent Gillon, Jr., Early New England Gravestone
Rubbings (New York: Dover Publications, 1966).
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bishop, synod, or hierarchy to impose policy or 
regulations.32 During meetings of the pastor and
“brethren” (the absence of women in any church
matter was taken for granted), Ainsworth recorded
the decisions made on small pieces of paper, later
folded to fit into the pockets of his long waistcoat.
Though sparing as usual of written words, his notes
— marked with deletions and corrections and 
sprinkled with abbreviated Latin and English — 
succeeded in capturing the essence of the discussions.

Although Jaffrey had organized its church as early as
1780, the members do not seem to have formulated
written rules and regulations until the fall of 1789.
In developing precepts by which their church and
people might live a well-ordered life, the standing
committee and pastor decided in favor of setting 
limits on church membership: “the visible church
consists of none but such as give evidence . . . that
they are born again.” Before being considered for
membership, a person “shall relate to the church 

verbally or in writing the reason of the hope of his
being born again.” A period of two weeks followed,
“in which time all those [i.e., present members] who
are dissatisfied or wish to have further information
shall consider it their duty to obtain satisfaction by
private conversation” with the candidate.33 After
church members voted “to receive him if he or she
publicly acknowledge the church covenant and 
submit to the regulations and discipline of the
church,” the pastor called upon the candidate to fulfill
that condition. Only at that point could the pastor
declare the person a member of the Jaffrey church.34

Ainsworth together with the standing committee
established as well rules to govern meetings of the
church members. The pastor called the meeting and sat
as moderator; motions were made and seconded; and
discussion followed, until a motion was “decided or
withdrawn.”35 No decision could be reversed by a
meeting smaller than that which had originally
approved it; no speaker was to be interrupted; and “no

Laban and Polly Ainsworth’s house, Jaffrey, built 1788. The town helped the minister and his wife build a new house after the fire. It was
of the type called a “double house,” with two chimnies and a central hallway. The house, expanded and updated through the years, is known
today as the Ainsworth Manse. Courtesy of the Archives of the First Church of Jaffrey.DRAFT
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Female is allowed to vote, make a Speech or proposals
to the church unless by proxy or when she may be
called to answer or give evidence.”36

“Unchristian language and conduct” met immediate
reproof, and “Disciplining offenders” required a
detailed sequence of steps, the desired end being “the
recovery of the backslider and repareing injury done
to religion.”37

An Early Baptist Controversy
No sooner were procedures in place to provide the
pastor guidance than an unsettling controversy arose
between the church and the town’s leading civic 
figure, Abel Parker. Ainsworth’s papers contain a
lengthy account of the conflict, both his own notes
and Parker’s letters to the church. The records of other
disagreements with those who left the Jaffrey 
congregation survive only in brief published 
statements. That the Parker/Ainsworth documents
survive testifies perhaps to the care with which these 
differences were presented, perhaps to Parker’s leading
role in the community, or perhaps to the eventual
strengthening of the relationship between the 
two men when, in 1812, the pastor’s daughter, Sally,
married Abel Parker’s son. For whatever reason 
the papers have survived, they epitomize the 
confrontation between serious doubters and religious
traditionalists in New England in the latter part of the
eighteenth century.

Parker was as much a man of his time as
Ainsworth. Four years older than the pastor, Parker
left his home town of Pepperill, Massachusetts, to
serve at Bunker Hill with the Minute Men of his
town. He was among those who withstood the
British gunfire that the young Ainsworth heard from
Hanover. In 1778, when Ainsworth was studying
with his mentor, Dr. West, Parker was serving as an
ensign in Rhode Island, strong Baptist territory. In
1780, after his army service, Parker, too, settled in
Jaffrey, clearing land for a farm in the northeast part
of town.38

Dignified and with a serious demeanor, Parker
was one of whom it was said, “intimacy would seem

to have been difficult, and trifling impossible.”
Parker lacked the parson’s advantage of formal
church support, but he had in his favor a sure skill
and experience in persuasive argument. As a recognized
leader of town affairs, moderator of town meetings,
selectman and committee member, as well as 
successful farmer, Parker had gone in February 1788
to Exeter as Jaffrey’s delegate to New Hampshire’s
convention called to consider ratification of the new
federal constitution. There he stood firmly with the
anti-Federalist faction opposing ratification, with the
argument that the present constitution carried no
reference to slavery and so in effect tolerated or even
sanctioned it.39

Parker held similarly strong religious beliefs that
conflicted with what he heard each Sunday from the
orthodox Ainsworth. In the spring of 1790, he 
presented his questions in writing to the church.
Experienced in the formalities of the day, he did not

Abel Parker (1753–1831), c. 1825, reproduced from a lithograph
in Daniel B. Cutter, History of the Town of Jaffrey, 1881.
Several notes Laban Ainsworth took following conversations with
local Baptist dissenter Abel Parker survive, documenting the two
men’s basic disagreement over religious practices.DRAFT
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express radical dissent, but rather, in a lengthy single-
sentence letter, asked that the church examine its
stand on the two matters which concerned him, 
ministerial salaries and infant baptism.

Both points, the man felt, transgressed the tenets
of basic Christian teaching, and both were concerns
shared generally by the growing sect of Baptists. He
urged the church not only to consider the questions
but also to change its ways and to conform with his
reasoning. For a long time, he wrote, he had 
doubted that “giving a minister a stated salary is
agreeable to the word of God,” and also that the
Congregational practice of infant baptism “can be
supported in Scripture.” He asked whether the
church’s binding covenant “is not an abridgement of
the right of conscience which every believer ought
freely to enjoy.”40 Parker asked that the church 
consider these points and “if they be found . . . not
to agree with the order of the primitive church that
they may be reformed.”41

Following accepted Congregational procedure,
Ainsworth then asked the standing committee “to
advise him to the proper line of conduct” relative to
Parker’s address. Deciding to take one point at a time,
the committee “entered into free conversation with Br.
Parker on the first article,” the stated salary of the 
minister. In his compressed script, replete with the usual
abbreviations, cryptic summaries, and signs of 
deletions, Ainsworth recorded the discussions. His 
surviving notes testify to the sincerity and determination
of both parties.42

The pastor noted that “it appeareth to us that Br.
Parker’s opinion is that a Min[ister] ought not to
have any fixed support” but should depend upon
“donations from individuals as they should be
moved.” Here Parker had cited the example of the
Apostles, for Christ had said “as they received freely
so they should give freely.” The minister’s notes show
that the committee found some of Christ’s other
commandments to the Apostles — “to heal the sick,
raise the dead, cast out devils, etc.” — to be “impracticable
by their successors.”43 “As to the example of the
primitive teachers of the Gospel,” the pastor’s notes

continue, “considering they lived in extraordinary
times, it is not to be expected that they will be 
imitated.” Acutely aware of the difficulties of travel
in their own time, the Jaffrey brethren noted too that
the Apostles’ “itinerary rendered a stated salary
impracticable.” The Committee’s more pragmatic
than theological conclusion: “we see no objection to
the practise [of salary] in human prudence.”44

Missing from Ainsworth’s records are Parker’s
arguments against infant baptism, but the pastor set
down what seem to be his or the committee’s replies
based on the biblical covenant, with baptism as the
seal of the covenant in place of circumcision. “Yet,”
the pastor noted, Parker “cannot Se that baptism
ought to be applied to Infants. . . . Notwithstanding all
our indeavours to Satisfy Br. Parker on the particulars
of his address he rests dissatisfied.”45

After some months, not having heard that the
Committee would take the matter to the church
membership as he wished, Parker addressed that
body directly. He felt constrained, he wrote on
September 21, 1790, “to make a solemn declaration
that I profest to be of the Baptist denomination” in
regard to the salary and baptism questions. He asked
for either condemnation or approbation, or at least
action which would “save him being called upon to
answer objections before he knows that they are.”46

An existing paper, undated and unsigned
(although in Ainsworth’s recognizable hand) sets
forth “Circumstantial Evidence,” presumably in
response to Parker (the paper omits any personal
identification).  The Baptist apparently had urged
that the church grant him liberty of conscience. To
answer that request either affirmatively or in the 
negative, “would have proven that the church assumed
authority to bind and loose men’s conscience.” Since
Parker held his own baptism to be invalid, as it had
been “administered to him in his infancy,” he asked the
pastor to re-baptize him.  If Ainsworth had acquiesced,
it would have been “an implicit acknowledgement of
the former and the validity of the latter.”47

Parker insisted that the church hear and decide on
his “complaint which they had voted to be inscripturally
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brought.” He finally requested that the church act on the
question of excommunicating a member without going
through the disciplinary steps required by church rules.
Parker’s objections appear just once again in the
church meeting record of August 30, 1792, which
contains the brief statement: “Abel Parker dissents
from infant baptism & paid clergy.”48 With that, the
documentary account of the Abel Parker matter
comes to an end.

As each of these confrontations between the two
parties ended, Ainsworth made his way home across
the common and Parker took the long road out to his
farm, the pastor to be greeted by his little Sally, the
other to mark in his dignified manner the progress of
his son, Isaac. The theological differences of the
fathers went unnoted when, in 1812, Sally and Isaac
decided to marry.

Meeting House Matters
Even as the standing committee and church members
gathered in the meeting house to consider matters of
religion and faith, the town was concerned with the
physical state of the large structure. Year after year
important repairs were approved at town meeting,
but year after year none were made. The roof leaked;
wind, rain, and snow came through the broken 
windows; and the unpainted clapboards were dried
and warped by summer sun and winter cold.  In the
long list of work to be done, one item was critical: the
underpinning. Wooden blocks and rough boulders
had held up the large building since it was raised in
1775. Despite the cost and complexity of the project,
the town acted finally, in August 1796, on its vote for
an adequate foundation.49

As minister, Ainsworth served also as a town 
official and in that role shared responsibility for work
on what was after all the town’s building. He, like
others, kept careful watch while the huge structure
was lifted from its twenty-year-old base. Wooden
jack screws raised the building inch by inch until
trenches could be dug underneath to receive the new
cut foundation blocks. Oxen hauled in the great
hewn stones, fifteen inches thick, from the far side of

Monadnock. The crew, refreshed according to town
records by a barrel of rum, set the stone blocks in
place and then lowered the meeting house as
painstakingly as they had lifted it.50

Inside, as before, the Rev. Ainsworth climbed the
winding stairway to the pulpit. According to family
legend, he often paused to settle one of a succession
of Ainsworth dogs, all named Trip, on a low step.
From his high vantage point, he spoke out in a strong,
clear voice, and he chose his words effectively. One
Jaffrey boy, grown to manhood, remembered
Ainsworth’s verbal skills: “As a preacher, he was very
simple in manner and matter . . . his enunciation 
distinct, and his language pure Saxon English.”51 To
increase the volume of the minister’s words, a large
bell-shaped canopy or sounding board hung over the
pulpit. With its aid, as sermons reached dramatic
points, or in solemn admonitions, Ainsworth’s voice
carried to every corner of the high-ceilinged house.52

It was not only weekly sermons and lectures that
called on Ainsworth’s ability with words. At funerals,
his opening and closing prayers bracketed 
sympathetic words to the mourners while weddings
included a prayer, the legalities, and special advice to
the marrying couple. Setting his records in order at
one point, the Rev. Ainsworth listed thirteen 
marriages at which he had officiated in 1803 and
four in February 1804; couples came from Dublin
and Fitzwilliam, as well as Jaffrey.53

The pastor went out of town on occasion to attend
ordinations and funerals of neighboring clergymen
and to serve on church councils, going on horseback
or using his wagon. In the latter case, after clambering
up to his seat, he compensated for his crippled arm by
keeping his foot firmly on the reins.54

Most of the councils were called to settle difficulties
between a church and town and their pastor.
Ainsworth joined with other ministers to weigh the
merits of the two sides; the resulting judgment did
not always prove lasting, as in the case of Packersfield
(now Nelson) when continued differences led to
repeated councils. A request for advice arrived from
the nearby town in late July 1790, while the standing
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committee was considering Parker’s theological 
concerns. “An Unhappy Controversy between our
Reverend Pastor and this Church and congregation”
had arisen: “Having taken Measures for an 
accommodation without Effect,” the Packersfield 
committee and Jacob Foster, pastor, decided “to refer all
matters of Controversy among us to the healing advice
and determination of a Council.” Jaffrey and six other area
churches were asked to send their pastors and delegates to
the council August 17 at Mr. Melvin’s house.55

Unlike most of the church councils that the Rev.
Ainsworth attended, this one appears not to have
involved philosophical or church matters. According to
surviving fragments of Ainsworth’s abbreviated notes,
the controversy went back to Mr. Foster’s failure to com-
ply with the decision of an earlier council: “Mr. Foster
hath not paid Mr. Write as required.”56 The notes fail to
specify sums or payments, citing only highlights of the
testimony. The concluding remarks, however, reminded
Mr. Foster “of his former imperfections which have sub-
jected him to So many bitter reflections & as Scripture
teaches you to avoid even the appearance of [wrongdo-
ing].  So let experience teach you to [abhor ?] whatever
may prevent your future usefulness.”57

Subsequently, the Packersfield church dismissed Mr.
Foster but recommended him to the Jaffrey church “as a
member in good standing.” Jaffrey’s church records show
that, on the question, “whether the church would receive
Mr. F. to communion . . . it passed in the negative.”58

Further Objections
The matter of the Baptists continued to concern the
church. It was apparently in the first years of the new cen-
tury that Ainsworth conferred with Edith Parker, Abel’s
wife, to learn why she had absented herself from com-
munion.  Remembered later as “a bright, merry and
cheerful soul,” with a “keen perception of the humorous,
and a gladsome and kindly spirit,” Edith Parker had not
joined her husband at meetings of the new Baptist church
in Temple, nor would she later at the one in Jaffrey,
formed in 1814. She, however, wrote the pastor about
her concerns.59

The devout pastor respected the worried and equally
devout woman and painstakingly recorded her “several
objections,” as he headed his notes, as well as his own
replies to those objections. Mrs. Parker felt she could not
receive communion at his hands, he wrote, because “the
Pastor hath said that he hates Baptists soul and body and
the ground they go on.” Ainsworth did not remember
ever saying such a thing, he noted, but as he thought
about the remark, he considered that if by “ground” was
meant the principles of the theory they (the Baptists) go
on, then, since he held such beliefs to be “of a dangerous
and hurtful tendency, he thinks he ought to be 
displeased with them, which is the same thing as hating
them.” The pastor’s notes indicate that he consulted
Webster’s Dictionary to examine the meaning of these
two words: “the definition displeasure Webst. Dict.
Displeasure n. anger, offence, hatred, uneasiness.”60

Edith Parker (bp. 1752–1848), c. 1825, reproduced from a 
lithograph in Daniel B. Cutter, History of the Town of Jaffrey,
1881.  Unlike her husband, Edith Parker did not attend Baptist
meetings.  She agonized though over the baptism of her children and
explained her objections to the pastor both in person and in writing.DRAFT
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Mrs. Parker’s next point was that “the Pastor has
adopted and often expressed the opinion that the sinful
soul is in a proper sense the object of hatred of God and
all holy beings.” Ainsworth did not think he had “often
if ever said he did hate the sinful soul, but that he ought
to.” On the other hand, if he had said so, “it savours of
self commendation” and he preferred to “practise 
self-abasement before God.”61

He proceeded then to state his reasons for 
opposing the Baptists’ insistence on adult baptism: “the
construction they put on the baptism of X [Christ] by
John” is that “he was a sinner and needed repentence; if
all this is true Christ was a creature, a man and a sinner;”
and to believe such leads “Baptists to renounce the
Godhead of Christ and all future punishment.” In sum-
mary, Ainsworth wrote: “these things have contributed
to induce the pastor to fear that [Baptists] are objects of
divine displeasure.”62

According to Mrs. Parker, Ainsworth had publicly
and privately stated that if “Baptists are to go to 
heaven he won’t.” Responding to this point, the 
pastor finally revealed the depths of his opposition to the
Baptist beliefs: “If heaven and divine bliss are such as
their errors lead them to believe, then their heaven is not
a desirable place nor is such a God the God of a good
man nor is heaven the place to which he would look for
happiness nor such a God object [for] worship. ”63

These fiery words were followed by the pastor’s regrets
for “the mistiming and the personality of his 
expressions.” So ends Ainsworth’s account of his meeting
with Edith Parker.64

Ainsworth Wit and Words
Denunciatory as were his words to Mrs. Parker,
Ainsworth in time could bring his wry sense of
humor into play even on the serious subject of Baptists
and adult baptism. His grandson later heard the fol-
lowing story from the pastor himself: he had been
invited, he said, “by a Baptist minister to attend on his
administration of the Sacrament of Baptism. . . . One
of the first to come out of the water was an old 
parishioner whose teeth were chattering with cold.”

Ainsworth immediately expressed his sympathy and,
later in telling the story, would imitate the rattle of the
shivering Baptist’s teeth and quote his response: “It
was impossible to feel cold on so happy an occasion.”65

Ainsworth had no lack of opportunities to hone
his skill with words, producing thousands of sermons
and advising, cajoling, reprimanding and encouraging
his congregation, his children, and his associates in
general. “He rarely hesitated for a choice of language,”
a colleague remarked. “This gave him great ability to
amuse, to inform, to impress or to influence the
human mind . . . . He was always ready to make a fit
reply to whatever might be said.”66 What he deemed
“a fit reply” could at times startle bystanders and so
be remembered. Once when he was warned specifically
that tobacco was poison, he spiritedly replied: “It’s a
pretty slow poison. I’ve chewed it most of my life.”67

For his deeper feelings, Laban Ainsworth turned
to poetry. Close to his heart, the meeting house
became a fitting subject for his “Song of Praise to
God,” when he reverently honored the building, 
center of his ministry.

The joyful morn, my God, is come
That calls me to thy honored dome,
Thy presence to adore.
My feet, the summons shall attend,
With willing steps thy courts ascend
And tread the hallowed floor.
Thou seat of friends and brethren, hail.
How can my tongue, O Zion, fail
To bless thy loved abode? 
How safe (strong) the zeal that in me glows,
Thy Good to seek, whose walls enclose
The mansions of my God.68

The minister had early adopted a practise which he
encouraged others to follow. “Acquire the knowledge
of words,” he advised his sixteen-year-old son.
Although reading, spelling, writing, and composing
“are thot to be small objects & fit only for Children,
yet a man without them makes but an indifferent 
figure in the literary world.”69

“Keeping the Faith” 53
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Affairs at Home
As rich as they are, the surviving papers provide little
insight into Ainsworth family life. Women and 
children’s affairs rarely appear in the records beyond
birth dates and, all too often, early deaths. 

Sally (legally Sarah), born March 23, 1789, appears
in her father’s records of the town’s births. It would be
some years before she figures again in the family
archives. Then it was in an anecdote recounted by her
son, Francis Jewett Parker. While by custom traveling
clergy could count on hospitality at the local minister’s
house, such hospitality could be a burden on Mrs.
Ainsworth and her growing daughter. Sally shared
many of the household chores and “sometimes she
grew restive under the exactions of the uninvited
guests. Once when a visiting minister told her to 
stable his horse, she retorted that he could do it 
himself and ‘the stable was that way!’’’70

The pastor left most family matters to Polly, as she
often signed herself. Her role is clear in her letters to
their son, William. Born August 24, 1792, he was not
quite sixteen when he left home for Groton Academy
in Massachusetts to put polish on his Jaffrey schooling.
In October 1808, William was briefly home before
going up with his father to enter Dartmouth.

The “great hurry and confusion of our family when
you was at home prevented my saying many things,”
his mother wrote later that very morning. She realized
“there will be some things which you will need that
were forgotten by your Father.” She urged William to
write her. “I will help you if I can. . . . Tell me how
you are furnished with bedding and other things.”
After inquiring about these practical matters, Mrs.
Ainsworth wrote of her own sentiments. “Perhaps I
never more felt the parent than at this time. I consider
you as just launching into the wide world young and
not too much experienced. . . . I hope you will improve
in every thing that is useful as to this and another world
which is the wish of your anxious mother.”71

Polly worried about her son’s finances: “send an
account of all your expenses, your money if you have any
. . . how much you think you shall need this summer. I

expect your Father will write to you. . . . I wish you to
keep your Accounts very straight of everything. It will
be the best way to keep your Father’s confidence. If he
knows how you spend your money he will be more
likely to let you have it.”72

While the pastor’s wife worried about the family
funds, her husband set down in his cramped writing
brief records of his finances, from the sale of acreage
to the purchase of a pig, on small pieces of paper
folded into narrow strips and tied into bundles. He
drew up, and retained, receipts for his payments to
laborers: back in the summer of 1790, fifteen men
received six shillings, or ten shillings, or one pound
seven shillings or, in the case of a sawmill owner, ten
dollars. That spring, too, he paid six shillings for bees
and honey and, on another occasion, $3.50 went

Mary (Minot) Ainsworth (1761–1845), from portrait by William
or David Lewis, c. 1825; reproduced from Daniel B. Cutter, History
of theTown of Jaffrey, 1881. Although a deeply religious woman, the
minister’s wife did not join the Jaffrey church for decades.  Her name
first appears on a list of church members in 1832, when she was 
seventy-one. The same year, a new church replaced the original 
meeting house, and an assistant was appointed to help the pastor. 
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toward the $14 he was to pay for “choping the acres
on land on the southwest corner of his lot north of
Jonathan Priest’s lot.”73

Always precious, paper could be, and was, used
for more than one record. A torn prayer slip return-
ing “public thanks to God for the gift [of ] an appar-
ently proper child” carries on its reverse an account-
ing with James Sullivan. When on April 23, 1804,
Abel Parker used a particularly fine piece of paper for
a note to Ainsworth, offering to do errands for him
in a nearby town the next day, Ainsworth had more
uses for the paper. On the reverse, he drafted a letter 
recommending a Jaffrey woman to a church in
Augusta; at right angles to the letter, he ran an account
itemizing charges over several weeks for a yoke of
oxen, a pair of bulls, two heifers, and a yearling —
most likely for pasturing the animals.74

To work his properties, the farmer-pastor made
various arrangements, including an undated but
detailed agreement with a William Patterson of
Jaffrey: “The corn land to be by him sd Patterson 
seasonably & well plowed planted hoed kept clear
from weeds, & any kind of damage gathered husked
and put into said Ainsworth’s granery the garding to
be well worked so as to produce carrots, onions &
deposited in A’s cellar — the oat land to be fenced
secured by Patterson Sowed with oats, rept [reaped?],
put into A’s barn threshed & cleaned fit for use &
put into A’s granery and Patterson is to have for his
pay one half the corn, oats, carrots and onions.
Ainsworth on his part is to find the seed.”75

Changes
Corn and oat land, planting, reaping, and threshing 
figured little in the adult lives of the Ainsworths’ son
and daughter. As their father had broken the agricultural
pattern of earlier Ainsworth lives, so too his children
took new paths. William turned to the law after his
Dartmouth years.

Abel Parker’s son Isaac was the first of his line to
move away from farming, and when he and Sally
Ainsworth married in 1812, he was already launched
on a career in the new economy of water-powered 

textile mills. After a few years in Keene, Sally moved to
Boston with her husband in 1817 and left the faith of
her fathers to join the Episcopal church.

On the larger scene, New Hampshire’s Toleration
Act of 1819 formally ended compulsory religious
taxes, hitherto allocated to “the maintenance and 
supply” of the town’s minister. Thirty-five years earlier
the state bill of rights had provided the freedom to
choose one’s religious affiliation and the freedom from
any compulsory tax to “support the teacher or 
teachers of another persuasion. . . .” But in actuality,
the “teacher or teachers” were Congregationalists, and
those of other beliefs who, like Abel Parker, objected
to being taxed for such had difficulty in making 
their position tenable in the face of opposition 
at town meetings.76

The “minister’s tax” provided for the Rev.
Ainsworth’s annual salary of £70 ($233.34) from 1782
to August 1796, when the town voted to add $100
yearly “as long as he is to have the other sum of
$233.34.” In 1827, apparently feeling financially
comfortable, Ainsworth asked the selectmen to
remove the 1796 addition and to return to the 
original £70, but the town turned down the request
and voted the full salary.77

While the town continued the traditional minister’s
salary, it accepted the presence of other denominations
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Vital records kept by Laban Ainsworth, 1812, Ainsworth Family
Papers. As ministers often did, Ainsworth kept records of baptisms,
marriages, and deaths in town.  In 1812, he recorded, without
further comment, the marriage of his daughter Sally to Isaac
Parker, the son of the dissenting Baptist couple. Courtesy of the
Frederick W. Greene Estate, Inc., Jaffrey.
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and in 1822 voted that the meeting house should be
shared by all sects, the number of occasions determined
by the value of the properties owned by each group’s
consitutency. To Ainsworth, more unsettling than the
presence of other sects in the meeting house was the
prospect of sharing his ministerial duties. In 1829, his
church members elected to find, and pay for, a colleague.

The pastor again addressed the selectmen about his
salary. He was seventy-seven years old, and had been the
sole minister of the Jaffrey church for forty-seven years.
Now, he wrote, “arrangements have been made by the
society of which I am pastor to supply the desk for the
current year by Mr. Everett. I shall not claim of the town
my pay for my salary during the present year.” That
request was voted down, as was a similar one submitted
the following year.  But in March 1831, Jaffrey voted its
last minister’s tax, after having raised the funds for
Ainsworth’s salary for forty-nine years.78

Shared use of the meeting house was a temporary 
phenomenon. One after another, the denominations
sought their own places of worship. The Congregation-
alists, too, looked for accommodations more comfortable
than the antiquated, barn-like structure, and
obtained land at the east of the common in June
1830. Over the next eighteen months, they erected a
new meeting house, with brick walls contrasting with
the clapboards of its veteran neighbor.

Just as the meeting house was about to share the 
common with its brick successor, Ainsworth found 
himself sharing the church leadership. At first,
Ebenezer Everett “supplied the desk” part of the
time. For their new place of worship, however, the
church deacons soon selected a junior pastor to
serve on a regular basis. In January 1832, young
Giles Lyman, a graduate of Amherst and of the
new Andover Theological Seminary, was installed as

56 Historical New Hampshire

View of the Jaffrey meeting house and Mount Monadnock from the vicinity of the Ainsworth house, late 1800s. The Jaffrey meeting house did
not assume its present form until 1823, when the town added a tower to hold a bell. By this time, New Hampshire’s Toleration Act was in
effect, and Ainsworth’s congregation shared the town’s only meeting house with a number of other sects. New Hampshire Historical Society.DRAFT
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“colleague pastor” the same day that the new meeting
house was dedicated.79

However well educated the new man might be, the
criterion by which the old pastor judged him was his
orthodoxy.  Ainsworth’s often-stated tenet was that “we
want in the pulpit plain sound doctrine even if men
scorn it. It is better than some pleasing error that shall
lead the soul to ruin.” Lyman proved himself able to
carry on in Ainsworth’s steps. Unfortunately, however,
ill health led to the younger man’s resignation in 1837.
By this time, however, orthodoxy was so strong in the
Jaffrey church, according to an Ainsworth admirer,
there would be no “temptation in the future to settle a
pastor of too lax views.”80

In the years while his assistants led the congregation,
Ainsworth remained officially the pastor, although in
time he was no longer expected to participate actively in
church matters. However, on occasion he resumed his
accustomed role, when a young colleague asked him to
take the pulpit. One day, for instance, when he was in his
late eighties, Ainsworth received a note from the junior
pastor, Josiah Crosby: “If you feel able to preach for me
this afternoon, you will much oblige me by so doing.”81

Even in his declining years, the Latin that Ainsworth
had learned so many decades before still appeared in his
writings and occasionally in his speech — on one 
occasion in particular, to the surprise of a young grandson.
Around the time when Irish immigrants were first
appearing in Boston, Ainsworth, down from Jaffrey on
a visit, wanted to see them as they worked on the
roadbed for the new Boston and Worcester Railroad.
The boy was delegated to go with his grandfather to the
work site. There the laborers at once recognized
Ainsworth by his dress to be a padre. He had no sooner
appeared when the men all dropped to their knees for
his blessing, which, the boy remembered, “he gave
solemnly and in Latin.”82

On another trip in 1840, this time to the graduation
of his grandson Frederick from Dartmouth, the pastor
stopped for the night along the way at a town where the
local minister had asked him to preach. At a gathering in
the parsonage after the service, the host, an ardent tem-
perance advocate, asked to what Ainsworth credited his

long life. “He was perhaps disappointed,” the story goes,
“when in his clear ringing voice Mr. Ainsworth replied
that he ascribed his sound condition to ‘drinking rum
and chewing tobacco.’”83

Final years
It was not until Ainsworth was nearly one hundred that a
gradual failing of his mind could be marked, as when, in
May 1857, he was unable to comprehend the death of his
daughter, Sally Parker. Even then, a colleague observed,
“He could offer prayers with no wanderings or repetitions,
and impart Christian council with correctness.”84 On July
19, 1857, the pastor’s hundredth birthday was observed in
the brick meeting house. As if he had held on stubbornly
until that occasion, he declined rapidly in the following
months and, on March 17, 1858, ceased to breathe.

The stark wooden building where he had first preached
in 1781 was empty and cold a few days later when
Ainsworth’s funeral cortege passed its wide front door on
the way to the burying ground. There, in the shadow of the
ancient meeting house, the pastor was laid to rest beneath
a gravestone on which the words of St. Paul can be read: “I
have fought a good fight, I have finished my course, I have
kept the faith.”
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Ainsworth Family Papers, Jaffrey, N.H.; the Dartmouth
College Archives, Dartmouth College, Hanover, N.H.;
and the Jaffrey Congregational Church Papers, New
Hampshire Historical Society, Concord, N.H. A more
complete unpublished biography of Laban Ainsworth
written by the author is available at the New Hampshire
Historical Society, the Jaffrey Public Library, and the
Archives of the First Church in Jaffrey.
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